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Part I
INTRODUCTION TO THE
DISSERTATION

3

Chapter 1
Introduction:
Understanding the Concept of
Knowledge

We are in a paradoxical situation. On the one hand, almost everybody seems to agree
that knowledge is a basic phenomenon of and an adequate basic concept for our current
society (...) On the other hand, we do not seem to know how knowledge should be
defined within the context of the knowledge society. (Qvortrup, 2006, p. 15)

What is knowledge? That is the essential question catalyzing the research behind this
PhD dissertation. The concept of knowledge is emphasized by emerging concepts such as
knowledge management, knowledge communication, knowledge workers and knowledge
society. The essential question nevertheless remains unanswered; what is knowledge, since
it can be managed, communicated, worked with and constituted a base for a society?
(Qvortrup, 2006, p. 15).
My initial puzzle that made me start the research process was this: how do groups conceptualize knowledge when they work together? The theories would suggest that knowledge
is either in a dichotomous relation of tacit/explicit (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi,
1995; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009; Polanyi, 1969, 2012), procedural/declarative (Cohen &
Bacdayan, 1994), objectified/personalized (Andriessen, 2008; Andriessen & Boom, 2007),
in a hierarchy (Davenport & Prusak, 1998; Rowley, 2007) or divided into orders (Qvortrup,
2006). But one thing is theory. Conceptualization in practice might be a completely different ball game. Knowledge as a phenomenon is abstract and is thus processed metaphorically.
The metaphors through which we understand knowledge in turn form how we understand
it and how we reason about it (Cornelissen, 2005). Hence we understand the concept of
knowledge by use of metaphors or metaphoricity. What made me curious was the following: how do groups understand the concept of knowledge, and in terms of what do they
understand it? The mere conceptualization of knowledge is the essence: the way knowledge
5

is talked about confines for what knowledge can be used. If knowledge is an object, it can
be given, found, sold, moved etc. If knowledge is a personal asset, it can be incarnated,
used, and it will disappear with the employee. Managing knowledge and communicating
knowledge will depend on the metaphors in terms of which knowledge is understood.
The context of the dissertation is a societal focus on knowledge in innovation, education
and management (Qvortrup, 2006). Knowledge + compounds are found in management
literature, innovation literature and educational literature. However, the concept of knowledge seems undifferentiated and uniform. It is simply referred to as “knowledge”, as if we
all share a common understanding of it. The purpose of this dissertation is to open up
the concept of knowledge and further understand both how concepts emerge and which
concepts of knowledge emerge.
This study focuses on how to reveal metaphors for knowledge in groups, which metaphors
for knowledge are present in the chosen sample and how conceptualizing knowledge shapes
the usage of knowledge. Thus it does not approach the way different metaphors could
induce different solutions, though steps towards such a study have been made and will be
presented in the end of the dissertation. A different approach would be to make a descriptive
study of metaphors for knowledge in public discourse. This in turn would not answer
the question of how the metaphors help create concepts in groups, though it might prove
interesting to make such an analysis.
Investigating metaphors for knowledge could have been approached in a number of ways. I
chose an interdisciplinary approach and combined known methods and theories in novel
ways to watch them cross-fertilize and lead to new paths of understanding.
The research design will be presented in much more detail below, but to provide an overview
of the research project, the general aspects of the project are presented here. The data set
consists of six conversations. The sample is creative start-ups in Aarhus, Denmark. The
groups consist of three to five people, and all groups work closely together in the companies.
Each company was visited in their own office space. All conversations were video and
audio recorded. Each conversation lasted approximately one hour and had two stages. In
stage one, the groups built three concepts in toy bricks. In stage two, the bricks were put
away after which a semi-structured conversation was conducted. The conversations were
then coded for potential metaphors for knowledge in language, gesture and building, and
their approach to building was analyzed as well to establish to what extent the building
of knowledge influenced the conversation about knowledge. The study is centered on
metaphors for knowledge as they emerge in group conversations in language, gesture and
buildings. As will be described in much more detail below, the study thus makes use of
mixed methods.

1.1

Research Questions and Aim of the Dissertation

The fundamental question, which guided the whole research process, is how groups conceptualize knowledge metaphorically. To answer this question, four elements have been
conflated into the coherent narrative presented below. Table 1.1 presents the four contributions with regards to outlet, research question, methods and conclusions.
6

Each contribution contains its own research question and adds nuance to the answer. The
overall research question is:
How do groups conceptualize knowledge metaphorically?
The first contribution is a book chapter to the forthcoming “Handbook of Language and
Metaphor” to be published by Routledge in 2016 and edited by Elena Semino and Zsófia
Demjén (chapter 10 in this dissertation). The chapter which I was asked to contribute
holds the title “Using Metaphors as a Management Tool”. The aim of the contribution
to the handbook is to gather research on metaphor in management and to provide insight
into how metaphors and metaphor analysis in combination with drawing, building or
related externalization techniques can provide the manager as well as the employees with
an understanding of abstract phenomena. Thus, in the context of this dissertation, the
chapter provides a framing of metaphors in a knowledge management context where it has
not previously been adequately represented. The research question guiding the chapter is:
How have metaphors as a tool in management developed?
The second part of the dissertation is an article submitted to the journal Metaphorik.de
in 2015 (chapter 12 in this dissertation). It is still under review. The article presents how
using a common mode in conceptualizing knowledge reinforces the co-creation of such a
concept. Whether it is gesture or the provided toy bricks does not seem to make a noticeable
difference. Using more than words together prove to be the best strategy. The research
question stirring the first article is:
How do groups co-create metaphors for knowledge?
The third part of the dissertation is an article for Journal of Knowledge Management
Research and Practice (chapter 14 in this dissertation). The article was submitted in 2015
and is still under review. This article presents results from the same data set, but rather than
focusing on the process, it focuses on the content. Unlike what would be expected from
more descriptive studies, the groups switch between knowledge as something personal and
as an object and even incorporate both sides into their co-created concepts. The research
question for this element of the dissertation is:
How do groups deal with diverse metaphors for knowledge?
The fourth part is centered on an action research case study and was submitted to Journal
of Organizational Knowledge Communication. The article was submitted in 2015 and is
presented in chapter 16 in a revised and resubmitted version. The article shows how the
process which has been developed and described in the above-mentioned articles is applied
on a group in a large food production company. The group addressed that they would like
to share knowledge in a better way, and by going through the process developed in this PhD
as well as by having follow-up conversations with the researcher, they completely altered
their way of sharing knowledge. The research question for the last article in the dissertation
is:
7

How can the metaphor revelation process be used
for developing knowledge sharing strategies?
With this dissertation, it is my aim to draw attention to some key issues in understanding
knowledge as a concept in context. As suggested by the title of the dissertation, the approach
is metaphor analysis and the sample is knowledge intensive groups. An important part of
the research has been to develop an appropriate method for investigating metaphors for
knowledge as they emerge in groups rather than in writing or by individuals. As a pilot
study, five interviews with managers were conducted resulting in a lot of conventional
metaphors. Texts from the triple helix of government, industry and universities were
analyzed, and again the result was conventional, polite and correct, but not significant
in understanding how real people perceive and communicate the concept of knowledge.
Hence the pilot studies were rejected and a new one introduced: how will a group of people
who normally work together conceptualize knowledge by use of an already developed
LEGO experiment, and how will the building affect their conversation? This pilot study
was refined and used for the real data collection and will be presented in much greater detail
below. The four contributions of the dissertation are presented in table 1.1 below.

1.2

Structure of the Dissertation

The dissertation consists of four major parts:
The theoretical considerations
The methodological considerations in regards to research design
The four contributions to books and journals
Concluding on the basis of the four contributions and outlining further research with
regards to theory building, empirical scaling and applying other methods.
The initial chapters thus form the foundation of theoretical framework, method and research design. From that arise the four independent contributions, which are bridged by
short commentary texts. The final remarks serve to show how new studies based on the
findings presented in the articles could further elaborate the understanding of metaphors
for knowledge.
American English spelling is used throughout the dissertation, except in chapter 10, in
which British English spelling is used because of the outlet.

8

Table 1.1: The four contributions.

1: Using Metaphors as a Management Tool
Handbook of Language and Metaphor, Routledge (accepted)
Research Question

Method(s)

Conclusion

How have metaphors been used
as a tool in management?

Review

Metaphors as a management tool have developed
from a communication
approach to include an
epistemic action-approach

2: Co-creation of Metaphors by Use of Multimodality
— Shared Modes Reinforce Common Metaphorical Schemata
Metaphorik.de (in review)
Research Question

Method(s)

Conclusion

How are metaphors
co-created by groups?

Qualitative language
analysis, gesture analysis and analysis of joint
epistemic action

Groups using a shared
mode create strong
metaphorical schemata

3: The Diversity of Metaphors for Knowledge: An Empirical Study
Journal of Knowledge Management Research and Practice (in review)
Research Question

Method(s)

Conclusion

Do groups choose a dominant
metaphor for knowledge?

Dynamic discourse
coding of conversations

Knowledge is conceptualized as a diverse concept
by groups without causing
controversy

4: Knowledge Sharing is Knowledge Creation
Journal of Organizational Knowledge Communication (accepted)
Research Question

Method(s)

Conclusion

How can the metaphor revelation process be used for
developing knowledge
sharing strategies?

Action research

In order to share knowledge, a group must create
new knowledge together

9

Part II
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
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Chapter 2
Philosophy of Science,
Metaphor and Knowledge

A keystone of the research presented below is mixed methods and method triangulation.
Standing on three legs, the dissertation is very much inspired by the emerging tradition of
knowledge communication (Kastberg, 2014; Qvortrup, 2006) as well as the aftermath of
conceptual metaphor theory (CMT) (Cornelissen, 2005; G. Lakoff & Johnson, 1999; G.
J. Steen, 2011), and as a consequence of the latter, the third leg is placed in grounded and
embodied cognition (Barsalou, 2008; H. Maturana & Varela, 1987).
This chapter serves to provide the theoretical background for the dissertation. First and
foremost, the scientific position is presented and discussed. Secondly, the position in 4E cognition is explained and discussed. Following that, the approach to metaphor, metaphoricity
and metaphor analysis is presented. The position in knowledge theory is then presented,
and lastly the elements of cognition, metaphor and knowledge are related to each other in
order to outline the coherence of theories as a foundation for the following chapters which
focuses on the methodology and research design more specifically.

2.1

Philosophy of Science

An important element of investigating how and which metaphors for knowledge emerge
has been to search beyond metaphors in texts and experiments; this is because the focus
of the dissertation is on how metaphors for knowledge emerge in groups which actually
work together rather than in randomized groups, and the scope is on more modes than
language. When choosing the right philosophical standpoint, such a standpoint would have
to embrace different methods and approach the data from different angles in order for the
different angles to shed more light and nuance on the object. A dogmatic approach would
not frame this need. Thus I chose pragmatism as the appropriate position to this project.
Pragmatism can be assigned to philosophers like Peirce, Dewey and James. It was initially a
13

softening of positivism, but in contemporary philosophy of science, it might be regarded as
a less dogmatic position between positivism and constructivism:
The project of pragmatism has been to find a middle ground between philosophical
dogmatisms and skepticism and to find a workable solution (sometimes including outright
rejection) to many longstanding philosophical dualisms about which agreement has not
been historically forthcoming. (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 18)

Thus pragmatism is not qualitative or quantitative in nature but could be either, or, or both.
As argued by Johnson, Onwuegbuzie and Turner (2007):
... pragmatism is a well-developed and attractive philosophy for integrating perspectives
and approaches. Pragmatism offers an epistemological justification (i.e., via pragmatic
epistemic values or standards) and logic (i.e., use the combination of methods and ideas that
helps one best frame, address, and provide tentative answers to one’s research question[s])
for mixing approaches and methods. A pragmatist would reject an incompatibility thesis
and would claim that research paradigms can remain separate, but they can also be mixed
into another research paradigm. (ibid, p. 125)

As the research question “How do groups conceptualize knowledge metaphorically?” can be
answered by a number of designs and approaches, it was important from the very beginning
to stay open in terms of methodology and thus philosophical standpoint.
Initially, the promise of social constructivism (Kukla, 2000) seemed more appealing. Being
qualitative in nature, such an approach would narrow down the number of methodological
choices and help focusing on knowledge as a social construction. However, the field of
metaphor research is dominated not by one but by a large variety of methods and approaches
(Gonzalez-Marquez, 2007; Müller, Cienki, & Müller, 2008a; Steen, 2008a). Settling on a
pure qualitative, constructivist approach in investigating metaphors for knowledge as they
emerge in groups would potentially lead to not fully embracing the layers of understanding,
which pragmatism, and with that mixed methods research, make possible. Thus, in this
research project, I have made use of the middle ground provided by pragmatism and the
freedom in terms of choice and combination of methods. As put forward by Denzin,
pragmatism is not a methodology but “a theory of truth” (2012, p. 82). Denzin continues:
It [pragmatism] rests on the argument that meaning of an event cannot be given in advance
of the experience. The focus is on the consequences and meanings of an action or event
in a social situation. (ibid)

Pragmatism in this sense is the ontology of my research — I designed and conducted interventions guided by my research question, but not by an expectation or a hypothesis.
The notion of pragmatism as ontology is further nuanced into embodied realism. As will
become evident in the following review of theoretical background, Lakoff and Johnson’s
contribution to understanding metaphor as a conceptual maker in cognition is very fundamental to my work. The ontological as well as epistemological position of the dissertation
is thus highly influenced by their thoughts. Describing their philosophical standpoint in
regards to “truth” in science, they write:
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... we strongly reject the myth that science provides the ultimate means of understanding
everything and that humanistic knowledge has no standing relative to anything that calls
itself science. But this does not mean that there is no reliable or stable science at all and
that there can be no lasting scientific results. (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, p. 89)

Lakoff and Johnson proceed into calling their scientific position “Embodied Scientific
Realism” and define this as such:
What disembodied realism (...) misses is that, as embodied, imaginative creatures, we
never were separate or divorced from reality in the first place. What has always made
science possible is our embodiment, not our transcendence of it, and our imagination,
not our avoidance of it. (ibid, p. 93)

This in turn makes evident an ontology where truth is not completely relative but not decoupled from the observer either. The break away from Western philosophy and especially
Cartesian practice is very evident in the work of Lakoff and Johnson. Here they stand
in close tradition with Maturana and Varela in reuniting body and mind after the long
separation (Maturana & Varela, 1987). They write:
But if we do not presuppose an objective world independent of us as observers, it seems
we are accepting that everything is relative and anything is possible in the denial of all
lawfulness. Thus we confront the problem of understanding how our experience — the
praxis of living — is coupled to a surrounding world which appears filled with regularities
that are at every instant the result of our biological and social histories. (ibid. p. 241)

In comprehending truth, I take the stand of embodied realism as a tinting of pragmatism
and taking into account the bodily aspect of grasping the world, both in regard to my own
comprehension as a researcher and in regard to the knowledge workers I have studied.
This takes me to the epistemological standpoint of the dissertation. As the topic of the
dissertation is knowledge and the purpose of it is to reach a deeper and more nuanced
understanding of the concept of knowledge, epistemology is to some extent a meta-reflection
on the dissertation itself.
As will become evident from the articles below, knowledge is a diverse and contradictory
phenomenon. The research in epistemology shows the same tendency. How knowledge
is described in management literature will be examined in more detail in the review of
theoretical background below, but in a scientific and epistemological sense, knowledge in
this context is derived from the ontology described above. Maturana and Varela define
knowledge like this:
... a theory of knowledge ought to show how knowing generates the explanation of knowing. This situation is very different from what we usually find, where the phenomenon
of explaining and the phenomenon explained belong to different domains. (ibid. p. 239)
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This in turn explains why the investigation of knowledge as a phenomenon is both complex
and important. In his anthropology of knowledge, Barth makes references to Lakoff and
the embodied realism in his definition of knowledge. He states that knowledge is not
independent of the knower regardless of the fact that to some extent, knowledge is treated
like that in academia (Barth, 2002, p. 2). This dualism in the concept of knowledge is found
in my data as well. Knowledge is conceptualized as both an object and as something personal
— but not private, as also noted by Barth (ibid.). According to Barth, knowledge, being
scientific, commercial, educational, practical or in any other form, holds some fundamental
assertions, a range of accepted media and a social organization. In this understanding,
this dissertation thus holds the assertions about truth presented above and the theoretical
assertions presented in the review below. The medium is in the form of a dissertation,
and the social organization is that of a PhD scholar under assessment. Knowledge is not
detached from the knower and thus stands in the same field of tension as in the matter of
ontology: knowledge is not an object detached from the knower and not a private feeling
of the individual. Rather, it is an asset of people, relating to their experience and sharable
and conceptable only in the context of their experience. Maturana and Varela describe it
like this in the introduction to their book:
Nothing we are going to say will be understood in a really effective way unless the reader
feels personally involved and has a direct experience that goes beyond all mere description.
(Maturana & Varela, 1987, p. 18)

As will be described below, knowledge, experience and information as concepts are intertwined and co-dependable; experience being strictly private, information being objectified
and knowledge residing in-between.
This concludes my introduction to philosophy of science and gives way for the theoretical background of metaphor theory, knowledge theory in the context of management,
embodiment and grounded cognition. Taking the standpoint of pragmatism allows for
mixing methods and for taking a post-Cartesian approach to knowledge and truth. The
cognitive approach of 4E (embodied, embedded, enacted and extended) (Rowlands, 2010) is
in itself interdisciplinary, and working in this field and with these methods, a positivistic or
purely constructivist approach would therefore not fit into the founding theories of the
research design. The research of this dissertation thus takes the stand of embracing a variety
of methods and does not fall into either of the ditches of positivism and constructivism but
remains open to the data and the results of various analyses.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Background

In my research, an important cornerstone is Lakoff and Johnson. This means taking an
embodied cognition or grounded cognition approach to metaphor theory. I will present
this approach and further discuss the implications of taking this standpoint below.
My method is inductive. I analyze in order to understand how potential conceptual
metaphors emerge, not to deductively evaluate what we would expect to be there. This
means a dissociation from the 1980 and 1999 theory of conceptual metaphor from Lakoff
and Johnson. Theories built after the work of Lakoff and Johnson are highly influenced
by their work, and I will therefore make their theory a fundamental part of theoretical
standpoint. I will show how the initial and highly theoretical work by Lakoff and Johnson
has developed through research, both through further theory building and through the use
of experiments and a much closer link to cognition and cognitive science. As I am inspired
by experiments in my method of data collection, it is highly relevant to look into this path
of metaphor theory as well. Using an inductive rather than a deductive approach, I will
show how some of the newest theories on metaphor and metaphoricity use this approach
to multimodal metaphor analysis.
The concept of knowledge is the other big part of this PhD project. Even though my
focus is on metaphors for knowledge as they emerge in groups, it is nevertheless fruitful
to understand the theoretical notions of knowledge. I use this to relate the metaphors I
find to theoretical expectations (Greve, submitted-b) as well as to provide a framework for
understanding how metaphors affect knowledge in organizations.
Towards the end of this chapter, the three parts, cognition, metaphors and knowledge, are
put together in order to show the full theoretical foundation of the research design.
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3.1

Cognition, Embodied, Embedded, Enacted and
Extended

As described above, the purpose of this chapter is to present embodied cognition and to
show just how fundamental this bodily perspective is to metaphor theory as well as to
knowledge theory. One of the newest branches on embodied cognition theory is the 4E
approach (Rowlands, 2010). The four e’s are: embodied, embedded, enacted and extended.
Following the legacy from e.g. Maturana, Varela, Lakoff, Johnson, Clark and others from
the late 1970’s and well into the 1990’s, the 4E approach drew lines between different
theories and combined them into a more nuanced understanding of cognition. Below, some
of the essential points in the prior work leading to 4E are described and summed up in the
4E approach.
A number of different terms are used to express more or less the same. Some of the more
prominent are: experientialism (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980a), extended mind (Clark, 1998;
Clark & Chalmers, 1998), embodied cognition and embodied realism (Lakoff & Johnson,
1999) grounded cognition (Barsalou, 2008) and other variations as well. The fundamental
claim is the same in these theories; that body and environment are part of cognition as
opposed to the brain being the only place for cognition. There are examples of usage of
these terms in another and less radical version, e.g. Chromsky (2006) or Pinker (2009).
These will not be described in further detail in this context.
Clark and Chalmers (1998) argue that it is necessary to stop confusing cognitive and conscious. Their research reveals what they refer to as epistemic action: Actions performed
by using elements of the world but which the brain alone could have performed. This
fundamental blending of brain, body and world is the foundation of thinking about cognition in other terms than will be referred to as Cartesian or Western philosophy. In other
words, it is possible for humans to do calculations without a calculator, find routes in a
city without a GPS or remember appointments without a calendar. However, using such
and thousands of other devises helps to speed up the cognitive process and as such is a
part of cognition. Cognition is not limited to brain function or conscience. Roepstorff
(2008) argues that archeology does not claim to say something about things. Archeological
research is rather about understanding the cognitive processes in which the things we find
today have had a social and cultural function. In using things to think with, all objects
in our environment as well as the possibilities and limitations of our body are part of the
cognition. In a more concrete way, Kirsh and Maglio (1994) performed a study showing
that when playing the game of Tetris, being able to rotate the blocks before dropping them
gives the players better results than when they are not able to rotate the blocks even though
the process of imagining how the block would fit if rotated is an epistemic action and thus
possible to perform in the mind alone. In the context of this dissertation, the approach that
cognition is not a mind-performance alone is fundamental as using things to think with
became an important part of the data collection method. The study performed is not an
experiment in a strict sense but was inspired by Bjørndahl et al. (2014) and stands in the
tradition of understanding cognition and epistemic action as a shared and social act (this is
described in much more detail in chapter 7.3.1). Behind this claim stands the inspiration
from Hutchins and distributed cognition (1995). He writes:
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The emphasis on finding and describing “knowledge structures” that are somewhere
“inside” the individual encourages us to overlook the fact that human cognition is always
situated in a complex sociocultural world and cannot be unaffected by it. (ibid. xiii)

The legacy from Clark, Chalmers and Hutchins broadens the understanding of cognition
and emphasizes the importance of looking at concepts or human knowledge1 . Thus, in
understanding metaphors for knowledge as they emerge in groups, looking at the groups as
cognitive systems interacting with their environment and thinking by use of each other
and the elements present is essential.
The other key term is embodiment. Varela, Thompson and Rosch explain embodiment
like this:
“(...) Embodiment has this double sense: it encompasses both the body as a lived experiential structure and the body as the context or milieu of cognitive mechanisms.” (1991,
p. xvi)

As with Clark and Chalmers, cognitions exceed the brain boundary.
Lakoff and Johnson describe embodied cognition in the first chapters of their book, Philosophy in the flesh (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). In their view, the theory of embodied
cognition is incompatible with central parts of western philosophy. The largest point of
disagreement is the nature of reason and reasoning. In Western philosophy, reason is a
cognitive task in the narrow sense of the word cognitive, meaning information processing
residing in the brain. Lakoff and Johnson wish to broaden the understanding of cognition
and make it include the body as well and, to some degree, the environment. This is a break
with Cartesian dualism, dividing the human into soul and body. Deacartes (1596–1650)
is famous for the sentence Cogito ergo sum — I think, therefore I am, in Meditationes de
Prima Philosophie in which he makes evidence that the only thing he can be sure of is that
he is thinking as a result of the Cartesian skepticism and methodical doubt. This took the
body and the environment out of the equation, and it still is in most psychological thinking.
Lakoff and Johnson wish to put the two elements back into philosophy on reason. As Maturana and Varela point out (Maturana & Varela, 1998), the Cartesian anxiety is the anxiety
to lose grip of the one fundamental point of knowledge, in 17th century enlightenment
being placed away from a deity. This annihilates the human from his body and the milieu.
The paradigm of embodiment is changing this dualism without going to extreme nihilism,
and seen from inside, this paradigm would be the only other standpoint. Maturana and
Varela refer to Kuhn and his paradigmatic shifts (ibid. p. 5) in science, and they use the term
paradigmatic shift about the movement from Cartesian thinking to embodied cognition. It
is not comparable in terms of traditional, Western philosophy.
This means a parting from a priori knowledge and for systems or structures to be innate in
human cognition. This is the key issue between Western philosophy and cognition theory,
and I will return to this in the end of this chapter. Thus it is fundamental to my research
in which paradigm I stand. Choosing the cognitive paradigm, I am aware of the roads I
1

In the context of this dissertation, this is more specific on the concept of knowledge than Hutchins
might have meant it
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block in my research questions and approach. My focus is the experienced metaphors for
knowledge in knowledge intensive groups which will not be objective or universal as they
are not primary metaphors but, to a certain degree, cultural in both a micro (group level)
and macro (national and/or professional) sense.
Another important characteristic of Western philosophy that cannot co-exist with embodied
cognition is a priori reason and truth. The metaphysical belief in a transcendent or objective
morality is in opposition to a worldview that is shaped and dictated by our own body and
perspective. Lakoff and Johnson make evidence for the claim of the human centered concept
of moral and truth, which I will come back to in chapter 3.2 on conceptual metaphor theory.
Lakoff and Johnson argue that humans are not able to and are not supposed to think
without the use of body and environment as well as the brain. Since humans are the
result of evolution, it is more than likely that the human brain has developed from animal
brains and thus contains the same elements and functions as well as the extension given by
evolution. Both animals and humans have extended sensory-motor areas of their brains,
and Lakoff and Johnson find that it would not add up with nature’s way of choosing the
most economic and sustainable path of development if human brains were to have both the
sensory-motor areas inherited from animals and a copy of these functions in the language
areas. Instead they argue that the human brain makes use of the same sensory-motor area
in processes that involve actual motor action as well as in processes that involve thinking of
motor actions. In other words, humans use the experience from motor action to perform
cognitive actions, and without these experiences, they would be unable to think in these
terms. Because we have a body, it makes us think in certain ways, and the fact that we
perceive the world using the senses of this precise body shapes our cognition.
As I have already touched upon, the fundamental critique of embodied cognition comes
from Western philosophy influenced by the paradigm of Descartes and Kant among other
thinkers. This conflict becomes evident in an issue of the journal Metaphor and Symbol in
2002, vol. 13, issue 3.
As I find Rakova’s (2002) critique to be fundamental to the critique of this approach to
philosophy of science, I will present both her viewpoints and the response from Krzeszowski
(2002) and Sinha (2002) in the same issue of the journal.
Rakova confronts Lakoff and Johnson’s ideas of embodied realism on two essential points.
The extreme empiricism
The inconsistency of using both reductionism and relativism
Both problems in the theory of embodied cognition are directly related to the scientific and
philosophical paradigm in which Rakova stands.
She states that it is a fundamental question how experience relates to the genesis of concepts,
and she is not satisfied with the answer given by embodied cognition and conceptual
metaphor theory (CMT). I will return to the specifics of CMT in the following chapter
including Rakova’s critique.
Her main accusation against embodied cognition lies in the philosophical approach. To
her, concepts, or at least some concepts, must be innate. Hence, when Lakoff and Johnson
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talk about primary metaphors formed in early childhood, Rakova goes to great length to
refute this in order to preserve innate concepts and a priori knowledge.
As pointed out by Krzeszowski, this is not a problem between metaphor researchers but
rather between two fundamentally different paradigms. To some extent, both he and
Sinha agree with the critique of the definition of both conceptual and primary metaphors.
However, they have to disagree on the fundamental issues of whether categories are innate
and whether the world objectively speaking is the way we experience and interpret it. This
shows the fundamentality of the theories of embodied cognition.
Embodied cognition in this sense argues that since the body is involved in perceiving the
world, it must also be involved with shaping the concepts which have been perceived, and
thus perception and conception of the world are part of the same logic. Again, this is a break
away from traditional thinking where conception is a brain activity and where perception
is involving the body in creating data for the brain.
Barsalou explains the history of embodied cognition or, as he terms it, grounded cognition
(Barsalou, 2007). As far back as Epicurus, embodied cognition has been present in an
understanding of knowledge as a nexus between modal representation and imagery. This
nexus was banished by the behaviorists in the early 20th century, and he claims that the
opposition to embodied realism is due to the thoughts from this period of time.
According to Barsalou, the problem of dividing mind and body in standard behaviorist
theories is the theory of memory. According to these standards, knowledge is theories
stored in a semantic memory separate from the brain’s modal system for perception and
introspection. Knowledge is represented by amodal systems in this semantic memory.
Barsalou states three problems in standard behaviorist theories:
There are no empirical evidences for memory as a storage or that the brain should be
divided in modal and amodal areas
They fail to explain how cognition interfaces with action and perception
They lack insight into storage of amodal symbols.
These problems have lead to a rediscovery of the importance of modal representations in
human knowledge. I will return to this matter in chapter 3.4.2.
Even though Barsalou emphasizes that there is no unified view of grounded cognition, he
describes a number of indicators from research and experiments which contribute to the
general thought of mind and body being one system in terms of cognition.
Returning to the 4E approach to cognition, this fully builds on the notions from Clark,
Maturana, Varela etc (Sterelny, 2010). As pointed out by Menary (2010), agreement is far
from present in cognitive theory building and research. The thing that contributors to
4E research seem to agree upon is to deviate from traditional cognitivism (ibid, p. 461).
However, the notion of cognition as embodied and embedded has been agreed upon, and
the disagreement seems to be more directed at how body, mind and environment interact
and to what extent they can be seen as one cognitive system. The point that Sterelny makes
is whether Clark’s theory of the extended mind should rather be seen as scaffolding by
use of environment. In other words, the discussion is if the mind can indeed be seen as
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extended to contain artifacts in the environment or if the environment is used as a scaffold
for cognitive processes (2010, pp. 479–489). In the context of this dissertation, the important
message is that that cognition is distributed and embodied in the sense that thinking and
communicating involve mind, body and environment, and understanding the emergence
of metaphors for knowledge in groups thus calls for an analytical approach embracing all
three levels as a whole. In designing the study for my research project, these considerations
have played an important role as not only the language is of interest but also the gesture
and the process through which the metaphors emerge.
Having set the scene as embodied, interdisciplinary and pragmatic, the theoretical background of metaphor and knowledge will be unfolded below and wrapped up at the end of
the chapter by combining the perspectives of cognition, metaphors and knowledge.

3.2

Conceptual Metaphor Theory

The Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) springs from embodied cognition. The fundamental thought is mapping of abstract phenomena onto subjective or cultural experiences
and categories.
The phenomenon of metaphors has been known in rhetoric and linguistics for ages. But
mainly Lakoff and Johnson made a shift in 1970’s and 1980’s in their book Metaphors we
live by (1980). This initiated a move away from metaphors being a stylistic element in the
category of tropes in rhetoric and a deviating element of linguistic norms.
The CMT has of course developed since 1980 and I will in this chapter account for the
original thoughts from Lakoff and Johnson as well as the critique and elaborations which
the theory has been though.

3.2.1

Fundamental CMT: What Researchers can Agree Upon

There are fundamental elements that most researchers agree upon in regards to CMT.
CMT is the theory, that humans understand abstract phenomenon by constructing a
connection between the abstraction and a concrete experience. The connection to embodied
cognition consists of the evidence that such conceptual metaphors are related to bodily
experience.2 The theory of what constitutes a conceptual metaphor is called cross-domain
mapping. Two domains that are otherwise unrelated become related by this mapping. The
metaphor consists of two elements, termed source domain and target domain.3 Source
domain is the domain of the experience and target domain is the area the metaphor seeks to
explain.

2

See Casasanto and Djikstra (2010) for a showcase, this experiment will also be reviewed below.
In some of the literature, what Lakoff and Johnson term source domain is termed base domain, see
Gentner and Bowdle (2001), and in some cases, the target domain is termed topic and the source domain is
termed vehicle, see Ritchie (2003). In order not to confuse the terms more than necessary, I will be using the
terms source and target domain.
3
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Example:
Time is a river
Source domain is river and target domain the abstract concept of time.
As becomes evident, the linguistic model of a metaphor is the claim of a direct link between
the two elements, even though in so many respects, time is not a river, the metaphor sets
forth this claim and forces our brain to do the cross domain mapping of seeing time through
our experience with and knowledge of a river. Thus the metaphor differs from the related
stylistic figure simile, which would lead to the expression Time is like a river. As will be
explained below, the classic way of understanding processing of metaphors is by simile, but
more resent research would characterize metaphor processing though categorization as an
equally valid understanding of metaphor processing. This is important to this dissertation
since the conceptual metaphors for knowledge is not necessarily a simile but might be a
categorization.
In short, at metaphor is a way of explaining abstract or unknown phenomena by way
of what we have experienced already by claiming a mapping between the two domains.
But what happens in cognition, how the metaphor affects cognition and how experience
and metaphor correlates, researchers do not agree upon. In the following, I will present a
number of different findings and tendencies in metaphor research.

3.2.2

Moving Past CMT

I have identified five areas relevant for understanding the development in metaphor theory
since the rise of CMT. They are: primary metaphors, conceptual metaphors, career of
metaphor-theory, metaphors revealed by experiments, and towards a dynamic approach to
analysis.
Even though much is agreed upon in regards to metaphors and their influence on cognition,
there are many different views on how to explain metaphors, how to collect data and how
to analyze data. Not all are represented in the following.
I will provide an outline of the discussions and a number of different standpoints, and
towards the end of this chapter, I will sum up and describe my choices with regards to
theory and method.

3.2.3

Primary Metaphors

A primary metaphor is made from cross-domain mapping of sensory-motor experience
and subjective experience (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). It is important to stress that primary
metaphors are not a product of a conscious interpretation. Rather it is a matter of immediate
conceptual mapping of concepts starting in early childhood. It is widely believed that
humans form neural schemas for common motor actions (Barsalou, 2008; Clark, 1998;
Johnson, 2013). This theory is referred to as schema theory. Schemata4 are activated
when we see a chair, put on a pair of pants or ride a bicycle. Primary metaphors are also
schemata founded early on in life. The connections are at first randomly established. If
4

Schemata are described in more detail in 3.4
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recurrent firing of the neurons happens, the source-target relationship is established, hence
establishing a schema.
Examples are:
‘Affection is warmth’ derived from the experience of being held. Found in language in such
expressions as She has a warm smile.
‘More is up’ derived e.g. from seeing the level rise in a glass. Other explanations could be
experience with gravity (getting up is harder than getting down) or the head being up on
the body (the head being regarded as the finest part of the body). Found in language in
expressions as He has a high income. In the same category we find Good is up.
Lakoff and Johnson provide a number of these examples and state that the list is not complete
(1999, pp. 50–54).
The flow of primary metaphors as well as conceptual metaphors in general is one way.
They flow from the source domain consisting of the sensory-motor experience to the target
domain of the subjective experience and not the other way around. In other words, ‘Warmth
is affection’ is not a conceptual metaphor since we do not have a sensory-motor experience
with affection as phenomenon.
The evidence comes from two channels. The first is the conflation hypothesis produced by
Christopher Johnson (Johnson, 1999). This theory indicates from conversation analysis
that children at an early age make conflation of source and target. They do not differ
in the use of target and source, indicating that they do not make distinctions between
subjective experience and the abstract phenomenon. To them, affection actually is warmth.
A differentiation period occurs later on in childhood when the child become more literal,
but the primary metaphor remains and is used throughout life. Lakoff and Johnson argue
that many of these primary metaphors are alike across languages and cultures, indicating
that it is indeed a question of experiences related to having a body of a certain kind rather
than speaking a certain language. The term primary metaphor is not Lakoff and Johnson’s
own. It is first used in Grady’s theory, establishing that early childhood experience should
give way for hundreds of primary metaphors linking subjective experience with sensorymotor experience (Grady, 2005). Grady further establishes that more complex metaphors
are made from these primary metaphors through conceptual blending, meaning that new
metaphors appear in language through inferential thinking, e.g. if ‘Affection is warmth’,
then it makes sense to talk about warm smiles and to give someon the cold shoulder or to
have the hots for someone.
At the time when Lakoff and Johnson published their book in 1999, there was no further
evidence than this.
Rakova, whom I mentioned above, confronts the theory of primary metaphors. She claims
that little children cannot make use of these abstractions, and she bases her critique on the
work of Piaget (2013) as well as on a discussion of nativism versus empiricism. Lakoff and
Johnson claim that primary metaphors are universal because children, regardless of culture,
share the same bodily experiences whereas Rakova sees universal metaphors as an evidence
for innate structures in the human brain.
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Lakoff and Johnson (2002) answer this critique by stating that “Modern neuroscience has
thrown out the innate-learned, nature-nurture, and rationalist-empiricist dichotomies”
(Lakoff & Johnson, 2002, p. 247). They also argue that the inborn image schemata suggested
by Reigers research results (1996) indicate a step back from an extreme empiricist view. In
other words, this critique is a fight in two different courtyards, and hence the combatants
will never hit each other.

3.2.4

Conceptual Metaphors

In many ways, the conceptual metaphor is similar to the primary metaphor. It consists
of a cross-domain mapping between a source domain and a target domain, and the target
domain is explained by either simile or categorization using knowledge from the source
domain.
However, in opposition to primary metaphors, conceptual or complex metaphors do not
necessarily contain subjective experience. They in turn build on prototypical or basic level
concepts. Lakoff and Johnson use the example ‘Life is a journey’. This implies different
elements of journeys to be true about life as well. It has a beginning, middle and an end. It
will take you on detours. You have one or more goals, and you are always going somewhere.
In this understanding of life, people who have no goal and who have not been anywhere
could be regarded as unsuccessful. It is not necessary to have a bodily experience from
journeys to understand this metaphor, because we will have a conceptual understanding of
journeys.
Life is a journey could be said to be an idiom. Lakoff and Johnson describe idioms as being
image + knowledge + mappings:
1. Idioms show underlying mental images
2. They show that mental images do not vary much from person to person
3. Cultural knowledge is based on these common images
4. Lexical differences across languages are due to differences in mental images in different
cultures.
In other words, the idiom shows an underlying image, the knowledge of this image and
how it is mapped.
Because of these cultural categories and images which we share, metaphors are used to
reason with. Using what we know to be true from the source domain and letting it be true
for the target domain, we imply consequences and logics that would not be there had we
used another metaphor.
If ‘Argument is war’, then someone has to loose or win. There will be battle. The participants might shoot at each other or decide to seize fire. Even though you do not have
personal experience of war, most would have a concept of war, and we have personal experience with conflict. However, the reasoning about argument seen though the mapping of
war is completely different from using a metaphor like ‘Argument is bridge building’ or
‘Argument is sharing’.
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In the Lakoff and Johnson 1999, the conceptual thinking of source domain is not salient. It
is more so in the book written by Lakoff alone in 2006: Women Fire and Dangerous Things
(2008). Rithcie (2003) emphasizes the necessity to look at conceptual metaphors more as
prototypical experiences or even basic level experiences rather than as subjective experience.
Lakoff holds the subjective experience only to be true in case of the primary metaphors.
He mentions the use of body parts in describing the world. We use physical resemblances
such as the windows of a ship which are called a cow’s eye. We use orientation concepts
such as the foot of a mountain, and we use functional concepts such as someone being the
eyes and ears on the ground.
Ritchie claims that metaphors influence thought in two ways:
1. If one metaphor is predominant in language, a new metaphor will have to be invented
in order to change views
2. Metaphors are used in speech to give distinctive influence on the thoughts and responses
of the listener.
Vervaeke and Kennedy (1996, 2004) dispute Lakoff, Johnson and Ritchie. They argue that
metaphors are solely grounded in categories and not in bodily experience. Both Richie
and Lakoff and Johnson argue that primary metaphors are grounded in cognition and that
conceptual metaphors build on a framework of these primary metaphors as well as new
experiences in life and cultural categories. As will be illustrated below, they stand rather
alone with this opinion in contemporary metaphor theory.

3.2.5

Metaphors Revealed by Experiments

In later years, new approaches dominate metaphor research. A more experimental and
interdisciplinary way of analyzing and understanding metaphor as part of bodily cognition
is becoming widespread.
To this date, there is no evidence for the primary metaphor theory in children of for example
a neuroscientific character. Such evidence was produced on adults by Casasanto and Dijkstra
(2010) as well as by Casasanto and Boroditsky (cited in Casasanto, 2009), showing a link
between bodily experience and metaphors. As I will make use of interdisciplinarity as
well as experimental design, I find it relevant to describe in more detail the experiments
conducted by Casasanto in cooperation with others.
I refer to these experiments to show Casasanto’s point that it is of the essence to use a variety
of methods to shed light on conceptual metaphor theory. Since the theory has been derived
from linguistics, it takes other methods and approaches to validate it and make it reliable
and more detailed. Lakoff and Johnson support this point in saying that different traditions
acquire different evidence (Jokoff and Johnson 1999).
In Casasanto and Dijkstra (2008), the aim is to verify or falsify the conceptual and primary
metaphor Up is good. The experiment is twofold. In the first experiment, participants
are told to tell stories from their life while moving marbles from one drawer to another,
sometimes moving the marbles up and sometimes moving them down as per instruction.
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In the second experiment, participants move the marbles up and are told to tell both happy
and sad stories, and they do the opposite as well; they move marbles down and tell both
happy and sad stories.
The results show with statistical significance that in the first experiment, participants tend
to tell sad stories when moving marbles down and happy stories when moving marbles up.
In the other experiment, it is harder to tell a happy story when moving marbles down and
vice versa. This leads to the conclusion that moving marbles up while telling good stories
or telling sad stories while moving marbles down are correlated and hence give embodied
evidence to the conceptual metaphor Up is good. It obviously does not show when or how
this relation is established.
Casasanto and Boroditsky did an equally interesting experiment leading to an outcome not
to be foreseen. This experiment lets participants watch lines extract on a computer screen.
There are a number of lines, and they all take the same amount of time to be drawn on the
screen, but they differ in length. Afterwards, the participants in this experiment are asked
which lines took the longest to draw. They consistently answer that it took longer for the
longer lines to be drawn. This again shows evidence for the conceptual metaphor Time is
length. When doing the reverse assignment of estimating the length of the line, time played
no role in establishing this judgment.
An interesting addition is the fact that Greek native speakers do not think of time as length.
Rather they use the conceptual metaphor ‘Time is amount’. They had no problem in seeing
that the lines of different lengths but of the same time span were equal in time. If they saw a
container fill in the same way, using the same amount of time but with different heights in
the container, they were equally unable to make the right judgment of time span. This is a
fine example that not all concepts are understood equally across cultures but that metaphors
affect our judgment.
Both of these experiments show something that a linguistic analysis could not, hence
emphasizing the importance of using different methods in investigating metaphors. This is
a notion I will bring into the methodological considerations.

3.2.6

Career of Metaphor Theory

An element present in Casasanto’s writing on metaphor is the term categorization. There
is, however, not agreement upon whether metaphors are working by categorization or
comparison. The answer might be that they do both, but the way in which this dual way
of interpretation can be presented is somewhat unclear in literature.
As such, metaphor and simile belong to the same group of stylistic tropes. The two ways of
expression are related in a rhetorical sense, but they are not similar by ways of interpretation,
processing and grammatical appearance.
As I have already mentioned, metaphors claim a direct similarity between the source domain
and target domain. The grammatical form of a metaphor is “target is source”. Simile makes
use of comparison in the grammatical form “target is like source”.
It is clear that simile makes use of comparison by using the word like, but it is less clear
what happens with metaphors. Sometimes the source domain in a metaphor is a category
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rather than a similarity. For example, My mom is a hawk means that my mother is a fierce
and very observant creature, whereas My mom is like a hawk is comparing mothers and
the actual bird, not the concept or the basic level of the bird.
Categorization theory claims a class inclusion relation between ontologically distant concepts (Gentner and Bowdler 2001). The category of a hawk in the example above includes:
hostile, good eyes, soundless, powerful etc. By using the metaphor, the attributes from
the source domain are mapped upon the target domain, and mothers are put in the same
category as hawks.
Comparison theory invites for the hearer to find common elements between the two
domains. If a mother is like a hawk, she is watching over the victim in a potentially hostile
manner.
The difference stated by Gentner and Bowdler is in the structure, meaning that the two
domains in comparison are equally positioned on a scale of abstraction; mothers are no
more and no less abstract than hawks. In categorizations, the target domain will always be
subordinate to the target domain since the target is put into the category presented in the
source.
Gentner and Bowdler put the difference between these two ways of interpretation into the
Career of metaphor theory (1985, 2001).
All metaphors start out as new. A novel metaphor constitutes a same-level-abstraction and
is categorized as a comparison metaphor.
After being used over a period of time, a novel metaphor shifts into a conventional metaphor
which is polysemous and thus can be interpreted both as comparison and categorization.
The next step in the career of metaphors is death. Metaphors first become dead in the sense
that the two domains become homonymous and can end up a dead metaphor in the sense
of derived meaning. Gentner and Bowdler bring the example of a Blockbuster meaning
a bomb able to destroy a block. Today, the meaning of the word has nothing to do with
bombs, and most will be unaware of this etymology.
The career of metaphors looks like this:
1. Novel metaphor — same-level-abstraction — processed by comparison
2. Conventional metaphor — polysemous — processed either as comparison or as categorization
3. Dead metaphor I — homonymous
4. Dead metaphor II — derived meaning.
The theory has been worked out based on experiments. A list of novel metaphors were presented to participants who were to rate them on a scale from 1–10, 1 being that the sentence
was a comparison and 10 meant that the sentence was categorization. This experiment
showed that participants rated novel metaphors as comparison and thus verified the theory.
Another experiment performed by Gentner and Bowdler shows that novel metaphors
and their corresponding simile is understood in the same way, leading to the conclusion
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that novel metaphors are understood through the simile, also evident from the fact that
participants understood the simile faster than the novel metaphor.
This is rejected by Glucksberg and Haught (2006). They performed three experiments
similar to Gentner and Bowdlers but reached the result that career of metaphor theory fail
in two ways:
Novel metaphors can be processed as categorization if they are apt and comprehensible
Simile does not always have the same interpretation as their corresponding metaphor.
This leads them to suggest what they call the Quality of metaphor theory:
Really good metaphors work best as categorization
Source domain in such metaphors are salient categories
Poor metaphors might work better as comparison
Categorization and comparison may be viewed as complementary strategies for understanding metaphors, with the choice of strategy depending on the quality and aptness
of the metaphor.
In conclusion of whether metaphors are processed as comparison or categorization, it is
safe to say both. Some metaphors can be constructed as simile without change of meaning,
and they are thus processed by comparison whereas some metaphors have strong concepts
as source domains, making the hearer process them by categorization.
Steen adds to this in his elaboration on his thoughts of how to categorize metaphors.

3.2.7

Towards a Dynamic Approach to Analysis

Lakoff and Johnson do not present a method for analyzing metaphors as such. Others in
turn have done this. Below, three different analysis approaches will be presented and put
into a framework of top-down and bottom-up analyses provided by Krenmayr (2013). First,
I present the Metaphor Identification Process (MIP) and then the Discourse Dynamics
Approach (DDA). Last, I present a merge of the two in Jensen and Cuffari’s combination
of metaphor analysis and distributed cognition.
The approach taken by Steen (2008, 2010) as well as the Pragglejaz Group (2007) and
further developed in the MIP VU method (Steen, 2010) holds two huge differences from
the approaches seen above. The purpose is to investigate metaphors from an inductive
rather than deductive angle, and there is a differentiation between conceptual and linguistic
metaphors.
Lakoff and Johnson as well as the other developers of metaphor theory described above
test hypotheses and thus place the expectations connected to a certain metaphor into the
analysis that verify or falsify the hypothesis. The aim of Steen and others is to go beyond
that and develop a method for a much more systematic and inductive way of investigation.
Steen relates to the problem of comparison or categorization by making a distinction between deliberate and non-deliberate metaphors. He claims that deliberate metaphors are
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processed as comparison and thus in a linguistic understanding are processed metaphorically
whereas the non-deliberate metaphors are processed as categorization and not metaphorically in linguistic terms. Nevertheless, Steen still counts non-deliberate metaphors as
metaphors.
A deliberate or communicative metaphor is defined as a metaphor used to change the listener’s perception or view of something. The non-deliberate metaphors are either linguistic
or conceptual, leading to three types of metaphors:
1. Language metaphors (linguistic form, poles being a metaphor and a non-metaphor)
2. Thought metaphors (conceptual structure, poles being a conventional and a novel
metaphor)
3. Communicative metaphors (Communicative function, poles being deliberate and non
deliberate).
The three dimensions are not interdependent as in e.g. the Career of metaphor theory
where metaphors are either novel, conventional or dead. They are different dimensions of
what a metaphor is and can do.
By using the three dimensional model, the different kinds of metaphors defined and discussed
above become dimensions on the same fundamental understanding of a metaphor as a cross
domain mapping between an abstract target domain and a well-known source domain. It
buries the Career of metaphor theory and defines the discussion of comparison versus
categorization as a question of dimensions rather than of completely different views of
metaphors.
Instead of doing the direct cross domain mapping, the method here is much more structured
and schematic when analyzing a text corpus. The Pragglejaz group (2007) offers a four-step
model to inductively investigate simile or comparison between target and source domain:
1. Read the text-discourse to establish a general understanding
2. Determine the lexical units in the test-discourse
a) Establish contextual meaning for each lexical unit
b) Establish if there is a more basic, contemporary and bodily meaning
c) Decide if the contextual meaning differs from the basic meaning
3. If yes, mark unit as metaphorical.
The MIP-VU procedure (Steen 2010) is even more rigid and thorough in establishing
verifiable and reproducible results in metaphor analysis. Going through these four-five
steps is a movement from what is potentially metaphorical to establishing the metaphor in
context. By use of a dictionary, basic and contextual meaning is established, and if they
differ, the use is metaphorical. This approach in a modified version has been used in the
analysis presented in chapter 7 as well as in article 1.
A different analysis approach to metaphors is found in Cameron et al (Cameron & Deignan,
2006; Cameron et al., 2009). This approach is minded on conversational data and is thus
immediately suitable for the purposes of my study.
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The purpose of the DDA approach is:
... to investigate the intricate web of sense-making and sense-creating that happens when
people engage in spontaneous discourse” (Cameron et al., 2009, p. 83).

What Cameron and colleagues propose is an analysis focusing more on the behavior of
metaphor in conversations than on the specific words and their basic and contextual meaning
as is the case in the MIP and MIP-VU. Analyzing conversation by coding conversations and
by use of the metaphors extracting how metaphors “uncover people’s ideas, attitudes and
values” (ibid, p. 64) is less focused on the linguistic difference between basic and contextual
meaning and more focused on how metaphors emerge and travel through conversations.
As my data consist of conversations, a combination of the two approaches was used. All
conversations were coded in the tradition of Cameron and colleagues, but when establishing
whether a certain word could be considered a metaphor, the MIP-procedure was applied.
The two approaches might initially seem very different — one is very methodical and
word-focused, and the other is more concerned with sense-making, but combined they form
an approach to understanding metaphors in discourse which is more nuanced in the case of
conversational data than either can provide alone. However, in coding the conversations,
it became more and more evident that more modes contributed to the emergence and
understanding of metaphors for knowledge, and more layers had to be added.
Jensen and Cuffari present what they call an “experience-oriented methodology” (Jensen
& Cuffari, 2014, p. 280). This is very much inspired by DDA but removes the focus from
metaphors in words only. They regard conversation as a coupled action where participants
co-create metaphors as distributed cognitive systems like it has been suggested by Hutchins
(1995) as mentioned above and by Gibbs and Santa Cruz (2012). This approach does not
focus exclusively on the words in conversations but on the whole event of the conversation.
They look for behavioral patterns of metaphoricity or a doubleness in experience. This is
done by coding words with images. The result of this approach is much more interactional
and does not so much relate to the specific metaphors in words. However, in understanding
metaphors as emergent in conversations, this multimodal approach is very appealing and
will be touched upon again in chapter 3.4 regarding multimodality.
To sum up and put in perspective this often applied approach to CMT, Krenmayr (2013)
presents two approaches to metaphor analysis in natural conversation. She names the
two the top-down and the bottom-up approach. The MIP procedure as well as the DDA
approach and the multimodal approach would fall in the bottom-up category whereas the
deductive approach would fit the top-down category. Both MIP and DDA are inductive
approaches, and as described above, they are not in line with the deductive approach of e.g.
Lakoff and Johnson. In some senses, this approach to metaphor analysis is therefore an
expansion of the understanding of CMT but nevertheless in close relation to the theory.
The real difference between the two approaches, though, is that one is focusing on linguistic
and the other on the conceptual level. According to Krenmayr, these two are easily confused,
and it is important for the researcher to be clear on when linguistic metaphors are analyzed
and when conceptual metaphors are the object. This is in line with the three-dimensional
model but less relevant if what is studied is the degree of metaphoricity in multiple modes.
I will return to this in chapter 3.4 below.
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3.3

Contemporary Critique of CMT

In 2009, an entire issue of Journal of Cognitive Semiotics was dedicated to revisiting CMT.
There is no doubt that CMT has had a tremendous effect on cognitive linguistics, psychology,
semiotics and many other disciplines (Gibbs, 2009). Much critique regarding CMT concerns
Metaphors We Live By and misses the nuances and qualifications made in later works of
Lakoff and Johnson, both together and individually. In his contribution to the issue, Gibbs
outlines a number of problems in CMT. As pointed out above, these include the fact that
metaphor in language does not necessarily imply metaphor in thought. Also, it has been
argued that the argument for the cognitive processes involved in cross-domain mapping
is not accounted for and that there is no evidence for metaphors being embodied. Gibbs
provides counterevidence for these points, much of which has been presented above, but he
concludes his article with five areas of concern for future metaphor research (ibid. p. 31–32):
1. Better evidence for when metaphors can be said to be in thought and thus conceptual
2. More interdisciplinary work between CMT scholars and e.g. neuroscience
3. CMT scholars should be more focused on what confirms CMT as well as what would
falsify it
4. CMT scholars should investigate other explanations to their findings
5. CMT needs to be more open about what it cannot do
These five points are important in the future work with conceptual metaphors. The methods
for analyzing metaphors in language have improved, and the inductive approach has made
the results less driven by the hypothesis of the researcher. However, there still is a leap
to overcome from metaphors in language to metaphors in thought. One approach to
overcoming this gap between dimensions is to include more modes in the analysis.

3.4

Metaphors in Multiple Modes

One way of embracing the problems involved with CMT is to involve more modes than
language in the analysis. This is the approach chosen for this project as will become evident
from the articles. The theories and thoughts are not detached from CMT. Rather, they
shed light on other aspects of metaphoricity than language and thus add to a more nuanced
understanding of metaphors or simply confirm the mapping seen in language.
Eve Sweetser argues for the relevance of multimodal analysis in this way:
Real spoken language production in context is always a multimodal process, performed
by a gesturing body embedded in a physical setting (Sweetser, 2007, p. 201)

In the context of this dissertation, metaphors in gesture and in physical representations are
included. Other modes like pictorial metaphors could be included but are left out since
they are not part of the data in this dissertation.
As an introduction to multimodality, it is important to mention the work on schema theory
provided by Johnson in The Body in the Mind (Johnson, 2013). The theory rests on the
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same fundamental assumptions as CMT but expands the understanding of metaphors and
their function to some extent. Johnson writes about schemas and metaphors:
I have been trying to make sense of the claim that metaphors are sometimes creative
in giving rise to structure within our experience. That is, they do not merely report
preexisting, independent experience; rather, they contribute to the process by which our
experience and our understanding (as our way of “having a world”) are structured in a
coherent and meaningful fashion (ibid. p. 98).

In this sense, metaphors are also active in making meaning and creatively provide a structure.
These schemata provide structure to experience and are not pre-existing and thus something, which can be revealed either deductively or inductively. Rather, they can emerge
in a process of making structure of experience. This emergent approach to metaphor is
dominant in recent metaphor studies in the area of emergent metaphors (Cornelissen, 2005;
El Refaie, 2013; Jensen & Cuffari, 2014). Especially Jensen and Cuffari stress the importance of both the emergent nature of metaphor in discourse and conversation and what is
termed metaphoricity (Müller, 2009), considering metaphors as a continuum or a degree
of metaphoricity rather than a dichotomy. They further claim that metaphoricity might
be more fundamental than metaphors. Thus, the dynamics in a conversation provides the
stage for the participant’s way of having a world — and not having a world that necessarily
was pre-existing but which might emerge out of the conversation. To some extent, Johnson
lets the concept of schema be emergent and culturally determined. It is essential to note
that the schemas are not innate. They are based in experience.
This notion of schemas as emerging and temporarily stable rather tahn innate or preexisting and as a way of having a world and metaphors as a way of expressing this in natural
conversation is fundamental to the approach to metaphor in the work presented in the
articles below. Taking this approach even further, Gibbs and Cameron (2008) describe
“attractors” in a conversational landscape, pulling attention and conversation in a certain
direction:
Some metaphors may come to be used as shared ways of talking-and-thinking (...) and
these can be seen as stabilizing in the landscape into attractor valleys that the trajectory
of talk returns to several times. (ibid, p. 69)

These attractor valleys are essential to the way of regarding metaphor as something different
altogether in conversations rather than in written language or prepared speech. Thus, in
understanding how metaphors for knowledge emerge and in understanding how knowledge
is conceptualized in metaphors, both CMT and MIP fall short. As the research process
relevant for this dissertation unfolded, this became more and more obvious. The more
detailed consequences of this realization will be unfolded in chapter 7.3.2.

3.4.1

Metaphors in Gesture

Gesture holds an important insight in the potential image schemata and attractors indicated
by the use of metaphor. Kendon and others have grounded the field by stating the importance of bodily action in communication (Kendon, 1997, 2004). Apart from gestures used
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to point, shape and indicate size, they can also hold a metaphorical meaning (Müller et al.,
2008). Analysing gesture in this particular case has the purpose of determining whether any
of the metaphors used in language were supported or even started in gesture. As stated by
Cienki, CMT has mostly consisted of language analysis (2008). He also states that analysis
of gesture and language should be united in order to see if indeed a metaphor is used and if
it demonstrates a mental mapping or conceptualization (ibid: 20).
Cienki describes the metaphor analysis in gesture as the identification of any wilful movement (ibid: 6). In the context of this dissertation, focus is only on the respondents’ hands
even though other elements of body language can also be seen as elements of gesture analysis
as is done by Jensen and Cuffari (2014). Citing McNeill and Levy, Cienki describes gesture
as 1) beats, 2) deictic, 3) iconic and 4) metaphoric (ibid: 7), the latter being when “... pictorial
content presents an abstract idea”. It is this form of metaphorical gestures that the analysis
below will be focusing on.
The reason for including gesture in the coding of metaphors is that hands play a role
in understanding how concepts come about in conversations. This is clearly stated by
e.g. Sweetser (2007), Mittelberg (2006) and Jensens and Cuffari (2014). Mittelberg states
that metaphorical gestures have an iconic nature, depicting aspects of the source domain
(Mittelberg, 2006, p. 241). Following this line of reasoning, gestures hold information
which can help the analyst in understanding the source domain better than from e.g.
looking it up in a dictionary. This in turn is also relevant since “gesture is not only there
for the hearer” (Sweetser, 2007, p. 204). She continues: “When two routines are closely
correlated in performance, activating one of them will help activation of the other” (ibid.).
Thus, gesturing helps the other participants in the conversation (and the analyst) in better
understanding the metaphor or the communication as such, but it also helps the speaker
find the right words. 5 Thus, when researching a material of conversational data, looking
into gesture in the analysis is essential, both from a metaphor analysis point of view and
from an embodied cognition point of view.

3.4.2

Multimodal Metaphors

Following the lines from gesture analysis and embodied and distributed cognition,
metaphors can also reveal themselves in other modes. This approach to metaphor analysis
is not as well documented as language and gesture analysis. However, some points should
be made on creative metaphors in general and the usage of bricks specifically.
As will be described in more detail in the book chapter “Using Metaphors as a Management
Tool” (chapter 10 in this dissertation), the approach to metaphors is slightly different in
areas beyond the linguistic area. Thus, in management and communication, metaphors are
regarded as tools and means of organizational change (Abel & Sementelli, 2005; Argaman,
2008). The tendency, however, goes in the direction of using metaphors as a tool for cocreation of meaning (Cornelissen, 2005). This focus on metaphor as a way of creating
meaning rather than revealing meaning is interesting for this project. The term creative
metaphor is presented by El Refaie (2013). She argues that to some extent, metaphors are
5

In chapter 7 metaphors in language supported by gesture are presented. See figures 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6
and 7.7
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understood intuitively and thus cannot be fully understood by being made explicit. The
multimodality of metaphor is (as was also argued by Sweetser above) both helping the
speaker and the hearer (ibid. p. 247). Thus, “... the way we represent the world does not
simply reflect our thinking but may also shape it” (ibid. p. 237). Metaphors and metaphor
analysis is an attempt to understand this shaping of the world or “having a world”, as Johnson
puts it (2013, p. 98). This approach to creative metaphors and metaphors distributed in
different modes corresponds very well with the joint epistemic action presented in chapter
3.1 and below in chapter 7.3.1. Using a common creative mode makes the negotiation and
externalization of ideas and thoughts possible.
This is exactly what is done by Heracleous and Jacobs in their studies of multimodal
metaphors (2008; 2006). They propose that in strategy work, toy bricks can be used to
construct and externalize ideas and thoughts. This in turn makes differences and similarities
visible and constructs a common narrative for a given group of employees, managers or
stakeholders in a company. Even though it is inspired by CMT and Lakoff and Johnson’s
work, this approach is bottom-up and does not claim to reveal pre-existing metaphorical
schemata. Rather, it is a construction of a shared metaphor and an externalization of
something that is otherwise abstract and invisible.
The multimodal approach to metaphor is dominant in my studies. The challenge of a
multimodal approach is to balance the different approaches in a way which makes the
analysis of the modes contribute to each other rather than presenting completely different
results. This is further elaborated in chapter 7.4.

3.5

Theoretical Basis for Metaphor Analysis

As has become evident from the above outline of developments in metaphor theory, three
paradigms or directions are very dominant: 1) CMT, 2) the three dimensional approach
and 3) the 4E approach. Seen as paradigms, the three approaches might draw on elements
from each other but nevertheless hold fundamentally different approaches.
Table 3.1 presents the three paradigms synoptically. The essential message is that as a
foundation for research, the three paradigms offer different views on conversational data
and on where to look for the metaphors and therefore also for the methods and research
approach.
Concluding on metaphor theory and methods, the approach for the studies presented in
this dissertation is primarily multimodal and bottom-up. This in turn is a break away
from traditional CMT. The influence from CMT on this project is thus primarily from
the philosophical foundation. The focus on embodied realism as a cornerstone is essential
though the approach is taken even further than the original theories suggest. The top-down
approach to metaphor analysis is less relevant. More recent research and the extension
of embodiment into more experimental and multimodal approaches have provided new
insights and new ways of analysis.
Rather than doing a classical CMT analysis or MIP analysis, I have chosen to combine an
analysis of language, gesture and joint epistemic action. Initially, the MIP research approach
seemed appealing, but as the research process went along, it became more and more evident
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that an alternative approach was needed. The more distributed, embodied and extended
approach to metaphor and metaphoricity offers a better understanding of how metaphors
emerge and travel between participants than would be possible by a language analysis alone.
Furthermore, taking the 4E cognition approach, language, thought and communication
is less divided. As the focus in this project is on emergence and nature of metaphorical
concepts for knowledge, the appropriate approach is the 4E approach. However, the two
prior paradigms are very mush present in the development of the latter.
Table 3.1: Synoptical presentation of three paradigms in metaphor analysis

CMT

Three Dimensions

4E cognition

Definition of
metaphor

Metaphors in language
are a sign of metaphors
in thought

Metaphors are in a
three dimensional grid
of language, thought
and communication

As cognition is extended, embodied,
embedded and enacted,
metaphors are not
restricted to language

Metaphor in
spoken
language

Metaphors in spoken
language is a reflection
of thoughts

Metaphors in spoken
language are not as
common as in writing

Metaphors in language
are on a continuum of
metaphoricity

Location of
metaphors in
conversations

In the individuals

In the individuals

Distributed between
individuals

Methods of
analysis

Top-down mapping

Metaphor Identification Process (MIP and
MIP-VU)

Dynamic Discourse
Approach
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Chapter 4
Three Generations of Knowledge
Theory

Knowledge is the object of investigation in this study. However, it is not the theoretical
concept of knowledge. Rather, focus is on how knowledge is conceptualized and used in
practice by knowledge workers in the broadest sense of the word.
This chapter introduces three generations of knowledge communication theory in order
to present the setting in which I place my analysis of knowledge in knowledge intensive
groups. The three generations are represented mainly by Nonaka (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka
& Takeuchi, 1995), Davenport and Prusak (1998) and Qvortrup (2006). I intentionally
refer to them as generations rather than paradigms since they are different directions
and conceptualizations of the same paradigm regarding knowledge as something dynamic,
interrelational and communicational. The chapter ends in a discussion of the three positions.
What is especially interesting in the context of this dissertation is knowledge communication;
how knowledge travels between members of a group. This travel has many names: transfer,
sharing, creation, communication etc. Each holds a metaphorical potential of interpretation,
and each is drawing on our experience with these names in other domains. In other words,
thinking about knowledge will involve a use of metaphors, and this in turn makes thinking
and talking and writing about metaphors for knowledge an act of balance and nuance. The
duality of knowledge as a product or even commodity on the one hand, and as a narrative
and personal asset on the other is an important theme in the context of this dissertation. It
is very present in the following two quotes by Lyotard. First, “knowledge is a product”:
Knowledge is and will be produced in order to be sold, it is and will be consumed in order
to be valorized in a new production: in both cases, the goal is exchange. Knowledge ceases
to be an end in itself, it loses its “use-value”. (Lyotard, 1984, pp. 4–5)
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Then, “knowledge is a narrative”:
Knowledge, then, is a question of competence that goes beyond the simple determination
and application of the criterion of truth, extending to the determination and application of
criteria of efficiency (technical qualification), or justice and/or happiness (ethical wisdom),
of the beauty of a sound or color (auditory and visual sensibility), etc. Understood this
way, knowledge is what makes someone capable of forming “good” denotative utterances,
but also “good” prescriptive and “good” evaluative utterances. . . It is not a competence
relative to a particular class of statements (for example cognitive ones) to the exclusion
of all others. On the contrary, it makes “good” performances in relation to a variety of
objects of discourse possible: objects to be known, decided on, evaluated, transformed
. . . From this derives one of the principal features of knowledge: it coincides with an
extensive array of competence-building measures and is the only form embodied in a
subject constituted by the various areas of competence composing it. (Lyotard, 1984,
p. 18)

Lyotard explains how knowledge in the postmodern society is changing. The duality
of knowledge as a product/narrative (or as will be clear from my studies, as an object/a
personal asset, see article 2 chapter 14), is a foreseeable outcome of what he calls the
postmodern age (ibid, p. 3). According to Lyotard, this change is technology-driven. He
draws lines to cybernetics and thus to Maturana and Varela (1991; 1998), who have been
mentioned above. On that note, it is worth mentioning the emphasis in the latter of the
two quotes on knowledge as embodied. In many ways, the thinking of Lyotard supports the
thinking of both Maturana and Varela and Lakoff and Johnson, all of which made significant
contributions to theory building in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s. The two positions put
forward by Lyotard in the above quotes are essential to understanding knowledge — it is not
a question of either/or but of both/and. However contradictory it might seem, knowledge
is a product and a narrative. As will be presented in chapter 7 as well as in articles 2 and
3 below, both on a group and an individual level, knowledge holds this dyadic meaning
without it becoming a dichotomy. The concept of knowledge holds both perspectives, and
in working with knowledge, this is an essential point. The dichotomy present in Lyotard’s
thinking is very present in the three generations of knowledge communication presented
below too. It is resolved in different ways, but the theories of knowledge communication
are all concerned with the dichotomy. As will become evident from my research and results,
understanding this diversity in knowledge is essential to all knowledge communication,
sharing, transfer etc.
The understanding of knowledge presented by Lyotard (1984) as well as Maturana, and
Varela (1998), Varela, Thompson and Rosch (1991), Johnson (2013) and Lakoff and Johnson
(1999) forms the foundation of the following. The perspective on knowledge is based on the
same fundamental assumptions as the theories of cognition and metaphor presented above,
and thus I will refrain from a complete literature review of the concept of knowledge. Rather,
the following represents a section of knowledge theory concerned with the communication
of knowledge and the creation of knowledge. Even though related, I will not venture into
the field of e.g. sense making literature or the field of epistemology as such.
The present chapter of knowledge communication theory is divided into three parts following the three knowledge communication generations suggested by Kastberg (2014). The
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three generations have been slightly altered, and theories and models have been added. After
presenting the three generations of knowledge communication, they will be related to the
work on metaphors for knowledge conducted by Andriessen and Boom (2007)

4.1

First Generation: Knowledge is a Dichotomy

According to Kastberg (2014, p. 88), the first generation of knowledge communication is
represented by Nonaka (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka & von Krogh,
2009). Nonaka defines knowledge as action through information and makes a strong link
to beliefs and commitment of the knower. Knowledge in this sense consists of information
put into action and interfered by personal experience and level of engagement. In Nonaka’s
terms, information is all you can digitize. If it can be printed in a book, put on a website or
in a speech, then it is information, not knowledge. The division is thus between knowledge
being the Plato-inspired “Justified true beliefs” or action-based as put forward in the second
quote from Lyotard above and information being “all you can digitize”. A very dominant
feature with the first generation of knowledge communication is the dichotomy between
information and knowledge as presented above. More than that, the dichotomy between
tacit and explicit knowledge is very present The notion of tacit knowledge is presented
at length in Polanyi’s work (1969, 2012). Nonaka and colleagues build their definition of
tacit knowledge on Polanyi’s work (Nonaka, 1994, p. 16). As described above, Nonaka
distinguishes between information and knowledge, information being digital and knowledge
being analogue and based on justifications and experience. Knowledge is thus individual,
personal and very much connected to the knower and the world. Even though Nonaka
emphasizes the individual dimension of knowledge, he also stresses that knowledge is only
relevant when shared in communities of interaction. These communities serve the purpose
of knowledge conversion. Along the same lines as Polanyi, Nonaka divides knowledge into
two categories; tacit and explicit knowledge, tacit knowledge being what the individual
knows and does but is not able to put into words. Explicit knowledge, on the other hand,
is the knowledge that is put into words and that is definable.
The dynamics between these two categories in a community of interaction make four
possibilities of knowledge conversion as shown in figure 4.1.
Socialization is the conversion from tacit to tacit in the community of interaction. By
watching, doing and experiencing but without the use of words and symbols, knowledge is
shared and thus becomes part of the routines of the other. When new to an organization, a
lot of tacit knowledge conversion is going on — the old employees not being able to put into
words the culture and habits of the organization and the new employee taking the culture
in by observing and doing. To some extent, this concept of socialization applies to the
concept of procedural memory presented by Cohen and Bacdayan (1994). The procedural
memory
... appears to be the form that stores the components of individual skilled actions-for
both motor and cognitive skills.” (Cohen and Bacdayan 1997, p. 557).

When shared, Cohen and Bacdayan find that procedural memory is stored as routines and
thus culture. As opposed to declarative knowledge, Cohen and Bacdayan define procedural
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Figure 4.1: Nonaka’s model of knowledge conversion

memory as being much similar to the concept of information in Nonaka’s terminology,
providing storage for facts, propositions and events (ibid.).
The second knowledge conversion is what Nonaka terms internalization or organizational
learning. Going from the explicit knowledge to the tacit, the purpose is to make what is
explicit part of the tacit knowledge. Nonaka states that too much confidence has been put
into this field, for example by Argyris (1999), in theories on single- and double loop-learning
as well as the reflective practitioner (Argyris & Schön, 1974) and organizational learning as
such. Nonaka calls these theories mechanistic as they overlook the importance of the fields
of socialization and externalization in this view (Nonaka, 1994, p. 19). As my focus in this
project is on knowledge and knowledge creation, I will not go further into this discussion
at present.
The third field in the matrix is that of combination, also referred to as information processing.
From explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge, information is being exchanges in the
community of interaction in order to combine the knowledge present and thus make the
community aware of the knowledge levels and substances.
The fourth field is the most interesting in this context, and according to Nonaka, it is
also the least described and researched: The field of knowledge creation. To make tacit
knowledge explicit, Nonaka states with reference to Lakoff and Johnson that metaphors
and analogies are needed. To put into words the knowledge connected to our routines
and cultural habits, metaphors and analogies might help loosen the words and make the
inexplicable explainable. The success of knowledge creation in the company is due to all
four fields of the knowledge conversion model working together (Nonaka, 1994, p. 20).
Knowledge sharing in this model is understood in the four different domains and the
interaction between the four. An example: A group of co-workers wish to share knowledge
about their practices when facilitating processes. As the practices are tacit and the employees
have not been observing each other at work, the practices need to be made explicit. This
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in turn means that the individuals need to put their tacit knowledge into a metaphor or
analogy. Each individual could thus present his or her role, actions and approaches in terms
of symbols and prototypical examples. For example, the facilitator could be a teacher, a
travel guide and a midwife, all of which will make different understandings and connotations
available as well as make differences in the understanding of the facilitator visible.
The essential message from this first generation of knowledge communication is that tacit
knowledge can be made explicit, and for this dissertation in particular, it is essential that a
way to do this is through metaphors and analogies.
From having read chapter 3 above, it is noticeable that the idea of metaphors presented
by Nonaka is a CMT perspective. This comes as no surprise given that his first version
of the knowledge creation company was published in 1994. The approach to metaphors
is more mechanistic, and the idea of knowledge being distributed is not present in the
sense put forward by e.g. Hutchins (1995). Without specifically referring to Nonaka et al.,
Cornelissen (2005) adds to the use of metaphors in an organizational context by stating that
metaphors are “the generation and creation of new meaning beyond a previously existing
similarity” rather than attributing symbols of pre-exiting attributes (ibid. p. 751). To
Nonaka, knowledge resides in the individual and can be made common by metaphors as a
tool. What scholars like Hutchins and Cornelissen suggest is that knowledge is distributed
and that metaphors are a creation of a new common meaning rather than made from
pre-existing knowledge. In the book chapter presented in chapter 10, metaphors as a
management tool are presented much more thoroughly.
In the capacity of being a theory of knowledge communication, the fundamental issue with
the knowledge creation model is the fact that it is hermeneutic and thus a never-ending
and unspecific method of how knowledge is shared. In some senses, this critique is met
by the article by Nonaka and von Krogh (2009) softening the notion of tacit and explicit
knowledge into a continuum rather than a dichotomy, but they too hold on to the idea that
knowledge creation is on this continuum. This position is being challenged by a Western
theory from Davenport and Prusak and others.

4.2

Second Generation: Knowledge is a Hierarchy

The second generation of knowledge communication is the knowledge hierarchy or the
DIKW model, which is widely used (Rowly 2007). In the model presented by Davenport
and Prusak (1998), three levels of knowledge have been identified: data, information and
knowledge. Others like Achoff and Zeleny add the level of wisdom to the hierarchy. In
the case presented by Davenport and Prusak as well as in the general review of knowledge
hierarchies made by Rowley (2007), the logic is that one step is the foundation for the
following, building a hierarchy or levels of knowledge. Many models have been generated
in this tradition. In table 4.1, the ones from Ackoff, Davenport and Prusak and Zeleny are
presented.
The model consists of three to six steps; data, information, knowledge, understanding,
wisdom and enlightenment, the latter of which has been left out in this context for the
purpose of clarity. The theories assume that the elements are building on each other and
thus make upper levels rarer and more demanding. For the levels, the below is contained
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Table 4.1: Synoptical presentation of knowledge hierarchies

Ackoff

Davenport and
Prusak

Zeleny

Wisdom

Evaluated
understanding

Know why

Understanding

Ability to apply

Knowledge

Application of data
and information

Comparison
Consequence
Connection
Conversation

Know how

Information

Processed data

Message

Know what

Data

Symbols

Objective facts

Know nothing

by the above: thus data, information, knowledge and understanding are contained in the
concept of wisdom.
The data level consists of symbols i.e. signs with no iconic or indexical link to the symbolized. It could be text, numbers etc. Zeleny refers to this level as “Know nothing”
Information is one step up from data and is data put into a context which gives meaning to
the raw data. Data is being processed, and understanding is being added, and this will result
in “Know what”.
The knowledge level is know-how and the ability of putting information into action. But
Ackoff’s knowledge level does not necessarily contain the ability to shift knowledge from
one context to the next. Bellinger, Castro, Mills (2004) give the example of a student being
able to apply a method to the case he was shown but unable to use it in a different or more
complex task.
The level of understanding relates to knowledge as learning does to memorizing. The level
of understanding provides the knower with the ability to repeat a method and to synthesize
old and new knowledge into new forms and structures.
The top level is wisdom and makes knowledge personal. Joint with moral, ethics and
experience, wisdom is pointing forward towards generating value and evaluating the “Know
why” level on Zeleny’s scale.
Rowly (2007) as well as Bellinger, Castro, Mills (2004) argue that the level of understanding
should not be a separate level but rather be a transition between the levels, making the
model look like the model in figure 4.2.
The model has been used in a number of different ways and has had a number of different
shapes (see Rowley 2007 for an overview). The model might appear rather linear and
deterministic but should be understood in the sense that the level on the scale should
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Figure 4.2: The knowledge hierarchy from data to wisdom and including the connecting understandings

correspond with the level of knowledge necessary for the company in order to deliver its
key product.
Using the case example of knowledge sharing between facilitators, the data from the practice
should — in this understanding — be processed into information and further into knowledge
by extracting patterns. If the individual can communicate the underlying principles of the
practice, his or her wisdom can be communicated and thus be available to others. The level
of knowledge communicated is the level of knowledge achieved.6
In sum, the second generation of knowledge communication focuses on understanding,
communication and application of levels of knowledge. In the first generation, creation of
knowledge through conversion was essential. In this second generation, communication of
levels and qualification of knowledge is of the essence. Compared to the first generation of
knowledge communication, there still is a dichotomy between low and high understanding
and meaning, but the process of going from data to wisdom is engined by structure and
human agency. The more processed knowledge is, the higher the understanding. This in
turn is a mechanistic view of knowledge but in a different way than was seen with Nonaka
above. Nonaka would state that knowledge can converge from tacit to explicit by way of
metaphors. This is a very mechanical view of metaphors and lets knowledge reside in the
6

It is worth noticing that the pattern in the DIKW hierarchy has an equivalent in the SOLO taxonomy
(Biggs, 2011) going from unistructural to multistructural, relational and extended abstract. It is beyond the
scope of this dissertation to further elaborate on this similarity and its influence on educational thinking, but
it is worth mentioning that the structure is present in this domain as well. See also chapter 17.1.2.
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individual. In the case of DIKW hierarchies, knowledge is a product which can be processed
and refined but which still resides in the individual. This in turn conflates the 1st and 2nd
generation of knowledge communication models into the dichotomy presented by Lyotard:
Either knowledge is personal, or it is a product. The difference between the two generations
was investigated by Andriessen and will be explored further in chapter 5.1. This leads to
the third generation of knowledge communication.

4.3

Third Generation: Knowledge is Empowerment

The latest generation of knowledge communication theory is still emerging and developing.
Empower the employee is the motto of this generation. As put by Kastberg:
It is not society as such, nor is it its organizations, institutions, bricks of infrastructures, which is knowledgeable let alone has agency to produce and consume knowledge.
(Kastberg, 2010, p. 70)

Thus the focus shifts from knowledge as such to the holder of agency; the knowledge worker,
understood in the broad sense of a “symbol analyst”. Thus, analyzing data or symbols as
presented above becomes the essence of knowledge communication.
The focus on the knowledge worker is also present in the definition of knowledge put
forward by Qvortrup with explicit reference to Luhmann: “Knowledge is confirmed
observations” (2006, p. 23).
Qvortrup emphasizes that the knowledge society actually should be phrased the knowing
society (ibid, p. 27) as the society in itself is not knowledgeable as stated by Kastberg above.
The four orders of knowledge are (ibid, p. 27-28):
1st: Factual knowledge about something, i.e. observation and naming of categories
2nd: Recursive or situative knowledge about the conditions of something, i.e. selfobservation
3rd: Reflective or creative knowledge about the conditions of knowledge, i.e. the
ability to change the schemata behind common knowledge
4th: Evolutionary or cultural knowledge about the world, i.e. the knowledge residing
in the social communities in which the individual is or is becoming a member.
To some extent, Qvortrup merges the first and the second generation of knowledge communication, stating four orders of knowledge and adding to each the distinction between
codified and non-codified knowledge which could also be called skills and knowledge or
tacit and explicit knowledge. This in turn leads to eight types of knowledge, presented in
Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 shows knowledge and skills on a continuum from simple over complex to
hypercomplex (Qvortrup, 2002, 2004). The 1st order knowledge is simple and involves
simple skills. The 2nd order knowledge means knowing about the 1st order — not only
being able to do something, but also knowing how and why it is done. The 3rd order
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Figure 4.3: The four orders of knowledge and skills inspired by Qvortrup (2006).

knowledge adds one more layer of reflection as it means knowing how to do something
and extracting from that principles which can be used in different ways or developed into
new practices. The 4th order knowledge and skills is the ability to act and know in a
hypercomplex culture — being able to read and act upon cultural makers and adapt to as
well as change current patterns.
There are three important developments from the 1st and 2nd generation of knowledge
communication: i) the focus on the knower rather than on the knowledge, ii) the division
of knowledge and skills and iii) the emphasis that all knowers to a certain degree hold all
four orders and thus eight categories of knowledge at the same time in different areas which
makes the knower the prime observer and the prime engine in developing and refining
knowledge. It is not a level of knowledge to reach but rather a complexity and recursiveness
to grasp.
Thus, knowledge is never free of the knower and is therefore not transferable in the mechanical sense of the word. This in turn calls for joint epistemic action as a means to make
knowledge a shared phenomenon. This will be further elaborated in chapter 7.3.1 as well
as in the four contributions. The element missing in the 3rd generation of knowledge is the
distribution of knowledge to more than one knower. Though the concept of knowledge
becomes less mechanical and more situated by Qvortrup’s theory, the notion of knowledge being an interrelational phenomenon must wait for the forth and yet to be revealed
generation of knowledge communication.
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Chapter 5
Metaphors for Knowledge

In this final chapter of my theoretical foundation, I will draw lines from the three major areas
above; cognition, metaphor theory and knowledge/knowledge communication theory.
I will start out by presenting research on metaphors for knowledge as used by Nonaka and
Takeuchi as well as Davenport and Prusak, presented by Adriessen (2006). As a reply to
this, Steen (2011) discusses the difference between the managerial account of a metaphor as
opposed to a linguistic approach. Towards the end of the chapter, I will discuss how the
above-mentioned theories and perspectives merge into a study of metaphors for knowledge
in knowledge intensive groups.

5.1

Knowledge is Something or in Someone

Andriessen (2006) made an analysis of two of the semial texts mentioned above, representatives of 1st and 2nd generation knowledge communication: Nonaka and Takeuchi
(1995) and Davenport and Prusak (1998). The study of Andriessen shows that knowledge is
presented metaphorically differently in the two texts. The distribution of the metaphorical
concepts is presented in table 5.1.
Table 5.1 shows the patterns in the use of metaphors for knowledge in two different sources.
The method of analysis is not the MIP (Pragglejaz Group, 2007) or MIP-VU (Steen, 2010)
but a so-called textual analysis methodology (Andriessen, 2006, p. 96), hence not making
it a linguistic analysis (Steen, 2011) (see also chapter 3.2.7 about approaches to analysis).
In short, the method was to identify nouns related to the word knowledge and for each
noun to identify the related verb and on that basis establish the underlying metaphor. The
analysis leads Andriessen to the later conclusion that knowledge is either “stuff or love”,
referring to knowledge as something physical on the one side and a feeling on the other side
(Andriessen, 2008). This dichotomy is further explored in an analysis of Asian and Western
metaphors for knowledge as a barrier of cooperation between the cultures (Andriessen &
Boom, 2007). Andriessen takes the dichotomy into Western companies as well (Andriessen,
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Table 5.1: Distribution of Source Domains for Knowledge (Andriessen, 2006)

Nonaka and
Takeuchi

Davenport
and Prusak

Knowledge is something physical

29%

59%

Knowledge is a living organism

7%

25%

Knowledge is thoughts and feelings

31%

2%

Knowledge is a process

23%

2%

Knowledge is a structure

1%

1%

Unknown

5%

5%

2007), pointing out that managers seem to prefer the objectified knowledge as opposed to
employees who prefer the personalized knowledge which is no surprise since managers prefer
what is manageable and employees prefer what makes them unique. Steen (2011) points
out that the error is the inappropriate conflation of linguistic and conceptual metaphors. It
is not immediately possible to conclude on the grounds of a linguistic metaphor analysis
that a metaphor in thought or a conceptual metaphor is present (see 3.2.7 above). As Steen
points out (2011, p. 187), the linguistic metaphors might be traces of old, conventional
metaphorical mappings and thus not perceived as metaphors by the reader. This is the trap
of metaphors: it seems intriguing that metaphors in language cover metaphors in thought,
but that is not necessarily so. Metaphors as a management tool is presented and discussed
at length below in chapter 10 “Using Metaphors as a Management Tool”. To return to
the dichotomy in metaphors for knowledge as either stuff or love, an object or personal,
there is no empirical evidence in my data set that these two domains are mutually exclusive.
Chapter 14 contains an article which is a comment on Andriessen’s claim that knowledge is
either or. The data material suggests that it might be both/and as would also be inferred by
the theory of knowledge orders presented in chapter 4.3.

5.2

Basis for Analyzing Metaphors for Knowledge

On the grounds of the presentation of approach to cognition, metaphors and knowledge,
this section of the dissertation is concluded by some remarks about how the three sets of
theory are merged into one coherent framework.
From the definition and approach to cognition, I emphasize 4E cognition. Thus, when
studying groups, I regard them as distributed cognitive systems (Hutchins, 1995) making
use of their bodies, environment and each other in the thought and conversation process.
The extent to which this distribution is successfully and fully used can be analyzed by use
of the taxonomy of the building process as presented by Bjørndahl et al. (2014), which will
be presented in more detail in chapter 7.3.1.
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In regards to metaphor theory, I place my research in the bottom-up tradition (Krennmayr,
2013), analyzing without a clear hypothesis and not inferring from metaphors in language
to metaphors in thought (Steen, 2008). As I analyze conversations, I make use of the
conversation analysis approach focusing on multiple modes and metaphoricity as well as
metaphors rather than a pure textual analysis (Cameron et al., 2009; Jensen & Cuffari,
2014).
Last but not least, I place my research in the third generation of knowledge communication,
focusing more on the complexity of knowledge than on the levels or nature of knowledge.
This in turn is a natural consequence of the embodied and embedded approach to cognition
and metaphoricity.
In other words, cognition is distributed, metaphors are multimodal, and knowledge is
based on the observations and experience of the knower. These elements infer theoretical
expectations with regards to metaphors for knowledge:
Knowledge is created, modified and negotiated by the group
Metaphors for knowledge are present in more than one mode
The concept of knowledge is based upon experience and a high degree of complexity.
With this summary of the essential theoretical elements, I will now turn to the methodological assumption and the concrete research design of the data collection and data analysis.
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Part III
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH
DESIGN
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Chapter 6
Methodology

The ontological and epistemological assumptions founding the dissertation are described
and discussed above in chapter 2.1. From this it is important to note that my scientific
approach is pragmatism with a specific focus on embodied realism. The methodology
concerns how the research question can be approached (Grix, 2002; Kuada, 2012). In
chapter 7, the research design is explained, but this chapter aims at describing the underlying
assumptions of the research design.
Both Kuada and Grix illustrate research design as a ladder, indicating that a step in one
direction will lead to a certain path deeper and deeper into the specificities of the research.
Thus, in figure 6.1, the ladder of this research project is presented.
My study is a mixed method study based on interdisciplinarity. As my own theoretical
and academic background is somewhat interdisciplinary and stands in a tradition always
applying a mix of methods, this is a very natural choice. My masters degree is in Theology
with supplementary elements from Journalism and Rhetoric. Theology as such is very
interdisciplinary, combining studies of history, languages, philosophy, ethics and exegesis.
Looking at a specific phenomenon from different angels and with different methods and
combining the angles into a more nuanced analysis and understanding are thus a fundamental
part of how I was trained and shaped as an academic.
Below I will present the methodology of my research design.
Guided by the research question, the study of metaphors for knowledge in knowledgeintensive groups is a mixed method study. Fundamentally, it is an inductive, qualitative
study of how and which metaphors for knowledge emerge in semi-facilitated conversations.
The setup for data collection, which is described in detail below, is a mix of methods. In
the traditional sense of mixed methods being a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods,
this is not a mixed method design. However, the study is a mix of methods with regards
to design and analysis. The mix could be classified as method triangulation, both with
regards to data collection and analysis. The data collection method is a mix between an
experimental setup and semi-structured conversation. As the emergence of metaphors as
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Methodology

Methods

Sources

Pragmatism
Embodied realism

Mixed Methods
Triangulation
Action Research

Semi-structured
conversations
Metaphoricity in:
- Language
- Gesture
- Joint epistemic action

Six creative
start-ups +
1 group from
food production

Figure 6.1: The ladder of the research project. The levels indicate the specificity from the overall
ontology to the sources of the project. Adapted from Grix (2002, p. 180) and Kuada (2012, p. 58).

joint epistemic action is essential to answering the research question, the initial part of
the conversations was inspired by a building task performed in a different research project.
Using this same method provides a taxonomy to analyze the building processes by. In
order for the conversation to stay on the topic of knowledge, the researcher followed a
conversation guide. This in turn ensures that the six groups in the dataset touch upon the
same aspects of knowledge.
Triangulation is defined by Denzin as combining methods in the study of the same phenomenon (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie and Turner, 2007, p. 114). The phenomenon in the
context of this dissertation is obviously the nature and emergence of metaphors for knowledge. However the study is made by combining methods from experimental disciplines,
lingustic analysis, gesture analysis and discourse analysis. Method triangulation (Mathison,
1988, p. 14) instead of data triangulation or investigator triangulation is chosen in order to
investigate from different angles how and which metaphors for knowledge emerge. The
symbiosis of how and which enrich the analysis, as will be unfolded in the articles as well as
in the data presentation in chapter 7.4.
With regards to method triangulation, figure 6.2 shows the different modes and contexts
in which metaphors might emerge. This complexity is reflected in the research methodology. Constituting the frame for the whole study is the conversation. About half of the
conversation consists of the three building tasks and the explanation of the building of
knowledge (see figure 7.1 for an overview of the flow of the conversations). Specific to
the building part of the conversation is metaphoricity in the building. Crossing the lines
between conversation and building is metaphors in language and gesture, and specific to the
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conversation is the potential metonymic reference to the building after it has been removed.
The purpose of figure 6.2 is to illustrate how the levels of analysis interfere with each
other. Metaphors in gesture are often also present in language, and metaphors in the
building as well as metonymic reference to the building would also co-occur with language
or gesture metaphors. Separating the different elements from each other would disregard
the importance of understanding the emergence as well as the multimodality of metaphors
for knowledge in group conversations. Thus, the methodology has to be multi-modal and
make use of multiple methods.
In sum, the methodology reflects the ontological and epistemological choices. On this basis,
the research design was made and the sources chosen. Moving down the ladder in figure 6.1
the following chapter presents the methods and sources.

THE CONVERSATION
METONYMIC REFERENCE
TO BUILDING

METAPHORICITY
IN GESTURE

METAPHORICITY
IN BUILDING
METAPHORICITY
IN LANGUAGE

BUILDING TASK/
JOINT EPISTEMIC ACTION

Figure 6.2: The levels of analysis in the conversations. The building approach is analyzed, and so are
the metaphoricity in the building and potential metonymic reference to the building after it has
been removed. Further, the metaphoricity in language and gesture is analyzed.
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Chapter 7
Research Design

In this chapter, I present my cases, my data collection method, my methods of analysis and
the findings in the six cases. A seventh case presented itself in the form of a group from a
Danish food production company requesting a presentation of knowledge sharing strategies.
I used the developed method on the group, and through an action research process, they
changed knowledge sharing strategy completely. This study is presented in article 3 and
will not be presented further in this chapter. The analyses presented below are not as deep
as the ones in the articles. Here they only serve to provide the reader with an overview of
the data collected and to motivate why some cases were chosen for the articles. However,
there are many interesting analyses to be made of the less salient cases as well. That is why I
chose to present them here.
Based on all the above theoretical and methodological considerations, I designed a study to
reveal how metaphors for knowledge are co-created in groups and which metaphors for
knowledge occur in their conversations. Throughout the research period, a new approach
to analyzing metaphors developed. As outlined above in chapter 3.5, I moved from a MIPinspired approach to metaphor analysis, combining it with gesture analysis and an analysis
of joint epistemic action towards a more holistic approach, looking at the conversations as
ecological systems more in line with both 4E cognition and distributed cognition. This
shift is evident in the articles presented below. Article 1 represents a merger-of-methodsapproach, and especially article 3 represents a distributed conversation analysis approach.
In other words, my method developed and — to some extent — improved over time. Thus,
below I will present all six cases as timelines of conversations. This is not presented in any
of the articles and represents a dynamic conversations approach. As not all six companies
are presented in the articles, I chose to present my data in this chapter in order to outline
differences and similarities in the six cases with regards to co-creation of a concept of
knowledge as well as metaphors for knowledge in the six conversations.
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Table 7.1: The demographics of the participants

Gender

Educational Level

Age

Male: 13
Female: 12
Population: 25

Bachelor degree: 13
Master’s degree: 11
No finished degree: 1

Average: 29.8 y
Min: 23 y
Max: 60 y

Table 7.2: The demographics of the companies

C#

Est.

Number of
people in C#

Number of
participants
(owners)

Growth
(Y/N)

Parameters
of growth

C1

2009

25

5 (0)

Y

Employees,
Products, Services,
Competencies

C2

2011

2 full time
3 half time

5 (1)

Y

Clients, Employees,
Offices in GE

C3

2013

4

3 (2)

Y

Cash flow, Employees,
Competencies, Products

C4

2011

2 full time
2 part time

3 (2)

Y

Assignments,
Ambition, Relations,
Cash flow

C5

2010

7

4 (3)

Y

Employees,
Assignments,
flow

C6

2013

7

5 (2)

Y

Cash flow,
Employees

7.1

Cash

The Dataset: Six Creative Startups

The dataset consists of six conversations conducted on the basis of the same template. The six
groups were sampled to be as similar as possible. They all categorize themselves as creative
startups and as knowledge companies. The demographics of the groups are presented in
tables 7.1 and 7.2. All companies were promised anonymity and will only be discussed as
C1-C6. Participants will be discussed as C#-P#. The participants were numbered as they
were placed around the table clockwise from where I sat.
As becomes evident from the tables 7.1 and 7.2, the companies are similar with regards
to being relatively young companies. Apart from one participant who never finished his
education, all participants hold at least a bachelor’s degree. 11 out of the 25 participants
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hold a master’s degree. Thus, the educational level is high and supports their self-image of
being knowledge companies.
They all express that they experience growth, though the definition of growth is diverse.
The question was phrased as an open question, and the answers range from traditional
growth signs like income and customers to growth in ambition and relations. The groups
in the conversations consisted of 3-5 persons. In five out of six cases, one or more owners
or partners were present.
The companies differ with regards to gender (nearly a 50-50 split on male and female
participants), age (from 23 to 60 years old) and number of workers (the biggest has 25
workers, and two have four workers in all). However, the sampling has been made on the
company profiles rather than the individuals.
The groups participating in the conversations are first and foremost working together on a
daily basis on complex assignments demanding cooperation and a high degree of specialized
knowledge. Conversations took place in their home environment in order to create a
comfortable atmosphere and to take up as little of their time as possible.

7.2

The Data Collection Method

The data was collected using the same template in all six companies. The flow of the data
collection is visualized in figure 7.1.
Joint epistemic action

B1:
Dream office

Participant Introduction
preparation to building task

B2:
Experience

B3:
Knowledge

Semi-structured conversation
B3
explained

Bricks
put away

Participant
debrief

Figure 7.1: The flow of the conversations

Each conversation lasted approximately one hour. Initially, the participants were informed
about anonymity, confidentiality and research ethics. Without further introduction to the
method, the following study was a copy of the study presented in Bjøndahl et al on joint
epistemic action (2014). The group had three times five minutes to build three buildings.
The three buildings were: “Dream Office” “Experience” and finally “Knowledge”. Building
three building together has been shown to increase heart rate synchronicity (Tylén &
Fusaroli, 2012) and thus have a physical impact on the participants. The impact is at its
highest in the third building task, which is why I chose to let the groups build three buildings
and to let the topic related to knowledge be the last. As this study was not conducted in
a laboratory and the participants did not wear any heat rate measurement equipment, it
is not possible to know if a physical alignment happened in these cases. From the pilot
study I conducted in 2012, I learned that the idea of knowledge that the pilot companies
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built was more of an information concept than what I wished for7 . Hence, I chose to let
the groups in the final study build experience right before they built knowledge in order to
prime them towards an experience-based concept of knowledge. Each building was built
with a new box of bricks in order for the groups not to take elements from one building
into the following.
After the third building task, the group was asked to answer two questions:
1. Based on what you have built, what is knowledge in your company?
2. What was not possible to include when building knowledge in toy bricks?
Following these two questions, the bricks were put away, and the conversation continued.
I had a semi-structured interview guide which I followed, but I let the group take the
conversation to where they wanted. Also, I was very careful to use the metaphors for
knowledge presented by the group rather than inducing my own. Hence, the seven questions
below were asked with reference to their phrasing. The seven questions were:
1. Let’s say that a candidate at a job interview asked you “what is knowledge in this
company?” What would be your answer?
2. Where does knowledge come from?
3. How do you know something?
4. How does knowledge stay in the company?
5. How does knowledge get from one employee to the other?
6. What do you do to organize or formalize your knowledge?
7. How do knowledge and experience relate to each other in your company?
In the context of the conversations, the questions were paraphrased and related to their
utterances, and the interview protocol only served to ensure that I touched upon the same
topics in all groups.
After approximately one hour, the conversation was terminated, and the points about ethics
and confidentiality were repeated.
On the technical side, all conversations were video- and audio-recorded. After each conversation, the audio file was transcribed into text.

7.3

Data Analysis

The data analysis has been the difficult part in this study. Finding a method for analyzing
and assuring that the data was properly presented proved to be harder than imagined due to
the multimodal and mixed method approach. This problem was solved at the end when the
discourse dynamics approach (DDA) was applied. There are three levels of analysis in my
design: metaphors in language, metaphors in gesture and approach in joint epistemic action.
7

In the pilot study, the groups built e.g. an information board and a computer for sharing files when
building knowledge and knowledge sharing
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The theoretical background for these is presented above, but the more precise analytical
choices and frameworks will be presented below. First, method and data in regards to joint
epistemic action are presented and then the conversational data involving both language and
gesture. The layers of analysis are then conflated into six visualizations of the metaphors
and attractors in each conversation, showing how the multimodal approach in combination
with joint epistemic action reveal both something about how metaphors for knowledge
emerge and which metaphors emerge.

7.3.1

Joint Epistemic Action

As presented in chapter 3.1, usage of toy bricks involves joint epistemic action. The three
stages as well as the analysis of the three building tasks follow the set-up from Bjørndahl
et al. (2014). They present a taxonomy of building approaches consisting of three types
indicating how the group works together on the task. The three types in the taxonomy are:
1. Illustration
2. Elaboration
3. Exploration
Illustration is defined as a top-down approach. The participants settle on a concept or an
idea and then illustrate it by use of the bricks. Often this initial idea comes from one person,
and in my data, that one person did not let the remaining participants contribute much to
making the building.
Elaboration might start the same way as illustration, but as the building begins, the bricks
and conversations take the building in new directions. The initial idea is elaborated, and to
a high degree, the group uses the bricks to think with and thus conducts a joint epistemic
action. This process is less top-down and more bottom-up
Exploration covers a bottom-up process. The group lets the bricks lead, and to the highest
degree in the taxonomy, the group uses the bricks to think with. The concept built is based
on associations rather than on a pre-defined concept.
The six companies in the dataset are distributed on the three categories. Table 7.3 shows how
the three approaches are being used. Approaches 2 and 3 are the most common ones (each
used 7 times). Approach 1 is less common in this dataset, only used by C3 and only in two
of the building tasks. In three out of the six cases, the initial approach is kept throughout
the three tasks. C3 goes in the direction of the more top-down approach, and C5 and C6
move towards a more bottom-up approach. The sample is too small to lead to conclusions
in regards to this tendency.
The buildings as such do not reveal much about the underlying metaphors, schemas or
attractors. Only in connection with the conversations can such inferences be established.
What is more interesting, however, is how many of the participants contributed to the
buildings. In chapter 7.4, each of the six buildings of knowledge is presented including
markers of who contributed with what element. In connection with which metaphors are
present in each company and how attractors travel in the conversations, this is presented
visually below too.
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Table 7.3: Distribution of approaches to the building task

Company #

B1: Dream Office

B2: Experience

B3: Knowledge

C1

2

2

2

C2

3

3

3

C3

3

1

1

C4

2

2

2

C5

2

3

3

C6

2

2

3

7.3.2

Conversation Analysis

As mentioned above, the metaphor analysis has been a challenge. On the one hand, these
six conversations are not natural conversations as they follow a planned flow, and the topic
is very much fixed on knowledge. On the other hand, it is a conversation and not a text in
any traditional sense of the word, and it is part of the research question to understand the
emergence of metaphoricity.
As will become evident from the articles below, I have been working on a modified version
of the four-step MIP method. However, this approach was a constant struggle as it was very
hard to get the emergence of metaphors out of the data when using this method. Thus,
after having coded all six transcripts, I chose to change strategy and code all six interviews
again, but rather than doing the coding in the text, it was conducted directly in the video.
The first method applied was a modified version of the MIP method. The original method
would suggest a full text analysis. I only analyzed the parts of the text containing reference
to knowledge. Thus, the process looked like this:
1. Single out all passages in the text that contain the word knowledge or a reference to
the word
2. Find the noun and or verb used in connection to the word or reference to knowledge
3. Look up the meaning in the dictionary (in casu: www.ordnet.dk)
a) Establish contextual meaning
b) Establish if there is a more basic meaning
4. If the answer to b) is yes, mark as potential metaphor
Following these steps, all potential metaphors in language were found in the video in order to
establish if the metaphor in language was supported by gesture. The further analysis proved
very difficult having used this method as it only provided a long table full of metaphors in
language and gesture distributed on companies and participants.
Thus, I chose to code all six interviews again, but this time directly in the video. Using
Noldus Observer XT, all metaphors and metaphoricity in bricks, gesture and language
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were coded. This provided a data file consisting of time stamps as well as all observations
on group and participant level. This time based on the first coding, the metaphors was
coded in a number of conditions:
1. Time in seconds
2. Subject in the format C#-P#
3. Behavior
a) Building- related gesture
i. Using bricks
ii. Showing building
iii. Metonymic reference to building after it was removed
b) Other metaphorical gesture
i. Before speech
ii. During speech
iii. After speech
c) Metaphorical language
i. Object metaphors
A. Subdivided
ii. Personal metaphors
A. Subdivided
4. All actions in gesture were described
5. All potential language metaphors were transcribed
The files produced by this method can be seen in the appendix.
The categories in the subdivided modifiers were made throughout the coding process. After
coding each conversation, new modifiers were related to the prior coding in order to decide
if new occurrences of subdivisions should influence the coding of prior conversations.
The three behavior categories reflect the three modes in the analysis: bricks, gesture and
language. The building-related gesture consists of three modifiers:
Behavior a. Building-related gesture
i. Using bricks: Bricks are used to support language metaphors
Ex: C2-P3: Det (viden) er noget grund (it (knowledge) is ground)
Gesture: [picks up a brick plate and places it on the table]
The example shows how the plate is used to communicate the metaphor.
ii. Showing building: Gesturing how the building could be built
Ex: C1-P3: Der synes jeg vi skal se hvor langt vi kan bygge af tårnet (I think we should se
how much of the tower we can build)
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Gesture: [Holds both hand palms towards each other just above the table and moves both
hands upwards and inwards into a spike. The gesture is immediately imitated by C1-P2 and
C1-P4]
iii. Metonymic reference to building after it was removed
Ex: C5-P3: Det er kun et udgangspunkt, det er en måde at tænke på (It’s just a starting
point, it’s a way of thinking)
Gesture: [Pointing to the place on the table where theoretical knowledge was built]
Behavior b. Other Metaphorical Gesture
i. Before speech: The gesture precedes a metaphor in language
Ex. C3-P1: Gesture: [grabs right arm with left hand just above the wrist and presses the
arm three times while rotating the arm 90 degrees back and forth three times]
Kan det (viden) komme under mit kød, kan det komme under min hud? (Can it (knowledge)
get under my flesh, can it get under my skin?)
ii. During speech: The gesture is simultaneous with metaphor in language
Ex. C4-P2: Og så er der jo alt det (viden), (and then there is all that (knowledge) Gesture:
[Holds right hand over a pile of bricks, palm facing down and fingers stretched.] som
vokser op indefra (which grows from within) Gesture: [Moves both hands from the pile
upwards in a curved shape]
iii. After speech: Gestures following metaphors in language
Ex. This modifier was not coded in the dataset
Behavior c. Metaphors in Language
i. Object metaphors: All language suggesting that knowledge is an object
Ex.

C1-P3: It is the package (of knowledge) you will get as a customer with C1

ii Personal metaphors: All language suggesting that knowledge is a personal asset
Ex. C4-P1: It is a knowledge which lies in us as a cultural knowledge
Following this categorization, each data sheet was analyzed in order to identify attractors
or schemas in multiple modes. These were added as a separate modifier. The attractors are
thus between modes and concerns metaphoricity rather than metaphors in a strict sense.
The stricter metaphors in language and gesture are singled out in the data sheet as well and
constitute a mapping of metaphors in each conversation.
All of these data were then analyzed by use of IBM SPSS and R Studio. The plots below as
well as the charts in Article 2 are results of this work. The distribution of metaphors for
knowledge can be seen as both a plot of attractors over time and as specific metaphors for
knowledge in language and gesture divided between participants in the group.
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7.4

Case Analyses

The following chapters provide an overview of the six cases with regards to their brick
building, their building approach, the trajectory of attractors through the conversations
and the potential metaphors for knowledge in language and gesture. It serves merely as an
overview and not as an in depth analysis. These can be seen in the articles.
All six companies are presented with regards to three illustrations. First a picture of the
building of knowledge in toy bricks is presented. It has been applied to each picture which
participant contributed with what element. The number of participants, the number of
partners/managers in the group and the approach to building are also noted. This shows
who contributed with what and how the group approached the task of joint epistemic
action. Secondly, a plot of attractors in behavior is presented. These attractors are not
necessarily metaphors in the strict linguistic sense, but they hold metaphoricity. The plots
are made on the basis of the coding of each company. They show how the metaphors
travel through the conversation between participants and modes. Some conversations hold
multiple attractors, and the attractors are used by multiple participants and in different
modes. Some are only present in few participants and modes and only over a short period
of time. The attractor plots help to understand how metaphoricity travels and where it
begins and moves to in terms of modes and participants. The third illustration is a plot of
the metaphors for knowledge found in each conversation distributed on participants. It is
noted if the langugae metaphor was supported in language. Here an overview of metaphors
for knowledge is presented, and it shows which metaphors are used by more than one
participant as well as which metaphors are being used most frequently.
From the visualizations of the data below, it is clear that the six companies approached the
task of building and conversing about knowledge rather differently. Moreover, there is a
tendency in the usage of attractors: If the attractor is derived from the building, it is more
likely to be used by more participants later in the conversation. If there is one dominant
speaker in the group, this affects the distributed use of attractors.
With regards to the research question of this dissertation, these pictures and plots reveal
both how shared metaphors for knowledge emerge and which metaphors emerge. Based on
these six cases, in order for the co-creation process to succeed, it is necessary that a shared
understanding emerges in the shared mode. In C1, the strongest attractor is that “knowledge
is upwards”. This is initiated in language and gesture, four out of five participants repeat
the gesture, and it is fundamental to the building process. Further, the attractor is used to
argue with throughout the conversation. This is described in much more detail in Article
1. On the other hand, C3, C4 and C6 never really co-create a shared understanding which
is shown in the attractor plots.
Combining attractor plots with an analysis of joint epistemic action reveals if and how
shared metaphors for knowledge emerge. Analyzing language and gesture reveals which
metaphors are present in the groups. Relating the attractors, the building approach and the
metaphors in the conversations to each other provide an understanding of how the concept
of knowledge is conceptualized and how these concepts come about. On the basis of the
data visualizations and outlines of each case, the six cases are compared, and the method is
evaluated in chapter 7.5.
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Figure 7.2: Illustrations of C1: A: Building of knowledge B: Attractor plot C: Metaphors in language
(blue dots) and supported in gesture (red dots).
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7.4.1

C1: Knowledge is a Tower

The first company in the dataset is C1. The dominant metaphor in C1 is Knowledge is a
tower or Knowledge is upwards. The metaphor is present in both gesture, language and
building, as shown in figure 7.2.
Number of participants in C1: 5.
One manager was present (C1-P3), no partners or company owners.
A: Approach to building: Elaboration of a gesture initiated by C1-P3 and copied by C1-P2
and C1-P4. Metaphorical concept: Knowledge is a tower.
All participants contributed to the building.
B: Two major attractors: Knowledge sharing and knowledge is upwards. The latter is
dominant in language, gesture and building and can be seen as a dominant attractor in
the group’s co-creation of an understanding of knowledge. Note that only C1-P1 does
not contribute to the attractors. The attractor connected to the building is Knowledge is
upwards. It is present in the building itself as well as in gesture and language. Further, the
concept that Knowledge is upwards is used by C1-P3 to explain what knowledge is in the
company, and C1-P5 uses both the language and the gesture metaphors to sum up at the
end of the conversation.
The attractor Knowledge sharing is primarily used by C1-P3 but is repeated over time.
Looking at the attractor plot, there is no doubt that the primary attractor in the conversation
is Knowledge is upwards, and thus the one connected to the building.
C: The metaphors in C are a subset of the metaphors presented in the attractor plot as
the attractor plot is made from the metaphoricity utterances. Thus, the references to the
building in the beginning of the conversation are not part of the plot above.
The concept of knowledge is distributed on participants and modes. Knowledge sharing is
used extensively by C1-P3, but only by her. In the attractor plot, C1-P5 is also making a
reference to knowledge sharing. This however is not a direct use of metaphor.
Merging the Layers of Analysis for C1
Based on the building, the attractor plot and plot of metaphors for C1, the conclusion is that
the group is capable of letting metaphors travel between modes and participants. However,
the dominant speaker, C1-P3, is also dominant in the attractor plot and in the metaphor plot.
The building of knowledge as a tower results in many utterances and gestures, supporting
that knowledge is upwards. Thus, C1 is an example of a group which co-create a stable
concept of knowledge shared across participants and modes. For more examples see Article
1 and the sheet on C1 in the appendix.
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Figure 7.3: Illustrations of C2: A: Building of knowledge B: Attractor plot C: Metaphors in language
(blue dots) and supported in gesture (red dots).
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7.4.2

C2: Knowledge is Foundation and Relation

The second company to be exposed to the conversation process is C2. In C2 two dominant
metaphors are present. Knowledge has a foundation and Knowledge is in relations between
people. Both schemata can be traced in building (A), attractor plot (B) and metaphors in
language and gesture (C) as presentented in figures 7.3.
Number of participants: 5
One manager and owner of the company present: C2-P5
A: Approach to building is Exploration. All participants contribute to the building. The
elements in the building are very associative and connected to the bricks. The building is
not an integrated model of one concept as was seen in C1. Rather it is a mix of different
associations from the participants. They however get inspired by each other and manage to
build a shared schema in bricks.
B: Two attractors: Knowledge has a foundation, and Knowledge is a relation. Both are also
present in the building and are initiated in the building process. C2-P5 is the dominant
speaker, but the attractors are nevertheless distributed on participants and modes.
C: C2-P5 is the dominant metaphor user as well as speaker. However Knowledge has a
foundation, which is introduced very early in the building process, and put into both words
and bricks by both C2-P2, C2-P3 and C2-P4, is shared in language and gesture as well.
Merging the Layers of Analysis for C2
The metaphor Knowledge has a foundation is very present in both the attractor plot and in
the metaphor plot. The metaphor is present both over time and between participants and
modes. Further, it is rooted in the building. This indicates that the metaphor works as a
stable schema for the group in this conversation.
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Figure 7.4: Illustrations of C3: A: Building of knowledge B: Attractor plot C: Metaphors in language
(blue dots) and supported in gesture (red dots).
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7.4.3

C3: Knowledge is in the Body

The third company in the dataset is C3. This case in many ways is an outlier. However
a tendency across particpants is that knowledge is in the body. C3-P1 is very dominant
in both the building process and as a speaker. This seems to affect the group’s ability to
co-create a stable schema across modes and participants.
Number of participants: 3
Two partners in the company: C3-P1 and C3-P2
A: Approach to building: Illustration. C3-P1 was the primary builder. C3-P2 contributes
with language and gesture metaphors during the building process, most of which is not
brought into the building.
B: Two attractors are present: To suck knowledge and Knowledge is in the body. Attractors
are only present in language and gesture and primarily with C3-P1.
C: C3 uses a lot of metaphors in both language and gesture. However, they are not connected
to the building process. From analyzing the conversation between the participants in
C3, it becomes clear that they all talk at length but seem to not make reference to each
other or to use each other’s metaphors for further elaboration or development of a shared
understanding.
Merging the Layers of Analysis for C1
From analyzing the plots and process from the conversation in C3, a pattern of many
clustered metaphors which have not been shared emerge. The group does not co-create
a stablstablee metaphorical schema like the ones in e.g. C1 and C2. However, they use a
lot of metaphors and also support a lot of that metaphor with gesture. E.g. C3-P2 talks
of knowledge as absorbed and uses one type of gesture: flexing both arms with the palms
toward the torso. C3-P1 talks of knowledge as incarnated and uses another type of gesture:
holding the right arm with the left hand just above the wrist and shifting the arm counter
clockwise 90 degrees and then back again while grapping the wrist at each turn. Thus, both
participants talk of knowledge as being in the body, but the words and gestures they use to
communicate it are very different.
Concluding on the case of C3, the building and the two plots seem to suggest that no
shared metaphor is being created even though they draw on some of the same elements like
knowledge is in the body and knowledge is shared.
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Figure 7.5: Illustrations of C4: A: Building of knowledge B: Attractor plot C: Metaphors in language
(blue dots) and supported in gesture (red dots).
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7.4.4

C4: Knowledge is a Plant

The fourth company contributing to the dataset is C4. In C4 a shared stable schema is not
created. The two partners are the primary speakers and metaphor users. However the
metaphors do not travel from participant to participant or from mode to mode. The only
attempt to a shared schema is Knowledge is a Plant, present in gesture and language and
between two participants. However it is mainly returned to by C4-P3.
Number of participants: 3
Two partners of the company present: C4-P2 and C4-P3.
A: Approach to building: Elaboration. The initial concept was put forward by C4-P3:
Knowledge is roads in a landscape. This is unfolded mainly by C4-P3.
B: Only one attractor can be identified: Knowledge is a plant. It is initiated by C4-P1 and
after that only used by C4-P2.
C: In C4, a number of metaphors for knowledge are used. C3-P2 and C4-P3 are the partners
in the company and the dominant speakers. Not many of the metaphors are shared between
participants.
Merging the Layers of Analysis in C4
No metaphor is shared in C4. C4-P3 talks of a road in a knowledge landscape in relation to
the building, but this metaphor is not mentioned later in the conversation. Likewise, the
metaphor Knowledge is a plant is initiated by C4-P1 and used by C4-P2 but never really
becomes a shared metaphor.
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Figure 7.6: Illustrations of C5: A: Building of knowledge B: Attractor plot C: Metaphors in language
(blue dots) and supported in gesture (red dots).
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7.4.5

C5: Knowledge is a Vessel

The fifth case is C5. This case is part of the material analysed in Article 1. C5 is one of the
most salient cases of co-creation of a stable schema for knowledge in the dataset. The group
built a vessel in bricks and refered back to it across participants and modes throughout the
conversation.
Number of participants: Four.
Three company owners (C5-P1, C5-P2 and C5-P3) and one intern.
A: Approach to building: Exploration. C5-P4 contributes only very little but initiates the
bridge and contributes to the fuel device. The building process is led by the bricks, and the
group expands each other’s ideas and understandings in the process.
B: Three attractors in the conversation: Knowledge is a blend of theoretical and practical
knowledge (also present in the building), Knowledge has a foundation and You can have a
hunger for knowledge. C5-P4 does not contribute to any of the attractors.
C: Fewer metaphors are used in C5 compared to other groups. This is mainly due to the
fact that they use the building very actively in their conversation. The case is presented
at length in article 1. Even though the number of metaphors is low, the group uses the
building throughout the conversation. It is worth noticing that C4-P4 was a new intern
who did not contribute much to the building or the conversation.
Merging the Layers of Analysis in C5
The case of C5 is a clear case of the creation of a stable schema. The schema is created in
the building when the group determines that knowledge is both theoretical or bookish and
practical and that they would like to bridge the two. Especially C5-P1 and C5-P3 seem
to agree. C5-P2 is less convinced about what he refers to as dead theoretical knowledge.
However, arguing about the concept of knowledge, the group continuously points to where
the building used to be. This contributes to the conclusion that they co-created, and they
negotiated a metaphorical schema for knowledge.
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Figure 7.7: Illustrations of C6: A: Building of knowledge B: Attractor plot C: Metaphors in language
(blue dots) and supported in gesture (red dots).
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7.4.6

C6 Knowledge is Fragments

The last company in the dataset is C6. Like in C3 and C4 this group is not co-creating a
shared and stable schema. An attractor can be found in Knowledge is fragments. However
it is only distributed on the two partners and only over a short pariod of time.
Number of participants: Five
Two company owners (C6-P1 and C6-P5) and three employees
A: Building approach: Exploration. C6-P3 worked autonomously, but the rest of the group
contributed to each other’s ideas and buildings.
B: One attractor in the conversation: Knowledge consists of fragments. The attractor
is present in language and bricks, but only between the two company owners. The two
company owners are the dominant speakers throughout the conversation.
C: The two company owners present most metaphors. They share almost none of the
metaphors, and the overlap between building, attractor plot and metaphor plot is small.
Merging the Layers of Analysis in C6
Despite the exploration approach to building knowledge in bricks, not much is co-created
in C6. The two company owners are the main speakers. However, they do not use the same
metaphors, and the metaphors and metaphoricity do not travel from mode to mode or
from participant to participant. Thus, no shared metaphorical schema seems to be created
in this case.
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7.5

Evaluation of the Multimodal Analysis Approach

Applying the multimodal approach to the six cases shows similarities as well as differences
in the dataset. From the above presentation of the six cases, the following classification of
the ability to co-create a metaphorical schema can be outlined as presented in table 7.4.
Table 7.4: The three levels of analysis distributed on companies

C#

Building
approach

Shared
attractors
from building

Shared
metaphors
across modes

Co-creation of
metaphorical
schema

C1

Elaboration

Yes

Yes

Yes

C2

Exploration

Yes

Yes

Yes

C3

Illustration

No

No

No

C4

Elaboration

No

No

No

C5

Exploration

Yes

Yes

Yes

C6

Exploration

No

No

No

Three out of the six companies succeed in co-creating a stable metaphorical schema. This
success seems to be very dependent on the attractors being founded in the building tasks.
Thus, if what happens in the joint epistemic action is not passed over to the following
conversation, the group does not co-create a stable and shared metaphorical schema.
The building approach seems less important, at least in this sample.
What is essential to this approach to analysis is the multimodality and the mixed method
approach. Collecting data by use of different methods and analyzing the data by adequate
methods provide a picture of the co-creation of stable metaphorical schemata which none
of the approaches could have contributed alone.
The weakness of this method is its work intensiveness. Conducting the analysis of the
building approach, the attractors and the metaphors is obviously more difficult than just
applying one of the approaches. However, the picture provided from this mix of analyses
is more nuanced and points to a better understanding of not only which metaphors for
knowledge occur but also how they occur and thus how stable the schema is. The stability
and the degree of co-creation are important if the analysis should be used as evidence of
co-created schemata as well as if it is being used as a tool for choosing knowledge sharing
or knowledge working strategy. However, using the three levels 1) building approach, 2)
attractors in metaphoricity and 3) metaphors in language and gesture provides three sets of
well-documented methods in one which is a solid base for making conclusions about the
group’s ability to perform joint epistemic action, co-create a stable schema and use a variety
of metaphors.
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Regarding the co-creation of a metaphorical schema of knowledge as a joint epistemic
action is crucial. If the conversations were held without the initial building tasks, the
groups would not have any shared mode apart from gesture to lead their co-creation process.
Three companies co-created a metaphorical and stable concept which they return to later
in the conversation and which is used for negotiating the concept of knowledge among the
participants.
As will be discussed further in the last chapter of the dissertation, the method described
above should be applied on a bigger dataset in order to get a quantitative data material for
the purposes of better understanding the dynamics between the three levels.
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Part IV
PUBLICATIONS
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Chapter 8
Introduction to the Four Publications

The dissertation consists of four contributions. All four contributions are submitted, and
two are accepted though none of the four will be published by the time of the dissertation
deadline.
The four contributions form a development from 1) situating the context of metaphors
in a management context to 2) presenting a new method for investigating how metaphors
emerge in groups to 3) presenting which metaphors for knowledge are present in the dataset
and comparing this to other theoretical findings and at last 4) presenting how the method
developed in this project can be applied and used in companies. Table 8.1 below presents
the four contributions and their function.
In answering the research question: How do groups conceptualize knowledge metaphorically, all four elements are essential.
Contributions 1-3 present different approaches and results from the same dataset, which is
presented in chapter 7.4. Contribution 4 is based on an action research study made after
the first three contributions were finished.
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Table 8.1: Contributions of the four publications

1: Using Metaphors
as a Management
Tool

2: Co-creation of
Metaphors by use of
Multimodality

3: The diversity
of Metaphors for
Knowledge

4: Knowledge
Sharing is
Knowledge Creation

Situating metaphors
in a knowledge management context

Presenting a new
method for investigating how metaphors
emerge in groups

Presenting which
metaphors for knowledge are present in
the dataset and comparing this to other
theoretical findings

Presenting how the
method developed
in this project can be
applied and used in
companies

Contribution:
Showing how the
role of metaphors in
management has developed from rhetoric
towards co-creation

Contribution:
Using a shared mode
increases the ability
to co-create a shared
metaphorical concept

Contribution:
Metaphors for knowledge are diverse
and this diversity
is non-controversial
to groups

Contribution:
When applying the
process developed in
articles 1 and 2 on a
live case, it detangles
the diverse concept
of knowledge and
provide new directions for knowledge
sharing strategies
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Chapter 9
Introducing the Book Chapter

In January 2014, I was approached in regards to making a contribution to the forthcoming
Handbook of Metaphor and Language to be published by Routlegde as part of the series
Routledge Handbooks in Linguistics. It is set to be published on August 31st 2016.
Editors of the handbook are Elena Semino and Zsófia Demjén.
The chapter presented in this context is the latest version. It has been through a thorough
feedback process and is now close to the final version.
The context for the chapter is a handbook focusing on linguistic developments in metaphor
research. My contribution serves as a different perspective on metaphors than the linguistic
perspective, namely how metaphors have been used in a completely different discipline;
management.
The book chapter is placed as the first of four contributions in the dissertation as it is first
and foremost a presentation of the usage of metaphor theory in management. Some of
my own research is presented in the text, but only by reference to the following articles.
Thus, the chapter is presented in the dissertation in order to show the development in how
metaphors have been and are being used in the managerial disciplines. Hence, the approach
to metaphors in this text is different from the approach presented above in chapter 3.5.
Regardless of how obvious the differences in theory building in management and linguistics
may be, the fundamental question of how metaphors affect human interaction is the same.
What seems to differ is the fundamental understanding of what metaphors are and what they
can do. As presented above, CMT, the linguistic approach and the metaphoricity approach
are three different ways of understanding metaphors. The usage in management literature
is yet another branch of understanding. Here it is traditionally first and foremost a tool for
change and communication, inferring the same logic as CMT: If language metaphors are
epiphenomena of thought, then thought can be affected by metaphors.
As will become evident from the text below, the two movements in knowledge communication and metaphor theory in combination prove an interesting development. Knowledge
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communication moves from 1) knowledge is a dichotomy to 2) knowledge is a hierarchy
towards 3) knowledge is empowerment. In more or less the same period of time, metaphor
theory and method move from 1) Metaphors are epiphenomena of thoughts to 2) metaphors
are dimensions of either language, thought or communication towards 3) metaphors should
be understood as multimodal and distributed.
The tendency is clear. Both metaphor theory and knowledge theory move from an individualized perspective towards a more distributed perspective. The understanding of
metaphors as well as knowledge as being embodied changes from being about the body of
the individual to being about the bodies and the environment of groups. This movement is
also present when reviewing how metaphors have been used as a tool in management.
Note that this contribution is written in British English.
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Chapter 10
The Book Chapter

Using Metaphors as a Management Tool
To be published in August 2016 in
Handbook of Language and Metaphor
Eds: Semino, E. and Demjén, Z.
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Using Metaphor as a Management Tool
Section 5: Application/Interventions: Using metaphor analysis for problem solving
Linda Greve
Department of Business Communication and
Center for Teaching and Learning, Aarhus University
1. INTRODUCTION
It is a fundamental insight to all leaders that everything is ‘just’ a metaphor, and that the metaphor
is a way of shaping the world.

in their professional lives and by suggestions
for further directions for research and practice.
Thus, the aim of this chapter is to both provide
insight into metaphor use in management and to
showcase some ways for using it very concretely
and without the need for detailed linguistic or
cognitive scientific training.

These are the words of Gareth Morgan, who has
made considerable contributions to understanding organisations and change through metaphor
Before proceeding to the historical overview, con(Morgan 1988, 2006), in an interview conducted
sider the following example of metaphor use in
in Copenhagen in 2009 (Greve and Hildebrandt
management:
2011: 8).
As suggested by the title of this chapter, in a man- A large Danish public institution is being merged.
agerial context metaphors are themselves often It is going from having regional offices and remetaphorically seen as a tool. Tools are related gional IT systems to being a large centralised orto craftsmanship. They are useful but also de- ganization. The tasks are the same, but for reatached from the user, and thus something one sons of efficiency and quality, a new IT system is
needs to learn to master. This view of tools is the being implemented. The employees are unhappy
most common approach to the use of metaphor with the changes. Their everyday routine is being
in management. Managers might use metaphors tampered with and all the well-established proceas part of a communication strategy or to bet- dures and working practices will be changed due
ter understand the organisation. In recent years to the new IT system.
though, the focus has shifted towards metaphors
as a meaning-making tool. Rather than seeing
one situation in terms of another (a form of comparison) to provide understanding amongst employees, metaphors are being used as a means to
better understand employees themselves and to
establish a common understanding of a given situation or change in the organisation.

Management choose to respond to criticisms
by the strategic use of a metaphor. The chosen metaphor is culturally founded in Danish
society. The metaphor is: IT SYSTEMS ARE
CLOTHES.

The old systems, the manager tells his employees,
were the christening clothes (almost all Danes
are christened at the age of 14). Maybe the first
This chapter provides insights into how
grown-up and expensive outfit you had. It was
metaphor has been and could be used as a
fitted just for you. It made you feel good and
managerial tool. The chapter will begin with a
mature.
historical overview of metaphors in managerial
contexts from different perspectives, before The new system, on the other hand, is off-the-peg.
moving on to critical issues and debates that It comes in small, medium and large, and you
add nuance to views of metaphor as a man- know the feeling of being between sizes. Small is
agement tool. A section on current research too small and medium is a little too big. But the
then showcases the potential of metaphor as a quality is fine. And it saves you money and time.
creative meaning-making tool. This is followed It is not the great, fitted quality of the christening
by practical recommendations for managers clothes. But let’s be honest—even that great outfit
wanting to make use of metaphors as a tool lost its shape and became unfashionable over time.
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The new style is more adaptable to fashion trends gree of imbalance, contradiction or inconsistency
and developments.
involved in their association. (Nonaka 1994: 21)
This example is from my own work as a consultant. The metaphor helped the employees understand the necessity of the change and made
reference to something with which they have embodied experience. It also allowed the employees
to maintain continuity with the old system while
embracing the new. These are all important aspects of using metaphor as a tool, as I will discuss
later (Pondy 1983).
2. OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT
RESEARCH APPLICATIONS

These definitions thus share a focus on comparing
unlike concepts, and adding to the understanding of one concept by use of another. In more
recent research, the definitions emphasise the creative potential of metaphor as in: ‘[Metaphor] is,
rather, the generation and creation of new meaning beyond a previously existing similarity’ (Cornelissen 2005: 751).
As already suggested, the managerial approach to
metaphor is, however, different from the linguistic approaches represented in various chapters of
this book. The definitions above, for example,
make no distinction between the conceptual and
linguistic dimensions of metaphor. In linguistics,
some forms of metaphor use are seen as deliberate
by some researchers—for example, metaphoric expressions in a meticulously planned speech (Steen
2008; Steen 2011) whereas other uses are seen as
part of everyday talk, with speakers not necessarily aware of the metaphoric nature of their
language use. In linguistic research these distinctions are much debated (e.g., Gibb 2011), but
these debates do not appear to have crossed into
the managerial approach to metaphor yet. The
managerial literature is also very focused on verbal metaphors, and not on the use of metaphor
in other modes such as gesture or images.

Although early studies by management scholars
tended to present metaphors and other tropes
as forms of linguistic adornment (e.g. Pinder &
Bourgeois 1982), most recent studies of managerial metaphors recognise the fundamentally different understanding of metaphors put forward
by Lakoff and Johnson in 1980 (see chapter 2).
Nevertheless, as outlined above, managerial research tends to see metaphor as a tool—something
you can learn to master, rather than primarily
a characteristic of cognition (e.g., Abel and Sementelli 2005; Nonaka 1994; Vince and Broussine 1996). Thus, even though scholars emphasise
that metaphors are more than just icing on the
cake (Hogler, Gross, Hartman, & Cunliffe 2008),
the analysis and presentation of metaphor is in
many cases much more applied and intuitive than 2.1 Metaphors and Reasoning about
in empirical or theoretical linguistic research (as Organisations
demonstrated throughout this volume).
As is well known, metaphor is frequently used
Definitions of metaphor in this field are nonethe- as a vehicle for describing something abstract,
less inspired by Lakoff and Johnson’s understand- subjective or sensitive. This holds for all sorts
ing that ‘the essence of metaphor is understand- of different phenomena, but, in the following, I
ing and experiencing one kind of thing in terms will discuss research on metaphors for takeovers,
of another’ (1980: 5). Morgan, as one of the organisations and knowledge in managerial confounders of metaphor theory in management, de- texts in particular.
fines metaphor as ‘Constructive falsehood’ (2006:
Using ‘imagery’ as a synomym for metaphor,
4). Nonaka describes the phenomenon as ‘a creHirsch and Andrews describe how using differative, cognitive process which relates concepts
ent types of metaphors evokes different interprethat are far apart in an individual’s memory’ and
tations of and reactions to takeover processes
further:
(1983). They investigated the language around
When two concepts are presented in a metaphor, mergers and acquisitions of companies and found
it is possible not only to think of their similarity, a number of source domains indicating the level
but also to make comparisons that discern the de- of hostility, or the nature of relations, between
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the involved parties. A takeover could be either a
‘courtship’ or a ‘western’ (as in the film genre), a
‘game’ or ‘warfare’. They outlined four functions
of imagery in takeovers. It can be 1) a way of
creating distance between the organization and
events by describing them as a fictional scenario
2) a way to assign roles to the instigators of the
takeover 3) a way to evaluate what has taken place
or 4) a way of appealing to values that might be
under pressure due to the change. Hirsch and
Andrews conclude that language and imagery use
during takeovers reveals the attitudes underlying
actions. The authors made no reference to the, at
the time, new book of Lakoff and Johnson (1980),
but their argument runs along similar lines, stating that language and, what they call, imagery is
important in understanding business relations.
A few years later, in 1986, Gareth Morgan published an influential contribution to organisational theory: ‘Images of Organization’ (the third
edition appeared in 2006). Unlike Hirsch and Andrews, Morgan very clearly drew on Lakoff and
Johnson (1980) and used the term ‘metaphor’. He
described eight main metaphors which are used
to describe contemporary organisations:
1. Machines
2. Organisms
3. Brains
4. Cultures
5. Political Systems
6. Psychic Prisons
7. Flux and Transformation
8. Instruments of Domination
Whether the organisation is a machine or a
brain, an organism or a psychic prison, Morgan—just like Hirsch and Andrews—claimed that
the metaphor shapes the understanding of reality
and to a large extent shapes organisational life.
The way in which metaphors shape reasoning
and understanding around organisations is also
central to Andriessen’s work in knowledge management and intellectual capital (Andriessen 2006
2008). (Wiig(1997: 1) defines knowledge management as: ‘(1) To make the enterprise act as intelligently as possible to secure its viability and overall
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success and (2) To otherwise realize the best value
of its knowledge assets.’) Cornelissen states that
it is important to understand the consequences of
different metaphors as they “. . . determine what
we diagnose as KM [knowledge management]
problems in organisations and what we develop
as KM solutions” (Andriessen 2008: 5). In his
study of western and eastern management literature, he finds two dominant metaphors: KNOWLEDGE IS STUFF (e.g. it can be externalized,
acquired, held, invested in) and KNOWLEDGE
IS LOVE (e.g. it can be articulated, verbalized
or elicited). However, the reification of knowledge in knowledge management activities makes
employees in his study opposed to the KNOWLEDGE IS STUFF metaphors. They prefer the
KNOWLEDGE IS LOVE metaphor since it emphasises the human side of knowledge and downplays its potential measurability connotations.
On the basis of this study of metaphors for knowledge in management literature, metaphors are
described as something that an organisation can
negotiate and change.

2.2 Metaphors of Organisational Change
Understanding the roles metaphor can play in
takeovers, organisations or knowledge management proves very useful, because it opens up avenues for managing change. For example, Abel
and Sementelli (2005) emphasise the advantages
of using ‘endogenous evolution’ metaphors instead of, for example, mechanical metaphors for
change. The message for the employees involved
in organisational change moves from ‘we are
changing the software’ or ‘improving some gears
in the engine’ to ‘the organisation is growing
and developing in new directions’. Abel and Sementelli argue that the latter kind of metaphor
leads to less resistance to the change. The clothing example from the introduction also involved
a non-mechanical metaphor for organizational
change. The manager described both the old scenario (the christening clothes) and the new scenario (off-the-peg clothes) in terms of the same
overall metaphor IT SYSTEMS ARE CLOTHES.
Using the same overarching metaphor gives meaning to the ongoing process, helps to integrate the
future with the past and provides an understand-

ing of what is to come for employees unable to (Polanyi 2012) are the things we know but that are
imagine a workday with different routines.
part of routines and integrated into everyday practice, like riding a bicycle or texting on a phone.
In the following sections, I continue a focus on
Explicit knowledge is what we know we know
metaphor-based approaches to change. The parand that which we are able to put into words. In
ticular studies were selected to give a sense of
order to manage and develop knowledge in the
diversity in terms of claim, time of origin and
company, making implicit knowledge explicit is
views on the value of metaphor as a tool.
essential. This is what makes knowledge shareable and transferable. Nonaka and Takeuchi’s
2.3 Myths, Metaphors and Cultural Change influential book The Knowledge-Creating ComMyth and storytelling are central elements in cre- pany (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995), and the article
ating culture (Schein 2010) and based on what is that preceded it (Nonaka 1994), emphasise the use
known from, for example, the study of religion of metaphor and analogy in revealing knowledge
(Theissen 1999), myth, rituals and ethics can cre- that we are unaware we have, but which is funate strong cultures and identity for both organisa- damental to the co-creation of new knowledge.
tions and the individuals (Greve and Hildebrandt Nonaka writes:
2011). In exploring myth and metaphor, Pondy
(1983) claims that a company is just another form
of social structure and should be investigated as
such. Myth and metaphors work by the same
rules in a corporation as in every other social
setting.
Pondy defines myth as ‘things which never happened but always are’ (: 159) and also uses the
concept of ‘extended metaphor’: two different
categories being identified with each other, repeated, and referred back to over time. In this
sense myth is a type of extended metaphor (note
that this term is used differently here than in linguistic and cognitive approaches to metaphor).
According to Pondy, the function of the extended
metaphor is twofold:
Placing the metaphorical explanation beyond doubt and critique

Metaphor is not merely the first step in transforming tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge;
it constitutes an important method of creating
a network of concepts which can help to generate knowledge about the future by using existing
knowledge. (Nonaka 1994: 21)
Thus, employees should talk about or in other
ways represent what they implicitly know by use
of metaphors known by the rest of the group in
order to make it explicit to themselves as well
as others. This process not only provides insights for others but can also lead to a network
of metaphors expanding knowledge for oneself.
Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) book greatly contributed to popularizing metaphor as a managerial tool for innovation.

Bridging the gap between the familiar and 2.5 Understanding Emotions through
Metaphors
the strange.
Vince and Broussine (1996) developed another
use for metaphor in the context of organisational
change: understanding the emotions around
change in a given group. They too acknowledge
that metaphors can create the opportunity for
organisations to change (: 58), but argue that the
2.4 Making the Implicit Explicit by use of
main challenge for managers wanting to change
Metaphors
their organisations is that change per se is reA different use of metaphor in organisational garded as a problem. Metaphors can thus be used
change focuses on how to make implicit know- to ‘diagnose’ the emotions regarding change and
ledge explicit. Implicit or tacit knowledge as an invitation to discussion. Vince and Brous-

This approach to metaphors in knowledge management and change management is rather narrative in nature. Metaphors are being used as a way
of constructing that narrative.
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sine quote Barrett and Cooperrider’s (1990) four directed towards the use of metaphor in adminroles for metaphors in change processes:
istrative science (covering all organisational sciences, psychology, sociology, economics and anTransformative
thropology). Their argument is that the unconstrained use of metaphor in the presentation and
Facilitative
dissemination of formal theory can lead to the
Providing a steering function
misinterpretation of facts and reality. This echoes
Inviting active experimentation
the critique leveled at the use of metaphor in
the context of illness by Susan Sontag (1979) (see
An important element in this definition is the Chapter X). Pinder and Bourgeois’s aim was to
interaction across different levels of the organisa- remove as many tropes from scientific language
tion. Making the emotions and feelings explicit as possible because ‘it is worthwhile to strive to
is essential in order for the change process to suc- minimise the dysfunctional effects of metaphoriceed. Metaphors are seen as a window into the cal language in [scientific] activities’ (1982: 651).
‘soul’ of a social system (Vince and Broussine This view would not necessarily preclude the use
1996: 59) and a way of ‘. . . reaching into the sub- of metaphor as a management tool in the practice
jective terrain of unconscious experience’ (: 60) of organizational change, but would discourage
and accessing what is implicit. This is in line their use for theorizing about organisations as exwith Nonaka’s method, but, rather than focus- emplified by Morgan’s (1988, 2006) work above.
ing on how metaphors can be used to access and
create knowledge, Vince and Broussine focus on A second controversial issue concerns the extent
understanding emotions. Their method involves to which it is possible to generalize on how a
drawing out emotions and turning the abstract metaphor might be intended or interpreted in
emotions into something more concrete through a particular organizational context. Argaman
metaphors and sharing it between employees and (2008), for example, agrees with Pondy (1983)
managers. This in turn helps to create imagery and Abel and Sementelli (2005) on the importance of metaphor’s ability to shed light on unaround emotions in connection with change.
derlying assumptions, which affect the behavior
From the observation of how metaphors are or within the organisation. However, he argues
have been used in management practice, I now that there is nevertheless no guarantee that differturn to some of the critical issues and debates on ent individuals mean the same things with any
the topic.
given metaphor. Seeing the process of change
as sailing a boat, for example, still leaves room
for interpretation and therefore misunderstand3. CRITICAL ISSUES, DEBATES AND
ing. Is sailing a boat safe or unsafe? Exciting or
CONTROVERSIES
life-threatening? These are possible entailments
The above mentioned approaches to metaphor
that the manager needs to be aware of in order to
use in organizations have each triggered debate
successfully produce and use metaphors for manand critique in their own way. However, it is
agement. Introducing a metaphor and then invesimportant to touch upon at least some of the potigating how it is perceived by the involved parties
tential problems of applying metaphors in manreveals that, even though a metaphor can provide
agerial research and theory. Here I touch on the
a common understanding and vision for, say, a
issues of whether metaphors are ‘contaminating’
change process, individuals also perceive and unmanagement research and on the consequences
derstand metaphors through different filters and
of variation in the interpretation of metaphors.
preconceptions, which makes it difficult to prePinder and Bourgeois are strong opponents of the dict the understanding of a manager-introduced
use of tropes in general and especially metaphors metaphor.
(1982). Published after ‘Metaphors we live by’,
the authors recognise that metaphors are important to everyday language, but their critique is
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4. CURRENT RESEARCH

new connection can be used to create a common
vocaburary or more nuanced understanding of a
Recent research on metaphor as a management new product or a new process. This is in line with
tool takes further the emphasis on its external- the benefits of using metaphors in what Pinder
izing function described by Nonaka, as well as and Bourgeois (1982) called heuristic speculation.
Vince and Broussine. The dominant trend in
current research seems to be less concerned with The push beyond established thinking is also a
revealing existing metaphors and more preoccu- feature of the study by Heracleous and Jacobs
pied with producing external metaphorical land- (2008). They build on the metaphor of strategy as
scapes as a means of negotiation, and as a way craftsmanship introduced by Mintzberg (1987),
of making differences in individuals’ understand- but put the metaphor into action in a novel way.
ings more evident. This most recent develop- They use toy building bricks and animals as a
ment in the field of metaphor in management means for creating strategies. The rationale beinvolves what Heracleous and Jacobs (2008: 319) hind this is to make use of the embodied dimendescribe as the “crafting symbolic artefacts”. In sion of metaphors via the use and manipulation
this section, I will present my own research in of physical objects. Much like war strategists
this area. I begin by establishing a theoretical made 3D maps of territories during warfare, they
context with two key studies, the first concern- propose a method allowing employees to craft
ing multimodal metaphor and creativity, the sec- strategy in 3D. Their case study is performed on
ond concerning metaphor and strategy. I then an European telecom organization involved in
discuss my own work on metaphor crafting for a merger. The method proposed is a three-step
knowledge in knowledge-intensive groups. I also approach, paraphrased below (Heracleous and
address more generally how divergences in under- Jacobs 2008: 314):
standing can be uncovered by the use of simple
toys.
A key study underpinning my own research
is El Refaie’s (2013) work on how multimodal
metaphors and the new associations they facilitate boost creativity. El Refaie writes:
(. . . ) the term ’multimodal resonances’ [is
used ] to describe the way creative multimodal
metaphors are often grasped intuitively and imaginatively, through a process that involves a sort of
sympathetic vibration, both between the source
and target domain and between the distinct semiotic modes that are used to represent a metaphor.
(El Refaie 2013: 242)
El Refaie expands the modes of analysis to include
gesture and preverbal intuitions, thus performing a cross-modal analysis of the creative process.
This in turn might hold the key to letting us move
beyond the ‘. . . “concept prison” of our old, established patterns of thinking’ (: 247). From a
management perspective, the relevance of El Refaie study is that it stresses the importance of
using different modes; e.g. pictures and gestures
as well as language in “. . . allowing unexpected
connections to emerge” (: 246). These kinds of

1. Individuals construct and interpret a physical object relating to the goal of the workshop.
2. In groups, the individual constructions are
integrated into a collective construction including contradictions and differences. This
stage serves to make evident consonance
and dissonance in understandings between
the group members. This step is repeated in
different group settings involving e.g. stakeholders, managers, etc..
3. The final constructions are debriefed and
subjected to “what-if” scenarios by the participants.
The results of a such process is to facilitate negotiations and to make differences explicit. The
metaphors developed in the course of the study
were divided into one overarching metaphor and
a number of constituent metaphors. The overarching metaphor is: The strategy development
process is a journey of disoriented animals moving towards a common space. The constituent
metaphors were 1) organisations members are
disoriented animals 2) strategy-making is a combustion engine transforming fuel into kinesthetic
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energy 3) the renewed strategy process is a set
of gearing wheels transmitting energy between
entities and 4) the relation between strategist
and organisation is that of a safari park with different degrees of freedom for different animals.
These metaphors are obviously influenced by
the material in which they were crafted. Had
there not been animals among the building bricks,
the metaphors might have been different all together. This is not a problem according to Heracleous and Jacobs, as the purpose of crafting
shared metaphors is not to reveal already existing
metaphors but rather to create a common model
as a common point of reference and as a basis for
negotiation.
My own work is very much influenced by the
two studies above. It too deals with externalising
metaphors in groups as a means of understanding how groups co-create and negotiate understandings of abstract phenomena. The topic of
investigation is knowledge, but the approach can
be applied easily to innovation, strategy, cooperation, change or any other relevant concept
(Greve, submitted-a).
To investigate how groups co-create and negotiate
understandings of knowledge, employees from
six creative startups were provided with toy building bricks, just like in Heracleous and Jacobs’s
(2008) study. The brand was LEGO Serious Play,
which has been used in a number of other research projects (Bjørndahl et al. 2014; Frick, Tardini, & Cantoni, 2013). Each group consisted of
3-5 persons and the intervention took place at
their own office space. Each session lasted one
hour and all sessions was video recorded transcribed and coded afterwards. The groups were
asked to do the following:

3. Put the building away and take part in
a semi-structured discussion about knowledge.
The discussion was moderated by the researcher
but primarily took place between the participants. When the researcher asked questions,
only metaphors about knowledge initiated or proposed by the one or more participants were used,
in order to avoid influencing the results.
The general idea of the study was to combine
language analysis and analysis of joint epistemic
action. Epistemic action refers to actions which
could be performed by the mind alone, but which
benefit from being made external e.g. using a
calculator instead of performing the calculation
mentally, or writing ideas down in a brainstorm
rather than remembering it all. Joint epistemic
actions are epistemic actions conducted by more
than one individual (Bjørndahl et al. 2014; Kirsh
& Maglio 1994; Roepstorff 2008). The purpose
of combining these two approaches was to make
it possible for the groups to co-create metaphors
for knowledge and to investigate how this was
done. In the analysis, I focused specifically on the
following:
How did the group approach the building
task?
Which metaphors for knowledge were used?
The method for analyzing how the buildings were
built follows Bjørndahl et al. (2014). They proposed a taxonomy of three approaches to the
building task: 1) Illustration: One participant
presents how the topic can be physically represented and executes this with little or no help
from the rest of the group. 2) Elaboration: Like
with illustration, a plan is presented, but once the
building begins, the group deviates from the original idea. 3) Exploration: The group members
co-construct a building without an initial plan
and with inspiration from the bricks or materials
themselves.

1. Build three buildings: Each building session lasted five minutes. The first served
the purpose of familiarizing the group with
the bricks, and the topic of the building was
“dream office”. The second building task
was “experience”. The third building task
The groups from the creative start-ups tended
was “knowledge” (cf. the method developed
to favor the second building approach – elaboraby Bjørndahl et al. (2014) in an experimention, but there is some trace of all three in the
tal setup).
dataset. The groups tended to stick with the approach they used in the first and second building
2. Explain the final building.
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task when ‘building knowledge’ in the last task.
Two of the six groups clearly used a shared mode
to co-create a metaphor for knowledge with the
bricks, which influenced the conversation afterwards. Specifically they refered back to the buildings using gesture and pointing towards where
the building had been. They made use of what
El Refaie calls cross-modal resonance. The study
makes evident, that it is not enough to make a
shared mode available to the group for them to
engage in a joint epistemic action. The shared
mode does not always become a common point
of reference and thus the dynamics of the group
needs to be investigated in order to determine if
indeed the group co-creates a concept.

of a shared understanding.
It emerged from the study that, although the
groups used very different concepts to explain
knowledge and approached the building task in
very different ways, the more they worked together on building the concepts in bricks, the
more they used the building as a shared point
of reference. The approach has been applied to
a group of change consultants in a Danish food
production company which led to a change in
knowledge sharing strategy (Greve, accepted).

Concluding on the three examples of current research, there is evidence of the value of externalization and, of the importance that diverse and
contradictory metaphors should be used more
Two groups were especially successful in coas a creation of new meaning than regarded as a
creating a concept for knowledge in bricks, which
problem (Cornelissen 2005).
they refered back to and used for negotiation afterwards. The success could not be attributed
to the finished products themselves, since the 5. RECOMMENDATION FOR
two groups built two very different buildings. PRACTICE
Figure 1 shows the two buildings produced by
On the basis of the above mentioned theories
the groups, and representing the overarching
and examples, in this section, I summarize a few
metaphors: Knowledge is a tower, and Knowrecommendations for anyone wishing to make
ledge is a vessel.
use of metaphor in the context of management.
Both buildings were used to make inferences
When a manager wants to understand the staabout the concept of knowledge and to reason
tus quo or change the current (metaphorical) unabout the nature of knowledge, as suggested by
derstandings of a group, the following elements
Cornelissen (2005). In the case of Knowledge is
should be taken into consideration:
a tower, during the discussion phase one participant stated that each assignment in the company (1) The first recommendation is to state the purdemands a combination of different skills and pose of the investigation and decide what is more
competencies. This implies that it is not appro- important—understanding how the organisation
priate to build individuals’ knowledge separately. narrates itself in terms of metaphors or how inInstead, as in a tower, one can combine the know- dividuals or groups understand the organisation.
ledge of all the employees inside the company. As There is a big difference between analysing macan be seen, the structure of the building influ- terial produced for official communications and
enced the verbal discussion of knowledge. Even facilitating a conversation or interview with indiafter the building was put away, it remained a viduals.
common point of reference for the group.
(2) Especially with groups, it is important to draw
In the case of Knowledge is a vessel, the group attention to how metaphors emerge. Some may
engaged in a vivid discussion about the differ- only be mentioned once. Some might be repeated
ences between theoretical and practical know- over time and in different modes. Some might
ledge, which were discussed as elements in the be developed by an individual or by the group.
vessel. In talking about this, participants pointed To understand a concept, such as knowledge or
to the places on the table where the elements had strategy, and the emotions connected to it, it is
been placed in the building. Again it was evident essential to be aware of both when co-creation
that the metaphor created in bricks became part happens and when it does not happen. No co95

Figure 1: Two buildings from the dataset, showing two different representations of knowledge. To the left:
Knowledge is a tower and to the right Knowledge is a vessel. P# indicates which participant contributed
which element.

creation or development or sharing of metaphors
between users might suggest a very top-down process or that the participants are unable to build
on and use each other’s ideas and thoughts.

Returning to the opening example, a number of
questions arise: are clothes a good metaphor to
describe a change in IT systems in that setting,
and, if so, why? How was the metaphor proposed
by managers understood or taken up, and what
effect did it have on the managers’ implementation of the change process? Answering these
and many more questions on metaphors in usage
will be relevant to both public- and private-sector
managers in the future.

(3) As has been mentioned above, drawing, building or in other ways externally representing a concept in question can help to create metaphorical
understandings, both for individuals and groups.
Of course, there are limitations to every material. Nevertheless, providing a group or an individual with a range of modes for metaphorical
expression will increase their ability to express 7. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
metaphors and to let the modes support each READING
other in explaining a complex or abstract pheAndriessen, D. (2008). Stuff or love? How
nomenon.
metaphors direct our efforts to manage knowledge in organisations. Knowledge Management
6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Research & Practice, 6(1), 5–12. http://doi.org/
10.1057/palgrave.kmrp.8500169
For future research and development of the field
to progress, further studies of the use and effects
of metaphors in organisations would be needed,
perhaps with increased focus on managers themselves and their use of metaphor. Even though
organisations are social systems like any other, as
stated by Vince and Broussine (1996), managers
hold a special role in these social systems and
thus should be subjected to more investigation.
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Chapter 11
Introducing Article 1

The chapter for Handbook of Language and Metaphor provides an overview of how
metaphors have been and are being used as a management tool. At the end of the article, I describe and make reference to my own research. The following three articles are an
elaboration of that research.
The following article is presented as the first out of three. It introduces the multimodal
approach to metaphor analysis, which is fundamental to this dissertation. Hence, the
movement from the book chapter above to this article is a movement from outlining
the setting of metaphors in management to a much narrower perspective of how these
metaphors emerge and unfold in multiple modalities.

11.1

Conclusions From the Book Chapter

The essential output from the book chapter above is that metaphors in management have
not followed the same paths as metaphors in linguistics and cognition.
Hence, when working with metaphors in a managerial and corporate setting and regarding
metaphors as a tool for knowledge workers, some translation is appropriate. The basis
of working with metaphors seems unrelated all together in the domains of linguistics,
cognition and management. However, in recent years, there has been a clear tendency
towards using metaphors as a means of understanding as well as the more traditional
creation of understanding. Hence, metaphors in management hold the potential of creating
culture, change and understanding as well as the potential of revealing and adding nuance
to organizational life. Scholars like Cornelissen (2005), Heracleous and Jacobs (2008; 2006),
Steen (2011) and Andriessen (2007; 2006, 2008) build the bridge between different metaphor
research and usage traditions. The link to knowledge management is further pursued
in article 2. For now, the essential message is that metaphors in management have been
regarded as a tool and can be used as such. However, the tool has developed over the years,
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and the domain might benefit from inspiration from and knowledge of the development in
other fields.

11.2

Bridge to Article 1

The input from the book chapter to article 1 is the question of how metaphors contribute
to management and knowledge workers. Thus, the question is: If the diagnosis is that
knowledge workers hold an individual and too differentiated concept of knowledge, how
can a shared concept be created?
In other words: we talk of knowledge, knowledge companies, knowledge workers, knowledge society as if we agree upon what knowledge is. But do we? And is it really a problem
if we do not? The results presented in article 1 are based on two cases of what using a shared
mode can do. Building on the historical development of metaphors in management, this
article presents in more detail what is outlined in the current research chapter in the book
chapter above.

11.3

Method and Approach

Based on two cases from the dataset: C1 and C5 (see chapter 7.4 for an overview), the
article shows that using a common mode reinforces co-creation of metaphorical schemata.
Thus, when analyzing the occurrence of metaphors in conversations, looking at how the
metaphors occur and how the metaphoricity travels from participant to participant as well
as from mode to mode provides important information.
The method of analysis and theoretical foundation is presented at length above as well as
in the article below. Multimodality in analysis is the keyword of the method in article
1. Using triangulation in terms of language analysis, gesture analysis and analysis of the
building approach, the process of co-creating a concept for knowledge has been studied.
The two cases, C1 and C5, have been chosen for this article as they are clear examples of
how modes can integrate. In C1, an initial gesture is shaping the building and arguments
for a concept for knowledge between participants. In C5, the building is the vehicle driving
language and gesture throughout the conversation. In both cases, the shared mode is
important. Looking at the analysis of the remaining four conversations, especially C3 and
C4, it seems that even though provided with the exact same modes, a shared concept is not
manifested. Finding the reason for that would require other sets of analyses, but for the
purpose of understanding how metaphors for knowledge emerge in groups, a multimodal
analysis approach provides more nuance than would be available through the use of just one
of the approaches. Looking only at linguistic metaphors would leave out the metaphoricity
provided by gesture and building and provide a much narrower understanding of both the
emergence and the content of the metaphorical concepts of knowledge. The same would
be the case if only looking at building approach or gesture. Hence, the combination is
important.
The attractor plots presented in chapter 7.4 were developed after the submission of article 1.
They would, however, be useful in understanding and visualizing the shifts between modes.
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11.4

Status of Article 1

The article in this form was submitted in August 2015 for publication in Metaphorik.de
and is still under review. Metaphorik.de is characterized by publishing a wide spectrum of
metaphor related research and by embracing novel and experimental methods.
Article 1 has been a long time on the way. It was first submitted in a much earlier version to
Metaphorik.de in September 2012. The present version has been changed dramatically in
terms of case, method and focus. The first version presented the results of my pilot studies
and was prior to the taxonomy of joint epistemic action as well as Dynamic Discourse
Approach. Thus, it seems more appropriate to rewrite the article with new data and
theoretical knowledge than to make changes to the original version in accordance with the
reviewer’s comments.
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Chapter 12
Article 1

Co-creation of Metaphors by Use of Multimodality
— Shared Modes Reinforce Common Metaphorical
Schemata
In August 2015 this article was submitted for publication in:
Metaphorik.de
ISSN 1618-2006
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Co-creation of Metaphors by Use of Multimodality
Shared Modes Reinforce Common Metaphorical Schemata
Linda Greve
Department of Business Communication and
Center for Teaching and Learning, Aarhus University

Abstract
The number of modes made available in a conversation is bound to impact the degrees of
freedom and creativity in the conversation as such and with regard to metaphors specifically.
However, the number of modes does not predict co-creation of schemata or metaphors. The
important factor is that the modes are used to communicate as well as negotiate the concept
and that the modes support each other and are used between participants in the conversation.
The study presented in this article made three modes available to the participants: language,
gesture, and toy bricks. The study was conducted on six different groups, and they were all
taken through the same semi-structured process. The results show that, even though given
the same modes to work with, only in two cases did the approach to building, gesturing, and
talking about knowledge reveal evidence of co-creation of a concept. The article focuses on
the two cases of co-creation of a metaphorical schema for knowledge using multiple modes
between participants.
Die Anzahl von Modi in einem Gespräch beeinflusst notwendigerweise die Freiheit und die
Kreativität im Gespräch, besonders was Metaphern betrifft. Die Anzahl von Modi beeinflusst
jedoch nicht die Fähigkeit einer Gruppe, Schemata oder Metaphern gemeinsam zu schaffen.
Ausschlaggebend ist, ob die vorhandenen Modi verwendet werden, um ein gemeinsames Konzept zu kommunizieren und zu verhandeln, und inwieweit diese einander unterstützen und
von mehreren Teilnehmern im Gespräch verwendet werden. Die in diesem Artikel dargestellte
Studie hat drei Modi zugänglich gemacht: Sprache, Gestik und Spielbausteine. An der Studie haben sechs verschiedene Gruppen teilgenommen, die alle durch den gleichen semistrukturierten
Verlauf geführt wurden. Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass obwohl den Gruppen die gleichen Modi
zur Verfügung standen, es nur zwei Gruppen gelungen ist, durch Gespräch, Gestik und Bauen
ein gemeinsames Konzept gemeinsam zu schaffen. Dieser Artikel fokussiert auf die beiden
Gruppen, denen das gemeinsame Schaffen eines metaphorischen Schemas für Wissen mithilfe
mehrerer Modi gelungen ist.
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1. Introduction

be used when participants actually build something in bricks. The buildings, they built will
Creating a common model or metaphorical be termed “representations”, the shared concepts
schema for an abstract phenomenon is made eas- will be termed “schema” and the creation of a
ier by using a common mode. In this article, the shared schema will be termed “co-creation”.
negotiation of a common metaphorical schema
(Johnson, 2013) is investigated with the purpose The two conversations are similar in terms of
of showing how usages of multiple modes among successful co-creation, and it is clear from the
analysis that when more participants make use
participants affect the ability to co-create.
of the same words, gestures, and metonymic refThe empirical ground for the study is six semi- erence to a representation, they are negotiating
structured conversations conducted among small and thus co-creating a common schema.
creative start-ups. All companies have a high
degree of academic staff, the companies are less The article consists of two major parts: 1) an
than five years old, and they categorized them- introduction to the data collection method and
selves as “knowledge companies.” The concept to relevant theory in the areas of joint epistemic
investigated is “knowledge.” Through building action, metaphors in gesture, and metaphors in
with toy bricks inspired by experimental ap- language, followed by 2) an analysis of the two
proaches (Bjørndahl et al., 2014; Heracleous and co-creation cases through three lenses: i) gesture
Jacobs, 2008) as well as a conversation without and building as common modes, ii) using the repthe bricks, metaphors and metaphoricity are ana- resentation for reasoning and negotiation, and iii)
lyzed in order to better understand what is at play metonymic reference to the representation after
when a group shows signs of co-creating common it is gone.
schemata. The mix of an experimental setup and
On the grounds of theory and cases, conclusions
a semi-structured conversation provides insight
are drawn for the value of a multimodal approach
into how modes are used and what concepts are
to metaphor analysis as well as directions for furtaken from the experimental setting into the conther research.
versational—in other words, how concepts travel
from mode to mode and from participant to par- The contribution to the understanding of
ticipant. It is an important point in the results metaphors in conversations is thus to show how
that a high level of conformity and agreement modes influence each other and how having and
does not seems to lead to co-creation.
using a common externalized mode seems to reinforce the ability to co-create a metaphorical
All six conversations were conducted using the
schema.
same frame and approach. However, the results
are divided in two groups: 1) groups who seem
to create a shared and new schema and 2) indi- 2. Metaphors found by triangulation
viduals who seem to seek confirmation of their
own individual schema. Both groups are interest- The conversations in this study are analyzed from
ing in terms of co-creation, but for the purpose three different angles, making it both a multiof this article only the two companies succeed- modal study and a triangulation. The modes
ing in the co-creation will be presented, as un- are joint epistemic action, gesture, and language.
derstanding how they use the modes may lead Thus the multimodality is not picture-language
to an understanding of which role modes play as presented in, for example, the research of
in the process of creating a common metaphor. Forceville and Urios-Aparisi (2009). Focusing
In order to make more generalized conclusions, on metaphors, it is also a different multimodality
the study should be repeated on a bigger sample. than what is presented by Kress and van Leeuwen
This study serves as a pilot study of how modes (2001). Rather, the purpose of this study is to ininfluences co-creation of a metaphorical concept. vestigate how modes made available are used as an
engine for co-creation of a shared schema. Thus
To clarify terminology, the term “building” will the approach is a triangulation (Denzin, 2006) of
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the metaphors—the more modes the metaphorical schema is presented in and the more participants make reference to the metaphorical schema,
the more likely it is that a shared schema is actually being created. Thus the method draws on
what Denzin would name theory triangulation
and method triangulation, providing more certainty in qualitative analysis (Denzin, 1970).
The approach to metaphor and metaphoricity is
based on conceptual metaphor theory (CMT) to
the extend of embodied realism and metaphors
being embodied (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, 1980).
The theory of CMT has undergone a vast amount
of debate and remodeling (e.g., Cameron et al.,
2009; Cameron & Deignan, 2006; Gentner &
Bowdle, 2001; Ritchie, 2003; Steen, 2008, 2011).
An essential part of the debate has to do with
how we can regard metaphors. For the purpose
of this article, the approach to analysis is contextbased and thus more inductive than the original
CMT. A bottom-up rather than a top-down approach is being used (Krennmayr, 2013), since
the object is a live conversation and not a written text or speech. This might lead to a different
outcome, as demonstrated by Krennmayr, but
as the study and the approach are inductive in
nature and the purpose of the study is to investigate how metaphors are co-created, the bottomup inductive approach is preferable to the deductive top-down approach. Rather than looking for
evidence of mappings, the purpose is to investigate if, how, and what is being co-created by use
of metaphor in the three modes. Thus it is not
enough to investigate the language in order to understand how the groups in this study co-create
metaphors for knowledge. The triangulation of
the use of metaphor provides insight into if the
metaphors are shared among participants; if they
are created in words, LEGO, or gesture first; and
thus if common schemata are created or one participant is making an understanding available for
the rest of the group.
El Refaie’s concept of cross-modal resonance
(2013) and Johnson’s notion of schemata (Johnson, 2013) are an umbrella for the multimodal
approach. Johnson elaborates upon the idea
of metaphor as creative in providing a structure within individual and collective experience

(Johnson, 2013, p. 98). Thus metaphors are
not (always) pre-existing and the result of a conscious mapping, rather, it is “our way of ‘having
a world’” (ibid). Further, Johnson claims that
metaphor
... proves to be one of the better examples
of imaginative schematic operations because it allows us a glimpse of the creation
of meaningful structure via projections
and elaborations of image schemata (ibid:
100).

In other words, when the purpose is to get that
glimpse into how a meaningful structure is created, metaphor is a key to understanding the concept being created. That is why the data below
has been analyzed by use of metaphor analysis
rather then from the perspective of, for example,
sense making or conversation analysis.
El Refaie also touches the issue of metaphors being pre-existent in her work on cross-modal resonance. Her findings points in the direction of
metaphors being creative and spontaneous rather
than calculated or somehow found in the memory of the participants. She states:
The resulting “cross-modal resonances”, I argue,
may encourage new insight, but this insight is
often of a preverbal, emotional, and intuitive
nature, rather than involving logical processes
of mapping knowledge from one conceptual domain to another (El Refaie, 2013, p. 238).
In order to collect the preverbal an intuitive
metaphors for knowledge in a group, it is important to look at different modes.
2.1 Data collection method
The data in the study were collected by use of the
same structure in each of the six cases. The sample of companies was made from creative startups with a high degree of academic staff/partners.
The companies are thus relatively small (3 to 25
people) and relatively young (less than 5 years as
a registered company), and of a total of 25 participants, 1 does not hold an academic degree
(Bachelor or Masters).
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Joint epistemic action

B1:
Dream office

Participant Introduction
preparation to building task

B2:
Experience

B3:
Knowledge

Semi-structured conversation
B3
explained

Bricks
put away

Participant
debrief

Figure 1: The flow of the six conversations.

Figure 1 shows the course of each conversation.
After a brief introduction to confidentiality agreements and ethical guidelines, the session started.
The group was given three different but identical boxes of LEGO Serious Play to mimic the
experiment presented in Bjørndahl et al. (2014).
For each of the three tasks, the groups were given
five minutes. In the third task they were allowed
more time, but hardly any of the groups had the
need.
The first building task, a “dream office,” served
the purpose of letting the group become acquainted with the bricks and will not be presented further. The second building task was
“experience” and served to prime the groups toward thinking of knowledge as related to experience rather than to information and data. Pilot
studies have shown a tendency toward an information concept of knowledge (Nonaka, 1994)
without this priming.8 The last, and in this context most interesting, building task was to build
“knowledge.” Following the building task, the
group explained the representations, the bricks
were put away, and a semi-structured conversation followed (see supplementary material). The
semi-structured conversation was facilitated by
the researcher, who asked a number of questions,
using of the metaphors presented by the group
in order not to prime with certain metaphors.
The session ended with a short debrief of the
group. The time frame for each conversation was
approximately one hour.
When analyzing co-creation of metaphorical
schemata, all of these layers or modes should be
taken into the consideration, as the different levels of analysis qualify each other in understanding
8
The consequences of this will be elaborated upon in
future articles.
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the process of creating a common idea of the abstract phenomenon “knowledge.” As will be elaborated upon in the concluding remarks, the indicators of co-creation are present in multimodality,
in negotiating the representations and using it to
reason with, and in referring back to it after it is
removed.
The analysis is thus focused on the metaphors and
metaphoricity in the intersections of the modes
and parts of the conversations.
For practical purposes the companies are named
C1–C6, referring to the order in which the conversations were conducted. Participants are named
P1–Pn, referring to the order in which they sat
around the table clockwise from the facilitator.
All conversations were video and audio recorded
and facilitated by the author. All conversations
were transcribed and coded for metaphors for
knowledge. The multimodal analysis was conducted using Observer XT (Zimmerman, Bolhuis, Willemsen, Meyer & Noldus, 2009).
Moving from the data collection method into the
underlying theories and methods, the following
will present how the three modes are approached
theoretically as well as methodologically.
2.2 Metaphor in gestalt by joint epistemic
action
The fundamental assumptions behind investigating metaphor in gestalts is that metaphors are
not always pre-existing and are sometimes preverbal, as described above. Vince and Broussine
(1996) uses drawings made by managers and staff
on the topics of change and resistance to change
to reveal metaphors. Instead of drawings, LEGO
bricks were used in this particular case. Using
bricks to reveal metaphors is also seen in a study

of strategy making (Heracleous & Jacobs, 2008).
Thus the idea of looking for metaphors in gestalts
made by groups is not new, even though it is seen
primarily in management literature.

tentially makes it easier to co-create common
metaphorical schemata. But as presented in
Bjørndahl et al. (2014), different groups approach
the task in different ways, leading to a taxonomy
of joint epistemic action. They divide the apFor the purpose of this study, the main inproach into three types:
spiration comes from the embodied cognition
literature (Barsalou, 2008; Clark, 1998; Clark
1. Illustration (one person introduces a schema
and Chalmers, 1998; Johnson, 2013; Kirsh and
and it is illustrated in bricks, either by that
Maglio, 1994; Roepstorff, 2008). Hutchins deperson or by the group)
scribes distributed cognition in his work (1995).
2. Elaboration (a schema is decided upon beBy use of anthropological methods, he reveals
fore building but is elaborated upon when
how people working together on a shared task
using the bricks)
seem to distribute the cognition to the participants. His studies are made “in the wild”, mean3. Exploration (the bricks inspire the group
ing that it is not an experimental setting but a real
to build something, which is not planned
life setting he investigates. Clark and Chalmers
beforehand)
(1998) describes the use of artifacts and people as
extended mind and also argues that it is a cog- All three approaches are found in the study prenitive advantage to regard cognition as a phe- sented in this article as well. The most common
nomenon involving brain, body and environ- in the conversations seems to be Elaboration.
ment.
In conclusion, using a mode that can be manipThe procedure of using bricks is a replication of ulated provides groups with the opportunity to
the experimental study in Bjørndahl et al. (2014). creatively and cooperatively co-create common
Their study is an experimental setup with ran- metaphorical schemata. Given the opportunity
domized participants performed in a laboratory. of joint epistemic action, groups can use each
In the study presented in this article, the groups other’s ideas and expand and negotiate by use of
are actual colleagues and the sessions were con- the bricks. Making the implicit understanding
ducted in their own offices. The similarity be- of “knowledge” explicit by use of bricks makes
tween the experimental and the real-life setting it evident if the groups are co-creating schemata,
reflects a deliberate choice, since the data from and the degree to which they refer back to it afthe experiment show how groups perform joint terward can tell something about the strength of
epistemic action by use of this method, and the the schema. This will be exemplified below.
experiment is thus extended to include a conversation afterward in order to establish if the groups
2.3 Metaphor in gesture
use the representation after it is removed.
The second mode of analysis in this study also
Joint epistemic action covers the phenomenon
has to do with manipulation, but rather than the
that actions, which could be performed by the
physical manipulation of bricks is has to do with
mind alone is made easier by externalization. Usthe manipulation of metaphorical objects.
ing the game Tetris as an example, epistemic action is presented in Kirch and Maglio’s study Analyzing gesture is presented by Kendon (2004,
(Kirsh & Maglio, 1994). Being able to rotate and 1997). The fundamental assumption is that gesmove the bricks in the Tetris game improves the ture is a critical element of human thinking and
player’s score even though it is possible to per- processing. Kendon argues that gesture should
form the actions in thought alone. The manip- be analyzed in the same detail as spoken language.
ulation of objects is also what is put forward in Whereas Kendon articulates that all elements of
the studies mentioned above. Providing groups gesture should be taken into account—such as
with the opportunity of performing not only gaze and posture—in this study only hand gesepistemic action but joint epistemic action po- tures are analyzed. It would be a study in itself
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to analyze how the members of the groups orient themselves toward each other, and for the
purpose of this article, this part is left out.

2. The position of palms
3. The intensity in the fingers

4. The movement in the gesture
People gesture to show something to others, but
5. The potential metaphor in the gesture
they also gesture to produce language and give
shape to their own thoughts. This is presented,
6. The correspondence with the spoken utterfor example, in the work of Goldin-Meadow
ance or representation.
(2005, 1999). Gesture accompanies speech, but it
also qualifies speech and thus serves the double These steps are inspired by Mittelberg (2006),
purpose of communicating to others and to self. Sweetser (2007) and Cienki (2008), and serve to
A further narrowing of the analysis is the provide understanding of gestures in relations to
metaphorical and metonymic gesture by use of the other modes.
hands. Metaphor in gesture is described at length
The purpose of including gesture in the analysis
and from many angles in Müller and Cienki’s
is that it qualifies the language but also in some
anthology on the topic (Müller et al., 2008). A
cases qualifies the building task, which will be exmetaphorical gesture is primarily spontaneous,
emplified below in the conversation C1. Gesture
occurs during speech and is presented by hands
together with language or representation is used
and forearms (Cienki, 2008, p. 5). Further, it has
to communicate, negotiate, and create schemata
a pictorial nature and presents an abstract idea
for knowledge.
(ibid: 7). Cienki stresses that metaphor in gesture
holds semantic meaning and situates metaphor
as a multimodal phenomenon, as is also stated 2.4 Metaphors in language
by El Refaie (2013), Forceville and Urios-Aparisi
The third mode in the analysis is metaphors in
(2009), and Sweetser (2007). Further, the usage
language. This is by far the best-described area
of metaphorical gesture in conversation situates
of metaphor analysis (among others: Cameron
metaphor as an embodied phenomenon, which
& Deignan, 2006; Cornelissen, 2005; Gentner
is in accordance with Johnson (2013), Lakoff and
& Bowdle, 2001; Gibbs Jr. & Cameron, 2008;
Johnson (1999, 1980), and Casasanto (2011, 2009).
Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, 1980; Ritchie, 2003;
Mittelberg also emphasizes language and ges- Steen, 2008, 2011). As described above, for the
ture as a multimodal window to metaphor. She purpose of this study, a bottom-up approach is
chosen—more specifically, a combination of the
writes:
metaphor identification procedure (MIP) (PragOverall, it seems that multimodal utterances can
glejaz Group, 2007) and the discourse dynamonly be studied empirically: gestures are insepaics approach (Cameron et al., 2009). Because
rable from the speaker’s body, and the speaker’s
the metaphors of interest are the ones present
body and its communicative practices are always
in more than one mode and those which travel
anchored in the physical, interpersonal, and culfrom mode to mode and from participant to partural context of the speech event (Mittelberg,
ticipant, and since the data is spoken language
2006, p. 243).
and not, for example, newspaper texts or novels,
When analyzing metaphor in gesture below, it a rigid metaphor analysis like MIP-VU (Steen,
is performed by looking at gesture in relation 2010) would not serve the purpose. Rather, the
to language. For each potentially metaphorical metaphors are analyzed in their multimodal conutterance, the video is analyzed in order to state text. The following steps are followed to deterif any activity in hands or forearms is present. mine if potentially metaphorical utterances are
If that is the case, the following elements are de- indeed metaphorical:
scribed:
1. Watch the video together with the transcript
1. The order of gesture and speech
to get context
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2. Identify discourse about “knowledge” and 3. Analysis: Co-creation of metaphorical
schemata
the lexical units here
This part of the article will present the analysis
of the two conversations in which co-creation of
common schemata happen. The analysis is seen
b) Determine if there is a more basic meaning by
through three lenses, as described in the introducuse of a dictionary
tion. The three lenses are:
c) Decide if the contextual and the basic meaning
1. Gesture and building as common modes
differs
3. a) Determine the contextual meaning

1. If yes, it is marked as metaphorically used
As the language in this case is Danish, the dictionary in use is Den Danske Ordbog – Moderne sprog (The Danish Dictionary – Modern
language, www.ordnet.dk). As all discourse used
in this article is translated, all metaphors are
checked by use of Macmillan Dictionary. Some
utterances are hard to translate into correct English, and they are thus translated directly instead
to preserve meaning. Metaphors are noted in the
text by use of italics.
Using a method to determine if an utterance is
metaphorical or not makes it less a judgment of
the analyst whether or not a metaphor is present.
Further, the metaphorical nature of the context
of gesture and building might add to the understanding of the metaphor presented. For example,
in C1 the group agrees that “Knowledge, that is
just upward” (Danish: “Viden, det er bare opad”),
and qualifies this by making a gesture moving
from the table to above their heads and by building a tower in the bricks.
As the focus of this study is to show how usage
of multiple modes strengthens the co-creation of
schemata for knowledge, language is treated as a
mode among modes and not as having precedence
over the other modes. It is a study in itself to
present all the metaphors for knowledge shown
in the six cases. In this article, only the metaphors
present in more than one mode are presented, and
only in the context of co-creation.
Moving on from the presentation of data collection and methods, the following will present the
multimodal analysis of co-creation of common
metaphorical schemata for knowledge.

2. Using the representations for reasoning and
negotiation
3. Metonymic reference to the representation
after it is gone
These three elements are chosen because they represent the most salient elements of understanding how multiple modes reinforce the analysis of
how creation of common schemata is happening
as well as analyzed.
Before moving to these three analyses, an overall
introduction to the two conversations of C1 and
C5 is provided.
C1—KNOWLEDGE IS A TOWER
The co-created schema of knowledge in the case
of C1 is: KNOWLEDGE IS A TOWER. Figure
2 shows the representation and who contributed
to it.
The group of C1 consisted of five participants,
P1–P5.
The representation was built using the approach
elaboration, as presented above. The group
started out with an idea initiated in gesture (described in detail below), and as they went along,
they added features to the original idea. All
participants contributed to the building process,
and they used the same construction rather than
building their own elements and conflating it into
a common model. The schema is present in all
three modes: in language, in gesture, and in the
building. It is referred back to after the representation is gone, and the structure is used to
reason with when describing what knowledge is.
More details on the modes involved in turning
knowledge into a tower are presented below.
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Figure 2: The representation of KNOWLEDGE IS A TOWER in C1. P1–P5 indicates who contributed with
which element.

Figure 3: The representation of KNOWLEDGE IS A VESSEL in C5. P1–P4 indicates who contributed with
what elements. P#-ALL indicates who initiated the element and that all others contributed to a modification.
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C5—KNOWLEDGE IS A VESSEL
In C5 the co-created schema is: KNOWLEDGE
IS A VESSEL. Again all participants contributed,
but the representation was altered and modified
by different participants throughout the five minutes. Figure 3 shows the vessel and who contributed to it. Note that some elements were
originated by one participant but altered or modified by one or more others. The group consisted
of four participants, P1–P4.
This representation was built using the approach
exploration. The representation came from association and short sentences shared between the
participants as well as from ideas emerging from
the bricks. For example, “luck” from the fourleaf clover, and “the grass is always greener” from
a tree, interpreted as grass and “this is what makes
it fly” from bricks interpreted as jet engines. The
process did not have a common goal as in C1,
but rather an exchange of words and bricks. The
schema is referred back to long after it is gone, and
the elements in the vessel are used in arguments
and negotiation of the concept of knowledge.
3.1 Gesture and building as common modes
Each interview began with the building of the
three representations: dream office, experience,
and knowledge (see Figure 1). C1 had a very
consistent approach. They used elaboration in
each of the three cases. At the beginning of each
task, they negotiated the representations by use
of gestures and words. As they built the concept
developed and was formed by conversation and
individual ideas.

put together into the structure shown in Figure
2 above.
The concept is put into words, then gestures, and
then built. Thus the schema of KNOWLEDGE
IS A TOWER is multimodal and shared across
the group.
In C5 a different approach is used. They use the
approach exploration in the two latter building
tasks. The building of the dream office was initiated by C5-P3 saying that he always wanted an
office at the top of a crane at the harbour. The
group further elaborated upon this, but nevertheless the approach was different than in the case of
building knowledge. While building knowledge
the participants in C5 speak very infrequently.
They just expanded the common concept initiated by a bridge, as presented in Example 2.
Although the group agrees to the bridge, the representation ends up containing much more than
the bridge. The overall thought is initiated by
C5-P3, but the rest of the group explores it and
it turns into the vessel shown in Figure 3. The
participants take short turns and do not speak
in whole sentences; rather they use the bricks all
the time. There is no gesture involved apart from
what is involved in using the bricks.
The approach in groups C1 and C5 is not the
same. However, both of them make use of all
three modes in the first five seconds of the building task. This is a different pattern than observed
in the four other cases. They all began with a
rather long period of talking about what knowledge is.

A key element of starting a co-creational process
In C1 the building of KNOWLEGDE IS A thus seems to involve introducing more than one
TOWER started as presented in Example 1.9
mode fast. Those modes being language and gesC1-P3 (the manager of the group) initiates the ture or language and bricks seems less important.
metaphorical concept, and it is put into shape. As indicated before, more studies needs to be conIn the “experience representation,” a tower was a ducted in order to establish this as a quantitative
less prominent part of the representation. Thus fact.
the reference to “the tower.”
After this interaction the whole group starts 3.2 Using the representation for reasoning
building elements for the tower, which is then and negotiation
9
All examples are placed in tables at the end of this
article

Another characteristic trade in C1 and C5 is the
usage of the representation to negotiate the con113

cept and letting what is true for the representa- being the combination of the two. In Examples 6
tion be true for the concept of knowledge.
and 7 the gestalt mode influences on the gesture
mode long after the bricks has been moved.
In C1 the representation is about to collapse
when it is put together at the end of the build- In this sequence it is repeated that knowledge
ing task. That results in the exchange of words is growing and going up, and C1-P3 elaborates
presented in Example 3.
on the schema by stating that the representation
could not be competencies built side by side. By
The quality of the tower (being fragile) is transthe end of the interview, C1-P3 repeats the gesferred to knowledge. The group negotiates the
ture and language, see Example 5.
fragility of the tower to become a part of the
schema rather than disregarding it.
Following C5-P3 talking and gesturing, C5-P1
Later in the interview, the manager C1-P3 again
continues to talk about the difference between
uses the tower to make an argument, see Example
practical and theoretical knowledge, see Example
4.
7.
C1 is using the representation to explain and neReading through this example, the gesture is what
gotiate their schema of knowledge. It is a tower,
communicates the vast majority of the meaning.
and the elements are not built beside each other
The two speakers, P3 and P1, point to the table
since who has the bigger competencies is context
and makes reference to the representation of the
dependent. Also knowledge is fragile since the
vessel even through it has been gone for some
competencies of the employees are not easily retime at this point in the conversation. The lanplaced.
guage does not hold metaphors for knowledge
The idea of building knowledge as a tower besides that it can, for example, be withdrawn
came very quickly and was presented in both from at theory bank. The metaphoricity of this
language and gesture and then in bricks. It example lies in the gesture and the reference to
seems that the schema came before the negoti- the representation.
ation of the concept. Thus the group decided
on a schema—knowledge is upward and it is It becomes evident that not only do P3 and P1
a tower—and then gave the concept attributes. refer to the same places at the table as theory,
This supports the notion in Johnson (2013) cited practice, and bringing the two together they also
above that the metaphors might not be preexist- refer back to the representation no longer present,
ing but are structured in a meaningful fashion. indicating metonymy. Figure 4 shows the gesture
pattern on the table.
3.3 Metonymic reference to the
representation after it is gone
As illustrated in Figure 1, after having explained
the representation of knowledge, all bricks are
removed. Nevertheless, C5 keeps referring back
to it after it is gone.
In C5 the representation becomes a common
point of reference throughout the interview. The
group defines themselves as being one big brain
up until they started hiring people. In their concept of knowledge, a structure of knowledge having different types is pervasive. They have two
dichotomies also found in the representation: theoretical and practical knowledge. In the middle
of the two the group defines a third knowledge
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The group, P1 and P3 in this example, refer back
to the same schema of knowledge, which was cocreated in the building task. This might indicate
that the group has co-created a schema for knowledge, which they use to further negotiate and
transform the metaphor. As the schema was initially created as an exploration process, it did not
exist prior to the conversation, or at least not as
a shared concept.
In C1 the same sort of reference to the representation occurs. By the end of the interview of C1,
P5 sums up the representations of “experience”
and “knowledge” as presented in Example 8.
This is a clear reference to the two representations and P5 makes use of the same gesture as

Figure 4: The patterns of gesture compared to the representation. Numbers in dashed circles refer to gestures
(G) in example 7. (a) = the representation consisting of theoretical knowledge, practical knowledge and the
bridge between them (see Figure 3) (b) = P3 gestures. G 1 in example 7 is practical knowledge, G2 and G3 is
theoretical knowledge, and G4 is the bridge between them. (c) = P1 gestures. G1, G4, and G6 are theoretical
knowledge, G3 is practical knowledge, and G2, G5, and G7 are the bridge.

in the beginning of the knowledge-building task.
Even though P5 was not a prominent part of the
building task and did not do the gesture in the
beginning, she is now repeating it when referring
back to the difference between knowledge and experience. This gives evidence to the claim that a
common schema of knowledge being a tower has
been co-created and shared. More studies need to
be conducted to reveal if this is in fact the case,
or if it is just a common reference.

the gesture is a cross-modal resonance (El Refaie,
2013) and thus preverbal and intuitive rather than
a result of well reflected ideas on what knowledge
is. Further, Johnson states that:
... they (metaphors) do not merely report preexisting, independent experience;
rather, they contribute to the process by
which our experience and our understanding (. . . ) is structured in a coherent and
meaningful fashion (Johnson, 2013, p.
98).

4. Concluding remarks and further research
When groups use a common mode besides language, it makes it possible to negotiate the details
of common schemata. That is the key finding
in this study. When looking to catch a glimpse
of meaning structure and co-creation, the shared
modes are the places to look.
In both the case of C1 and that of C5, the
metaphors and schemata in the buildings becomes a common point of reference and negotiation throughout the rest of the conversation. As
the two representations are made by use of different approaches and different modes, no general
approach or typology can be observed. However, using at least one common mode besides
language seems paramount to both groups. The
schemata provided in the representation and in

This is exactly what can be observed in C1 and C5:
a cross-modal process making a mutual coherent
structure of the concept of knowledge. Below are
three examples of this, exploring in more depth
1) the building process, 2) reasoning by use of
the representation, and 3) reference back to the
representation after it is gone.
Triangulating for metaphors makes it clear how
the metaphor is shared. The upward gesture
in C1 becomes a shared way of showing knowledge, which had implication on what they built
and how they reasoned. Likewise, the representation in C5 was used as a common point of
reference when talking about different kinds of
knowledge (see Figure 4). The gesture and the
representations had significant influence on how
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the groups talked about knowledge. This makes
these metaphors not pre-existing and not a deliberate or well though out actions from the participant’s side.

which metaphors for knowledge are dominant in
the culture of the six companies. This analysis is
presented in a different article (Greve, submitted).
As the occurring metaphors are all more or less
invented on the spot and in a specific context and
It also becomes evident that participants negotimode, the study only tells us something about
ating and reasoning by use of a gesture or a rephow groups co-create a schema of knowledge and
resentation has a common schema as a point of
uses it to argue with and explain their actions by.
reference.
Thus, when analyzing metaphors in group conversation, providing and analyzing more than
language and making more modes available influences the ability to co-create a common schema.
However, co-creation did not happen in all the
groups even though they where given the same
modes. The three points shown above are essential:

To make more influential arguments, more studies need to be conducted. Preferably this study
should be repeated and analyzed quantitatively,
in order to see if these three parameters are
enough to predict the ability to co-create. Materials other than bricks could also be used.

In order to better understand how metaphors are
co-created and shared, a multimodal approach
Do they use the common mode to negotiate seems paramount. Thus a more creative and flexiand reason about the concept?
ble approach to the concept of metaphor than the
Do they refer back to the common schema? one found in, for example, linguistics might be
needed when the object is real-life conversation
On the basis of this study it is not possible to say and creation of common concepts.
Do they use a common mode?
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Example 1

Line

Speaker

Danish Original Transcript

English Translation

291

C1-P3:

der synes jeg vi skal se hvor langt vi kan
bygge
af tårnet

here I think we should see how much
we can build
of the tower

C1-P4

[starts a gesture while C1-P3 is speaking: Hands above the table, palms facing each
other, fingers stretched and apart, hands 25 cm. apart, movement upward and
inward until hands meet each other 30 cm higher]

292

293

altså skal det bare opad?

then it just goes upward?

[the gesture is repeated by C1-P2 and C1-P3]
294

C1-P2:

100 %

100 %
Example 2

Line

Speaker

Danish Original Transcript

English Translation

192

C5-P3

nu skal vi jo skelne de forskellige erfaringer som man får sig,
nogle er teoretiske, nogle praktiske,
nogle er boglige
nogle er interpersonelle

now we need to distinguish between
different experiences you get
some are theoretical, some are practical, some are academic
some are interpersonal

193
194

[C5-P4 picks up a brick resembling a bridge while C5-P3 is speaking]
195
196

C5-P1
C5-P4

mm
mm
man kan bygge en bro
you could build a bridge
[showing the bridge to the rest of the group]
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Example 3

Line

Speaker

Danish Original Transcript

English Translation

334

C1-P2:

Virkelig, den skal støttes nu

really, it needs support now

335

C1-P4:

altså viden er jo ikke så. . . . så skrøbelig
(. . . )

well knowledge is not this . . . this
fragile

337

C1-P1

jo, viden er skrøbelig

yes, knowledge is fragile

338
339
340

C1-P4
C1-P3
C1-P1

It is?
Yes it is
yes

342

C1-P3

Er det?
Jo det er så
Ja
(. . . )
det er derfor vidensmedarbejdere kan
ikke lige så nemt . . .
erstattes som alle mulige andre

343
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that is why the knowledge worker
is not as easily . . .
replaced as everyone else

Example 4

Line

Speaker

Danish Original Transcript

English Translation

359

C1-P2:

yes. Grows. Becomes larger

360

C1-P4:

Ja. Vokser. Bliver større
måske udvikler det sig normalt i lidt i
nogle forskellige
retninger

maybe it normally develops a little
in different directions

[holds both hands in front of her torso with palms outward and moving
hands outward to the sides. Then moves both hands up over her head with
hands 5 cm apart]
361

C1-P2

362
363
364

C1-P4
C1-P1
C1-P4

365

C1-P3

366

. . . hvor her der viser vi bare viden det
...
Det er en samlet viden
Ja
man går aldrig tilbage
vidensmedarbejdere kan ikke lige så
nemt . . .
det er måske et meget godt eksempel på
at . . .
at vi sidder med forskellige kompetencer
...

. . . and here we just show that knowledge it . . .
it is an overall knowledge
yes
you never go back

it might be a good example of . . .
we sit with different competencies
...

[points to each of the participants]
367

inde i lige præcist den afdeling derinde, in precisely that department in there
...
...
[points to the door of the office]

368

så derfor er den lidt svær at bygge sådan
ved siden af
hinanden . . .

so that’s why it is a little hard to
build it beside each other . . .

[palms flat toward the table, hands are moved up and down to different
heights]
369
370

hvem ved mest om hvad og hvordan
måler vi det?
Men til sammen så er vi et tårn

371
372

[the tower-movement is repeated]
der kan vi nå langt
Et skrøbeligt tårn

C1-P2
C1-P3

who knows more about what and
how do we measure it?
But together we are a tower

we can get far
a fragile tower

[palms rounded and toward each other in front of the torso, moving back
and forth as though shaking something]
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Example 5

Line

Speaker

632

C1-P3:

633

Danish Original Transcript
i respekt for vores forskellige kompetencer vil vi jo ikke sidde
og lave kasser i forhold til hvor vores
viden er størst

English Translation
in respect of our different competencies we are not going to sit
and make boxes in relations to
where our knowledge is bigger

[palms flat toward the table, hands are moving up and down to different
heights]
634

fordi det afhænger jo også helt vildt af
den konkrete stillede opgave

635

Så samlet set er vi et tårn af viden

636

men til daglig der er vi sådan et fladt
hierarki
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because that depends a lot on the
defined assignment
So together we are a tower of knowledge
but normally we are a flat hierarchy

Example 6

Gesture
G1

Speaker
C5-P3:

Danish Original Transcript
English Translation
[stretches left arm out into the middle of the table and makes a circular shape
on the table with a flat hand] [practice]
. . . jamen det er jo
. . . måske det der altså et eller andet
. . . meget personligt ehh
. . . følelsesniveau af hvad man føler er det
rigtige

[takes the right hand back slightly to the right of the speaker] [theory]

G2

. . . og så et eller andet hvor du
. . . argumenterer meget mere hårdt og
sagligt

. . . and then something where you
. . . make arguments very hard and
factual

[lifts the right hand a little from the table and rests it again two times] [theory]

G3

C5-P1
C5-P3
G4

. . . well it is like
. . . maybe it is like on some kind of
. . . very personal ehh
. . . emotional level of what you feel
is right

. . . hvor du hiver fra en teoribank eller
en uddannelse
. . . mmm
. . . ehhmm

. . . where you withdraw from a theory bank or an education
. . . mmm
. . . ehhmm

[holds both hands with palms toward each other in a rounded and active
shape and pushes a little inward and out again and inward again and repeated
on the attempt] [bridge]
. . . eller et eller andet hvor det igen rigtig
ofte er
. . . forsøget vi laver med at bringe de to
sammen

...or something where it again rather
often is
...the attempt we make to bring the
two together
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Example 7

Gesture

G1

Speaker

Danish Original Transcript

English Translation

C5-P1
C5-P3
C5-P1

. . . jo sådan i forretningshenseende
Mmm
. . . synes jeg da det er meget enig i det

. . . like in a business sense
Mmm
. . . I think I agree with it

[moves the right hand from the chin to the table just to the left of the torso,
wrist resting on table and fingers lifted to form an arch] [theory]
. . . det er jo vel meget det der med at tage
et eller andet
. . . altså grunden til at vi også tit
. . . eller sådan som jeg oplever det
. . . tager vidensting med og bruger teorierne og det faglige
. . . det er jo ligesom også for at kunne
argu. . .

G2

[pushes left hand toward the right, little finger touching the table and palm
toward right] [bridge]
. . . retfærdiggøre overfor virksomheden
. . . sådan altså

G3

. . . it is I guess a lot like this taking
something
. . . like the reason that we often also
. . . or that’s how I experience it
. . . take knowledge things in and
uses theory and the academic
. . . it is like also to make the argu. . .

. . . justify to the company
. . . so like

[takes left hand back to the left and activated the right hand making a dome
with the hand to the right] [practice]
. . . det kan godt være det er det her ovre . . . it might be that this over here is
der er cool
cool
. . . og det er det, der er den rigtige følelse . . . and that is the right feeling

G4

. . . og sådan nogle ting der gør det sejt . . . and stuff like that that makes it
men
awesome but
[draws a circle with the left hand to the left] [theory]

G5

. . . at man har denne her teori og sådan
nogle ting med
[gathers both hands in the middle]

G6

. . . det gør ligesom at virksomheden siger . . . it makes like the company says
okey
okay
[pats on the table with the left hand to the left side] [theory]

G7

. . . der er den seriøse teori som ligesom . . . there are serious theories which
gør. . .
kind of make
[gathers both hand in the middle again] [bridge]

G8
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. . . that you have this theory and
stuff with you

at vi gerne vi
. . . us wanting
[takes both hands back to rest on the legs]
. . . så med i det her så
. . . so in on this
. . . altså ja
. . . like yes

Example 8

Gesture

Speaker

Danish Original Transcript

G1

C1-P5

[palms toward the table, 10 cm above the surface. Moves the hands along the
table surface from the middle outward]
. . . så den ene var meget flad
. . . so the first was very flat
[moves both hands upward into a tower gesture]
. . . and the other was incredible
. . . og den anden var utrolig høj
high

G2

English Translation
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Chapter 13
Bridging Article 1 and Article 2

The role of article 1 in the context of this dissertation is to present the results of a multimodal approach to metaphors and metaphoricity and thus to answer the question: how do
metaphors for knowledge emerge in groups? The second part of the research question is:
which metaphors for knowledge emerge? Article 2 serves the purpose of answering that
question.

13.1

Conclusions from Article 1

The output from article 1 is that metaphors emerge out of shared modes. However, as was
presented above in chapter 7.3.1, it is not enough to provide a shared mode. The group also
has to actively use it as a means of co-creation and distributed cognition. The conclusion
is that the multimodal approach helps us understand how metaphors emerge in groups.
However, the article does not address which metaphors are created. That is the purpose of
the following article.

13.2

Bridge to Article 2

Article 2 is based on the same data as article 1. However, the focus is different. Rather than
looking into how metaphors occur, it is investigated which metaphors occur. The cases
presented in article 1 shows multimodal metaphors and metaphoricity. The approach to
metaphors in article 2 is also based in the notion of metaphoricity. The strict linguistic
metaphors in each case are presented above. The focus in article 2 is on the diversity of
the metaphorical landscape of knowledge. The data shows that the six cases in the dataset
conceptualize knowledge in a variety of ways. Thus, conceptualizing knowledge is not
about either/or but suggests a both/and. This conclusion proves relevant for article 3. Here
the methods of article 1 and 2 are applied on a new case from a different sector.
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13.3

Method and Approach

The method used in the article is descriptive. The six videos were coded using Observer XT,
and the data were analyzed using SPSS. Compared to the qualitative analysis of metaphor
co-creation in article 1, this approach to the data adds a new layer to the data. Note that
the data in article 2 are the metaphoricity of knowledge and not the linguistic metaphors
presented in the data analysis above.
Article 2 situates itself in knowledge management. As presented already, Andriessen as
well as Cornelissen have made contributions to the intersection between metaphor and
knowledge management already (Andriessen, 2006; 2007, 2008; Andriessen & Boom, 2007;
Cornelissen, 2005). Thus, this article places itself on this intersection and relates to the
prior work. Cornelissen establishes that metaphors in organizations create an additional
meaning rather that perform a mapping from one domain to the other. Andriessen presents
the hypothesis that knowledge is either stuff or love – either an object or a more personal
and thus fluffier concept. This framework is adopted and challenged in article 2. The data
in the six conversations suggest that knowledge is neither personal or an object as would be
the claim from analyzing management literature. Rather, knowledge is both/and, and the
groups do not seem to grasp this potential dichotomy as such. The diversity of knowledge
is very much present in all six conversations, and this diversity is embraced rather than
problematized. The conclusion of article 2, which is brought on to article 3, is that in order
to work with, manage and share knowledge, the diversity of knowledge must be realized. It
is not a problem in itself that knowledge is diverse. Understanding knowledge as a diverse
and complex phenomenon will provide a bigger variety of approaches, tools and strategies
for working with knowledge.

13.4

Status of the Article

Article 2 was submitted for publication in Journal of Knowledge Management Research &
Practice. The article is currently under review. This journal was chosen for two reasons:
First and foremost, it is the outlet for Andriessen’s much cited paper on knowledge as stuff
or love. Further, the journal emphasizes the link between research and practice, which is
also present in the research conducted in this project.
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Chapter 14
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The Diversity of Metaphors for Knowledge
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The Diversity of Metaphors for Knowledge:
An Empirical Study
Linda Greve
Department of Business Communication and
Center for Teaching and Learning, Aarhus University

Abstract
The study presented in this article shows that groups thinking aloud about the concept of
knowledge will conceptualize knowledge metaphorically as both an object and as a personal
resource—or as Stuff and Love, as pointed out by Andriessen (Andriessen, 2006, 2008). Knowledge workers should, in other words, embrace the dichotomy between knowledge as something
measurable and thus manageable and knowledge as something personal and thus fragile to
the manager. This provides the manager with a variety of ways to solve problems and implement changes since diversity in metaphors will pave the way for diversity in solutions and
new approaches. The results of the present study show that both managers and employees
hold a diverse metaphorical concept for knowledge, implying that knowledge is not either a
commodity or a personal experience, but both, depending on the context. The real task is to
address the relevant domain at the right time.
Keywords: meaning of knowledge, knowledge management tools, knowledge use/utilization,
knowledge transfer, knowledge creation

Introduction

portant since metaphors are used to negotiate the
meaning of knowledge and to reason with about
knowledge. Understanding metaphors in group
conversations will clarify if metaphors are specific to individuals or specific to groups and how
they are being used in conversation and meaning
making.

Metaphors reveal how managers and employees
think about and conceptualize abstract phenomena (Andriessen, 2006; Johnson, 2013; Lakoff &
Johnson, 1980, 1999). In organizational change
and strategy work this has been known to be true
for a long time (Abel & Sementelli, 2005; Argaman, 2008; Cornelissen, 2005; Hogler, Gross, This article presents the results of six semiHartman, & Cunliffe, 2008; Morgan, 2006; Vince structured group conversations. The transcripts
are analysed by the same standards as in the stud& Broussine, 1996).
ies mentioned above, and the results are comIn knowledge management (KM), however, we pared to the results in KM literature. The conknow little about how knowledge is actually clusions point to a concept of knowledge being
conceptualized in groups of knowledge workers. diverse and thus calling for more nuanced apMetaphors in knowledge management literature proaches for the knowledge manager. Diversity
have been studied in depth (Andriessen, 2006; in metaphors implies diversity in how problems
Andriessen & Boom, 2007), but these studies and challenges in sharing, containing, selling, and
only report on how the concept of knowledge creating knowledge should be approached. The
is represented metaphorically in literature and article ends by presenting a process suitable for
how these metaphors are perceived by individ- revealing metaphors for knowledge.
ual managers and employees (Andriessen, 2007;
Andriessen, 2008). Thus a more inductive study
Metaphors in Management
of metaphors for knowledge is needed to shed
light on how knowledge is perceived by groups of Metaphor in management is a widely accepted
knowledge workers. The group perspective is im- but also broadly understood phenomenon. The
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pure rhetorical sense of the word metaphor as a
trope (Pinder & Bourgeois, 1982), such as irony,
rhetorical questions, and comparison, has in linguistics and cognitive science been abandoned
some 35 years ago (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980;
Steen, 2011). The fundamental finding made
by Lakoff and Johnson (1980, 1999) was that a
metaphor is not just a comparison in language;
it is also a link in thought. The metaphor influences how we think and reason about the world.
One of the fundamental metaphors found to be
primary by Lakoff and Johnson has to do with
up: happy is up, more is up, and control is up
(Lakoff & Johnson, 1999, pp. 46–54). This is
used in an experimental study by Casasanto and
Dijkstra showing that when telling a story of positive valence participants are more likely to make
upward movements than downward (Casasanto
& Dijkstra, 2010). This in turn indicates that not
only do we understand happy, more, and control
in terms of up, but we also connect the abstract
phenomena happy, more, and control with our
bodily experience of up. Metaphors are more
than language. They activate the bodily experience with the concrete part of the metaphor
(up) in understanding the abstract phenomenon
(happy, more, control). As a sign of this, just
think about metaphorical phrases like climbing
the career ladder or consider how most organizational diagrams show the managers above the
employees.

metaphors come about. The process was embracing new metaphors and the use of multiple modes
would reveal patterns between modes. Further,
the comparison between companies would reveal
potential dead or old metaphors.
Data and Method
The fundamental questions for this analysis were:
(1) Which metaphors for knowledge occur in the
dataset? (2) Who speaks the metaphors, and do
the participants stick to one metaphorical concept? (3) Do managers and employees differ in
their choice of metaphorical domain?
The data for this study consists of six group conversations. The groups represent six different
companies. The companies are all less then five
years old and define themselves as knowledge
companies and creative start-ups. That covers
consultancy and marketing in the areas of culture, entrepreneurship, online presence, and the
like. Each group contained three to five participants, and the group members are characterized
by being in a work relationship. The companies are numbered in the order the conversations
were conducted, and participants are identified
by their company (C#) and a number (P#) given
from the order in which they sat clockwise from
the interviewer. Table 1 provides an overview of
the participants in the conversations:

The aim of this article is to provide better un- Each interview was conducted using a converderstanding of the ways in which the abstract sation guide. The questions in the guide were
phenomenon knowledge is understood.
centred around the concept of knowledge and
consisted of questions like ”How would you deUsing a metaphor is “. . . generation and creation scribe knowledge to a new employee?” “Where
of new meaning beyond a previously existing does knowledge come from?” and “How do you
similarity” (Cornelissen, 2005, p. 751). This is know that you know something?” In order not to
a much more complex and invasive meaning of prime the participants, only metaphors put formetaphor than metaphors just being a compari- ward by the participants were used, but the same
son of incomparable elements to increase under- topics were covered in all conversations. Each
standing. The definition put forward by Cornelis- conversation lasted approximately one hour.
sen emphasizes that metaphors generate and create meaning. Thus, when understanding know- The conversations were video recorded as well
ledge in terms of something else, this can be both as transcribed. The coding took place by use
the result of a previous and long-lasting schema of both video and transcript, in order to fully
and a completely new metaphorical understand- capture the contextual meaning of words. The
ing (Johnson, 2013). The data collection method analysis was conducted by use of the following
was designed to embrace this dualism in how method, inspired by Andriessen (2006, p. 96)
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Table 1: Overview of participants in the conversation

Companies

Participants

Age

Gender

Academic Degree

6

25

Average:
29.8 years old
Min. 23
Max. 60

Male: 13
Female: 12

Bachelor: 13
Master: 11
None: 1

and the metaphor identification method (MIP) The diverse concept of knowledge
(Pragglejaz Group, 2007):
The first coding of the conversations focused on
All transcripts were read and videos knowledge as an object or knowledge as somewatched to establish understanding of con- thing related to persons. This was inspired by the
work of Andriessen as well as derived from the ditext.
chotomy between knowledge transfer and knowIn all transcripts nouns and verbs related to
ledge communication and thus the distinction
knowledge were marked.
between knowledge as something transferable
For each related verb or noun, the basic and and as something related to individuals. Even
contextual meaning was established using a though the conversations had the same duration
dictionary.
and format, the number of metaphors in relation
If the basic meaning deviated from the con- to knowledge is very different. Figure 1 shows the
textual meaning, it was marked as metaphor- number of metaphors in the categories “knowledge is an object” and “knowledge is something
ically used.
personal.”
Subclasses of metaphors were established
and compared between companies.
From Figure 1 it becomes evident that some companies use more metaphors for knowledge than
Using the MIP-procedure would normally in- others, even though the conversations were of
clude marking all potential metaphors. As only a similar length and conducted by use of the
metaphors for knowledge is relevant to this study, same interview guide. This difference in count
only these were marked as was done in the study will be explored below. Note that these are not
by Andriessen.
unique metaphors but an overall count, so the
All conversations were conducted in Danish. same metaphor can be counted more than once
Thus the following examples will show the au- if it is repeated.
thor’s direct translation. As spoken language is Figure 2 illustrates the relation between the two
not always eloquent, especially when the topic metaphorical concepts in percentage.
is complex and a group is negotiating meaning,
the transcriptions are not perfect Danish and will Figure 2 shows that even though C6 uses much
not be perfect English either. This approach is fewer metaphors than C3, the distribution of “obchosen in order to provide understanding of what ject” and “personal” metaphors is similar.
participants actually said and to give focus to the
It is evident that the groups use both KNOWmetaphors rather than the language.
LEDGE IS AN OBJECT and KNOWLEDGE
In the following, an analysis of the metaphors IS SOMETHING PERSONAL in the conversais unfolded in order to provide an insight into tions. Thus how the groups conceptualize knowhow the concept of knowledge is conceptualized ledge is not a matter of either/or. But it is also
metaphorically in group-conversations.
evident that the KNOWLEDGE IS AN OBJECT
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Figure 1: The total count of metaphors for knowledge for each company. C# refers to companies and the
numbers on the y-axis refer to the number of metaphors in the two categories KNOWLEDGE IS AN
OBJECT and KNOWLEDGE IS PERSONAL.

Figure 2: The relation between the two concepts of knowledge in percentage. The relation between the two
concepts is similar between the six companies: object-metaphors are more frequent than person-metaphors
except in C3, where the two types of metaphors are almost equally distributed.
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metaphor is more dominant in all six companies.
Object-metaphors occur in 65.3 percent of the
cases, and personal-metaphors occur in 34.7 percent of the cases. This in turn would suggest that
reasoning about knowledge might not come from
one of the two conceptual domains but might be
a mix of the two depending on the context, since
the metaphors are not participant- or companydependent.
Looking deeper into the data, two questions
stand out:
Do specific participants choose one of the
two metaphorical concepts? This would imply that participants would reason on the
grounds of that metaphor leading to misunderstandings and different grounds of reasoning between participants.
Is there a difference between the metaphors
used by managers and employees, as suggested by Andriessen (2007)? This would
support the hypothesis that different participants use different metaphors to reason
with.

ees, the general picture of the usage of metaphor
looks as presented in Figure 5.
Managers and company owners (red bars) seem
to use more metaphors for knowledge than employees (blue bars). This is to some extend explained by managers and owners talking more in
the interviews in general. To follow up on Andriessen’s findings that managers tend to think of
knowledge as an object, this seems not to be true
in these six cases. The answer to this difference
in findings might be due to the two segments not
being isolated in this study; by speaking to the
other segment the concept became more nuanced.
More likely, though, the reason for the difference
lies in the splitting of the concept of knowledge; it
is both an object transferable and sharable in presentations, spreadsheets, etc., and something personal and tacit. Thus the knowledge conversion
put forward by Nonaka and later by Nonaka et al.
between tacit and explicit almost predicts this pattern (Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995;
Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). Also, the knowledge hierarchy as presented by Ackoff dividing
knowledge in data, information, knowledge, and
wisdom holds the assumption that knowledge a
diverse concept (Rowley, 2007).

The answers to these questions and a more thorFrom this descriptive view of the dataset it is
ough analysis of the metaphors in the dataset are
time to move into the details of the metaphors
presented below.
for knowledge. The two main categories of “obAttending to the first question, the distribution ject” and “something personal” are inspired by
of the two concepts on participants is presented Andriessen’s “stuff” and “love” as well as by Nonaka’s tacit and explicit knowledge. However,
in Figure 3.
the two categories of course cover a variety of
Figure 3 shows a distribution of the two concepts metaphors. Some are present between companies
similar to what was presented in Figure 2: both and some are company-specific. The metaphors
concepts are being used by most participants. To for knowledge that are used by more compaexplain why C2-P3, C5-P4, C6-P3, and C6-P4 do nies also seem to be the conventional ones, such
not follow the pattern, it is necessary to take a as “knowledge sharing” and knowledge as somelook at the count of the metaphors in Figure 4: thing you gain from education, books, or the
C2-P3 uses very few metaphors and only object Internet.
metaphors. C5-P4 uses no metaphors for knowledge at all and also hardly says anything during Table 2 shows the distribution of metaphors in
the conversation. C6-P3 and C6-P4 only utter the two categories among all companies. Some
one metaphor for knowledge each. C3-P1 uses of these are only used once or twice and only
metaphors for knowledge much more frequently by one participant. Others are more commonly
used both inside and between companies.
than all of the other participants.
Some participants use more metaphors than oth- The variety of metaphors for knowledge is bigers. If divided into managers/owners and employ- ger for KNOWLEDGE IS AN OBJECT than
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Figure 3: Showing how the two metaphorical concepts are distributed on participants from the six companies.
The results mirror the result on company level—most participants are using both metaphorical concepts.

Figure 4: The count of metaphors distributed on participants.
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Table 2: The metaphorical categories distributed on companies.

Knowledge ...

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

... is an asset of a person
... comes from books/edu
... can be moved
.... is derived from exp.
... can be found
... is in people in the co.
... can be shared
... can be contained
... has levels
... has a foundation
... can be added
... develops
... is a commodity
... can be acquired
... is between people
... is inside a person
... is fragmented
... is something organic
... can be accessed
... can be brought into play
... can be built
... can be translated
... emerges
... is a hindrance
... is a light
... is a liquid
... can be hungered for
... is a driving force
... is a gift
... is a person
... is a process
... is a ship
... is a tower
... is fragile
... is transformed
Total

11
3
4
2
2
2
11
0
1
0
0
5
4
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
0
56

4
3
5
1
2
11
3
5
5
4
0
0
4
0
7
4
4
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
65

10
9
14
10
3
18
5
4
3
0
7
2
0
5
0
27
0
5
0
2
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
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4
2
2
4
1
1
6
2
1
1
13
1
5
2
4
1
1
8
9
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
74

14
8
2
3
1
5
0
2
3
0
5
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
3
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
57

3
2
4
2
1
0
1
8
0
2
8
3
1
1
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
43

Total
46
26
23
22
10
37
26
21
13
7
33
11
14
10
14
33
7
16
10
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
414
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Figure 5: Frequency of metaphors for knowledge distributed on participants. Dark bars indicate managers or
company owners. Light bars indicate employees.

for KNOWLEDGE IS PERSONAL. Nevertheless, KNOWLEDGE IS AN ASSET OF A PERSON is the most frequently used metaphor in
the dataset.
Some of the metaphors present in the category of
object-metaphors cover an information approach
to knowledge, as something you can share, add,
and acquire from education, books, IT, etc. Nonaka would describe this conceptualization as information rather than knowledge—it concerns
the content rather than the context (Nonaka,
1994, pp. 15–16). However, these concepts are
abundant in the dataset as a way of conceptualizing knowledge.
Concluding on these counts of metaphors, it is
evident that the groups in this dataset conceptualize knowledge as a diverse phenomenon. They
do not have one single metaphor on either person level or group level. This in turn points
to a concept of knowledge among knowledge
workers as holding multiple interpretations and
grounds for reasoning. Whereas it might be easier for managers as well as employees to embrace
a more overall concept of knowledge, having a
diverse approach leads to the possibility of more
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solutions and more interpretations and thus a
more diverse approach to knowledge and working with knowledge. In the understanding of
metaphor put forward by Cornelissen and cited
above, metaphors can help to create meaning
beyond the previously existing. For such cocreation to take place in groups, it is less surprising that different metaphorical concepts can
coexist. Rather than encouraging a more uniform metaphorical concept of knowledge, this
diverse approach to knowledge might support a
more knowledge-creating approach to knowledge.
From the two concepts, something personal and
an object, it is evident that the reasoning and
creation of meaning is very different. When
knowledge is something personal, the groups talk
about knowledge as “sucking in competencies”
and “finding your core areas and diving deeper
into them” but also that “knowledge can disappear from the company” when someone leaves
the company and that if someone is away from
the office “such a knowledge or personal relation
can be hard to follow up on” (quotes are from
company C1). In C3 the group talks about knowledge as something you need to incarnate and get
under your skin.

Thus when knowledge is something personal, ject). This common gesture-gestalt of knowledge
you can internalize it, but this in turn leads to gave way for exactly the meaning making and
the knowledge leaving with the person, as it is negotiation, which Cornelissen writes about.
personal.
When managers or groups wish to co-create a conIn C2, as in all the other companies, knowledge cept for knowledge, a common mode is essential.
is both something personal and an object. They Gesture is of course always available, but not all
talk about having a “knowledge bank” and about groups would turn to this as a common mode.
“categorizing knowledge” and “putting it into Thus pen and paper (Vince & Broussine, 1996),
boxes.” This concept of knowledge is different LEGO bricks (Greve, submitted; Heracleous &
from the examples above and leads to different Jacobs, 2008), or other materials should be made
solutions. The important conclusion is that for available and, moreover, can be used to negotiate
the participants both concepts can be true at the the concept rather than used for one participant
same time. Knowledge can be both something to show the rest of the group a concept.
personal and an object. It will infer different ideas
and solutions and lead to a more diverse approach A process for creating a shared and diverse conto knowledge, given that the group is aware that cept for knowledge could look like this:
there is a difference in concept. The real problem is not a diverse concept of knowledge but
The group is given five minutes to
rather being ignorant about this diversity. If the
draw/build/create their concept of somegroup talks about two or more completely difthing abstract (in this case, participants
ferent concepts without realizing it, this is of
built the concept of “dream office”).
course an immense challenge to the group’s comPurpose: to get familiar with the method.
munication. Of the six groups in this study, two
groups evidently succeed in co-creating a comThen draw/build/create something closely
mon metaphor for knowledge holding diversity
related to the concept (in this case, particibut providing a shared framework for understandpants built experience). Purpose: to prime
ing. It supersedes the purpose of this article to
toward the concept of interest.
present the details of this, but an important aspect
of the process is using a common mode besides
Then draw/build/create knowledge (be
language (Greve, submitted).
aware that if only one participant is talking,
drawing, or building, all participants should
be encouraged to interfere here). Purpose:
Externalizing concepts for knowledge
to create a shared gestalt of knowledge.
The two groups succeeding in creating a common
After the last five minutes, let the group
concept for knowledge encapsulating knowledge
explain what they built and what elements
as both something personal and an object were
of knowledge could not be included in the
both characterized by making use of a common
building.
mode besides language. The value of this is well
documented (El Refaie, 2013; Heracleous & JaLet the group reflect upon how this apcobs, 2008; Vince & Broussine, 1996), but even
proach to knowledge could affect the work
though all six groups were given the same opporin the group and how this metaphor is altunities for using common modes, only two took
ready present as well as how it could benefit
those opportunities. For one group (C1) the comthe work in the future.
mon mode was gesture. They invented a common gesture for the metaphor KNOWLEDGE
IS A TOWER. This led to reasoning like know- By use of this approach groups create a shared
ledge being fragile, since it was very employer- meaning and understanding of knowledge rather
dependent (personal), but also that customers than each holding their own one understanding
could grab whatever knowledge they needed (ob- inflicted from outside.
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Concluding Remarks
When groups are asked to conceptualize the concept of knowledge, they come up with a wide
variety of metaphors. For the purpose of this
article, metaphors were divided into two groups:
object-metaphors and personal-metaphors. Both
concepts turned out to be present in all groups
and in most participants, leading to the conclusion that knowledge workers hold a diverse and
complex concept of knowledge, simply because
it is a complex phenomenon.

ing, in creative processes, in educational settings,
and more.
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Chapter 15
Bridging Article 2 and Article 3

From articles 1 and 2, the answers to the two central research questions of the dissertation
are now investigated, and an answer is attempted on the basis of the available data.

15.1

Conclusions from Articles 1 and 2

Article 1 concludes that metaphors for knowledge emerge out of using a shared mode, and
the group thus demonstrates to function as a distributed cognitive system.
Article 2 concludes that metaphors for knowledge are diverse, even on the group and
participant level, leading to an understanding of knowledge management as applying the
contextually most suited strategy for knowledge work and knowledge sharing.

15.2

Bridge to Article 3

Article 3 is an application of the conclusions in the two prior articles: when a group
desires better knowledge sharing strategies, they need to understand a) how they approach
joint epistemic action and b) the nature of their shared concept of knowledge leading to
c) appropriate strategies for knowledge sharing. Thus, not much new theory is presented
in article 3. However, the data are new, and the data collection and research approach are
slightly different.

15.3

Method and Approach

As will become evident from reading article 3, the case constituting the data more or less
presented itself to me. A manager from a large food production company approached
me because her group of knowledge workers continuously expressed a wish for better
knowledge sharing among them. The solution she had in mind was a presentation about
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knowledge sharing, and her request thus regarded such a presentation of my research.
However, I would much rather take the group through my data collection method and
present the group as a case to themselves rather than present the data from the studies of
creative startups. The manager agreed to subject the group to action research, and we agreed
upon a setup. Step 1 was the experimental conversation. Step 2 was a presentation of the
results, and step 3 was the actions they would then find appropriate.
This study obviously differs from the six studies constituting the main study of this dissertation. The six groups in the main study had not expressed any need for knowledge sharing
and had no prejudice in regards to my function or focus. Thus, rather than subjecting
the group to a number of tasks and inductively analyze the results, I as a researcher had a
hypothesis as to what to expect from both their building process and the diversity in their
metaphorical concept of knowledge.
Apart from being a different case, as the group is not part of a small creative startup but
part of a huge international company, the new case also differed on other parameters. The
group was very international. Members came from Denmark, Germany, Poland and India.
Further, the group was larger than the ones I had worked with before. Eight people were
involved. Last but not least, they were not all present at the same location. Four were
situated in Poland and four at the office in Denmark. Some LEGO bricks were sent to the
Polish division beforehand, and the two divisions were video-recorded and communicated
via videoconference. The two divisions each performed their own building process and
explained what they built to each other rather than to me.
On a number of parameters, this group was comparable to the six groups in the main study.
They are academics, they are knowledge workers, they work closely together on a daily
basis, and the study was conducted in their own office space.
The process in the first part of the study is more or less the same as presented in figure
7.1 and in article 1. They built three buildings: a dream office, experience and knowledge.
After that, the buildings were explained and bricks put away, and the conversation unfolded.
Following the first part, I analyzed the data, and one month later I returned to the group
to present my results. They recognized my analysis of their problem with knowledge
sharing: if knowledge is both an object and something personal and based on experience,
then knowledge sharing strategies should reflect that. Thus, sharing knowledge in the form
of information in shared files is great for the purpose of sharing knowledge as an object,
but experiences and knowledge from their work as consultants might benefit from a joint
epistemic action of distributed cognition approach.
Subsequently, I had some correspondence with one of the group members on how to design
a knowledge sharing format for sharing knowledge about the change processes that the group
members performed in the organization. The group decided on an approach involving role
play. Interviewing the manager after the event of their first knowledge sharing event, she
emphasized that they had moved from knowledge sharing in the format of “lessons learned”
to “What did you do, and then what happened”, implying that focus shifted from an output
in the form of presentations to a more process-oriented and experience-based approach.
The action research proved successful, at least up until now, and in the context of the
dissertation, article 3 is evidence that the building tasks and conversations analysis not only
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make sense outside the strict research setup but also provide room for new understandings
of knowledge and knowledge sharing in the real context of knowledge workers.

15.4

Status of the Article

The article was submitted for publication in Journal of Organizational Knowledge Communication in October 2015 and was reviewed immediately. Thus, the article has now been
amended and resubmitted in accordance with the reviewer’s comments. Therefore, the
version presented below is not necessarily the final version. The article is expected to be
published in December 2015.
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Chapter 16
Article 3

Knowledge Sharing is Knowledge Creation
– An Action Research Study of Metaphors for Knowledge
In October 2015 the article was submitted for publication in:
Journal of Organizational Knowledge Communication
2246-7572
The article is accepted with some revisions. The version below includes the requested
revisions. The article is expected to be published by December 2015.
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Knowledge Sharing is Knowledge Creation
An Action Research Study of Metaphors for Knowledge
Linda Greve
Department of Business Communication and
Center for Teaching and Learning, Aarhus University

Abstract
Knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer are important concepts in knowledge communication research and practice. However, when groups of knowledge workers engage in knowledge
communication activities, they easily turn into mere mechanical information processing despite
other ambitions.
This article relates literature of knowledge communication and knowledge creation to an action
research study in a large Danish food production company. The group was observed and
underwent a metaphor analysis as well as an analysis of co-creation strategies. Confronted with
the results, the group completely altered their approach to knowledge sharing and let it become
knowledge co-creation.
The conclusions are that knowledge is and can only be a diverse and differentiated concept and
that groups are able to embrace this complexity even if theory would suggest otherwise. Thus,
rather than reducing complexity and dividing knowledge into to dichotomies or hierarchies,
knowledge workers should be enabled to use different strategies for knowledge sharing, transfer
and creation, depending on the task and the nature of the knowledge. However, if the ambition
is to have a strategy for sharing personal or tacit knowledge, the recommended approach is to
co-create new knowledge by use of joint epistemic action.

1. Introduction
A group of highly educated consultants in a department working with change processes in a
large Danish food production company continuously expressed a wish to become better at sharing knowledge. Despite different actions to meet
the need, the wish was expressed year after year,
indicating that the actions did not quite meet the
requests.
Living in a knowledge society, understanding the
concept of knowledge is essential (Lyotard, 1996;
Qvortrup, 2006). However, understanding concepts of knowledge in a group is not a trivial task.
Knowledge communication can be defined as a
third order discipline (Kastberg, 2014), not having one common denominator but consisting of
a framework of theories held together by a shared
focus on communicating knowledge. Comprehending the concept of knowledge in groups requires both understanding of metaphors in conversations, knowledge theory and joint epistemic

action and distributed cognition. In this article,
these perspectives are conflated. The analysis
shows how knowledge was metaphorically conceptualized in a group of change management
consultants. They were then confronted with
the results and theoretical framework and chose
to adopt a new practice of knowledge sharing.
The question asked in this article is thus: 1) How
is “knowledge” conceptualized by the group of
knowledge workers, and 2) which strategies for
knowledge sharing do the revealed concepts of
knowledge require?
This article consists of three elements: 1) A theoretical framing of knowledge, metaphoricity and
joint epistemic action as a foundation for the following analysis; 2) A description of the action
research study and an analysis of the concepts of
knowledge present in the study; 3) Perspectives
drawn from the study and what they did after
the first intervention – leading to the conclusion
that the diversity of knowledge calls for diversity
in sharing strategies.
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2. Theoretical Framework: Metaphors,
Knowledge and Epistemic Action
As mentioned above, three elements are conflated
into a theoretical framework: knowledge theory, metaphorical conceptualization, and joint
epistemic action. These three elements are chosen to embrace the relevant elements in understanding metaphors for knowledge in groups.
This conflation is novel and potentially controversial as it draws on long traditions in all three
fields with regards to choice of methods and disciplinary backgrounds. However, letting the three
approaches function as a triangulation of how
knowledge concepts emerge provides more information and more insight into process, language
and concept than either could have provided without the other. Hence, looking at metaphors for
knowledge alone would not provide an understanding of how the concepts are created by the
group – if it is a process directed by an individual
or a shared approach.

2.1 Knowledge in Theory
The notion of knowledge as a concept in the analysis below is how it occurs in a conversational
setting. Thus, the participants might not take
theoretical assumptions about knowledge into
consideration. However, regarding knowledge in
theory is also very relevant in order to be able to
compare the theoretical and the empirical findings. There are three generations of knowledge
understandings in the tradition of knowledge
management (Kastberg, 2014, p. 88).

According to Kastberg, the first generation would
have Nonaka and colleagues as prime examples
(Nonaka, 1994; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). Here the important contribution is the differentiation between tacit and
explicit knowledge. Nonaka argues that knowledge creation happens in a process of making
tacit knowledge explicit, and he even argues that
the use of metaphors and analogies is an effective
way of doing so. This approach to knowledge
thus links together the trajectory of metaphoricThe theories below are all founded in the emergity and knowledge which will be elaborated being tradition of 4E cognition which regards hulow. From this first generation knowledge manman cognition as embodied, embedded, enacted
agement, it is important to bring along this noand extended (Menary, 2010).
tion of tacit knowledge being shareable through
metaphors.
In order to understand knowledge in the contemporary society, it is essential to understand the The second generation of knowledge in managecurrent paradigm in relation to prior paradigms. ment is represented in e.g. Davenport and Prusak
Referring to Kuhn, Varela, Thomson and Rosch and their knowledge hierarchies (Davenport &
(1991) describe the mutation into a new paradigm Prusak, 1998). The hierarchies as they have been
like this:
restructured and altered can be further explored
in the review made by Rowley (2007). The essential elements of the knowledge hierarchy theory
are that knowledge consists of three to four levels
building on each other. The levels are: data, information, knowledge (and wisdom). Thus, data
+ structure = information, information + experience = knowledge, and knowledge + foresight
= wisdom. In this understanding of knowledge,
It is in this broad and interdisciplinary perspec- the more complexity is added, the higher the potive that knowledge is investigated in the follow- sition in the hierarchy.
ing. Understanding how knowledge as a concept
is perceived and used is only possible through an The two approaches in generations 1 and 2 have
understanding of how it is embodied, and this is been analyzed from a metaphor perspective by
best investigated by use of an conversation analy- Andriessen (2006). He finds that two very difsis and an analysis of the approach to joint epis- ferent metaphorical concepts are at play with retemic action.
gards to knowledge in the theories by Nonaka

At this time science not only recognizes that the
investigation of knowledge itself is legitimate but
also conceives knowledge in a broad, interdisciplinary perspective, well beyond the traditional
confines of epistemology and psychology. (Varela
et al., 1991, p. 5)
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and Takeuchi on the one hand and Prusak and
Davenport on the other. His analysis shows that
in the case of Nonaka and Takeuchi, knowledge
is a personal asset. It is tacit and personal and
thus linked to experience. In the case of Prusak
and Davenport, knowledge is an object and is
explicit. This leads Andriessen to suggest that
knowledge is conceptualized either as “stuff or
love” (Andriessen, 2008). This dichotomy will
be further elaborated below.
According to Kastberg (2014), the third generation of knowledge is emerging and still developing. The headline is to empower the employee as
knower. However, as stated by Qvortrup (2006),
the dichotomy between knowledge as an object
and as a personal asset is still relevant: “While
politicians often seem to be in favour of easily
measurable factual knowledge, industrialists and
employers seem to prefer problem-solving competencies” (ibid 2006, p. 9). Qvortrup goes on
to suggest four orders of knowledge: Factual
knowledge (know-what, 1st order), competence
(know-how, 2nd order), creative knowledge (using knowledge to change, 3rd order) and cultural
knowledge (knowledge of context, 4th order).
Not positioning the four orders in a hierarchy,
Qvortrup dissolves the dichotomy and hierarchical thinking in the previous generations and embraces what also seems to be present in the case
of this article: that knowledge is a differentiated
phenomenon, holding many connotations. As
implied by the quote from Varela et al. above,
knowledge is mutating. The three generations are
all part of the same mutation. Thus, they are not
paradigmatically different, they rather represent
a development and a direction in understanding
knowledge as complex and multifaceted. The
concept of knowledge expected in the group of
knowledge workers is a diverse and multi-facetted
and shared concept. Further, the expectation
would be that metaphors would play a role in
making the tacit understanding explicit.

Metaphor analysis in the setting of this study is
situated in the tradition from Lakoff and Johnson
(Lakoff & Johnson, 1999) in regarding metaphors
as embodied realism. However, the Conceptual
Metaphor Theory (CMT) has been abandoned in
favor of a more bottom-up approach to the analysis of metaphors in conversations (Krennmayr,
2013). CMT is descriptive in nature and regards
metaphors in language as a sign of metaphors in
thought. This has been discussed at length ever
since, but proceeding into that discussion is beyond the focus of this article (Jensen & Cuffari,
2014; Steen, 2008). The approach to metaphors
and metaphoricity in the context of this article is based on the discourse dynamics approach
(Cameron et al., 2009). That means that the analysis is metaphor-led. Cameron et al. explains
this:
. . . it [metaphor analysis] is no longer
a static, fixed mapping, but a temporary stability emerging from the activity of interconnecting systems of sociallysituated language use and cognitive activity. (Cameron et al., 2009, p. 64)

2.2 Metaphorical Conceptualization

What we find when analyzing metaphors for
knowledge is not a picture of how knowledge is
conceptualized at all times by this group. Rather,
it shows how they understand the concept of
knowledge at this point in time. The idea of a
static mapping between source and target domain
has been abandoned (the A=B form of metaphor,
e.g. “Love is Warmth”, love being the abstract
phenomenon to be explained and warmth being
in what terms love is understood, leading to expressions like “She had a warm smile” or “He
gave me a could shoulder”). Rather, the analysis
of metaphors in conversations is the analysis of
what emerges at this point in time. This in turn
does not make the findings irrelevant or unreliable, but it emphasizes that metaphors used in
social interaction might just as well be a negotiation of the concept as an expression of an already
existing mapping.

Metaphors and metaphoricity are used when conceptualizing abstract phenomena (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). Thus, in understanding knowledge as
a concept, metaphors should be investigated.

The metaphoricity is determined on the basis
of doubleness in meaning and the level of cocreation (Jensen & Cuffari, 2014) rather than
on the basis of a linguistic language analysis
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(Pragglejaz Group, 2007; Steen, 2010, 2011). As
the focus in the method of analysis is on how
the metaphoricity emerges as well as on which
metaphors occur, the strict linguistic analysis will
not provide enough room for understanding the
emergence. As put by Cornelissen (2005, p. 751),
metaphor and metaphoricity in this sense are “. . .
the generation and creation of new meaning beyond a previously existing similarity.”
Besides letting the group talk about knowledge
and thus use metaphors for knowledge, the group
was given a complimentary mode to perform
joint epistemic action. This addition provides
insight into how and whether or not the group
co-creates a metaphorical concept for knowledge.
2.2 Epistemic action
The last part of the theoretical framework of this
article is epistemic action. Epistemic action is
basically when we use the environment to make
more efficient what we could just as well have
done by thought alone. Clark and Chalmers refer
to this approach to cognition as extended mind
(1998) and thus as one of the four E’s in 4E cognition. This approach is also used in studies with
focus on strategy development (Heracleous &
Jacobs, 2008) and in developing a taxonomy for
joint epistemic action (Bjørndahl, Fusaroli, Østergaard, & Tylén, 2014). The latter study provides
three approaches to analyzing the joint epistemic
action of a group. The taxonomy they provide is
used in the below analysis. When a group is given
the task to build something abstract together by
use of toy bricks, they are actually conceptualizing by use of a shared mode and thus make
use of extended mind and distributed cognition
(Hutchins, 1995). The taxonomy presented by
Bjørndahl et al. divides the approach to building
with toy bricks into three: 1. Illustration: a topdown process where one member of the group
presents the overall concept and builds it alone
or together with the rest of the group. 2. Elaboration: the concept is negotiated or presented
before the bricks are put into use, but the usage of
the shared mode alters the building and thus the
concept. 3. Exploration: the group lets the building emerge from the bricks without an initial idea
or concept.
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When using toy bricks in the process of letting
a group conceptualize knowledge, the group is
forced to a certain degree of joint epistemic action. The shared mode is thus an extension of
the modes in which the group members can express themselves and provides a mode besides language in which the concept can be negotiated
and elaborated. Other modes than toy bricks
could be brought in. The bricks were chosen due
to the group’s familiarity and skills in regards
to the medium (in comparison with e.g. drawing) as well as the well-documented effect of using this medium (Bjørndahl et al., 2014; Greve,
submitted-a; Heracleous & Jacobs, 2008; Jacobs
& Heracleous, 2006). Thus, regarding knowledge
as a shared and metaphorical concept, the joint
epistemic action approach will show if and how
a given group co-creates such a metaphorical concept.
2.4 Conflating Theories Into a Model
As presented in the paragraphs above, the theoretical framework for the following analysis is
founded in 3rd generation knowledge management theory, epistemic action and in conversation analysis of metaphoricity. The common denominator is embodiment and extended mind, or
as it is referred to above: 4E cognition. Cognition
is distributed and contextual, and analyzing concepts is therefore not a mapping of static concepts
but the observation and analysis of emerging concepts in social settings. What the participants
create is a model or a temporarily stable schema
of knowledge by use of language and bricks. Johnson describes the emergence of metaphors as
schemata. He emphasizes how metaphors is a
way of “having a world” and constructing a coherent understanding (Johnson, 2013, p. 98). In this
sense, analyzing how and which metaphors for
knowledge will emerge provides an understanding of how the group or organization creates coherence in regards to the concept of knowledge.
The modes provided in the approach applied are:
joint epistemic action, analysis of metaphoricity
in language and analysis of knowledge orders.
The method of analysis can be outlined like this:
1. The joint epistemic action is categorized:

how does the group approach the task of present my analysis and offer them to use it in
creating a common model for knowledge? their future work, the study could be categorized
As illustration, elaboration or exploration? as action research, defined as:
After this analysis, it is analyzed to what
extent the common model is used for nego“[action research] seeks to bring together
action and reflection, theory and practice,
tiating and as a common point of reference
in participation with others, in the pursuit
after the actual physical model has been put
of practical solutions to issues of pressing
away.
2. The metaphoricity of the conversation is
analyzed. Which metaphorical concepts are
present? Are the schemas shared or only
used by individuals?
3. The knowledge concept is categorized: how
do the metaphorical schemas correlate with
the orders of knowledge presented in theory?
4. Conflation of the levels of analysis: to what
extent does the group co-create a common
metaphorical schema in language and by use
of joint epistemic action, and how does this
schema correspond with different orders
of knowledge? On the basis of the above
analysis: if the group co-creates a common
schema, it can be used in developing knowledge sharing strategies. If the process is topdown, the group develops parallel concepts
and is divided in their approach to knowledge. This in turn would call for a different
kind of knowledge sharing strategy.
3. Action Research Study: How can Groups
Share Knowledge?
The manager of the group made contact with me
in my capacity of knowledge researcher. The initial request was for a presentation of knowledge
sharing strategies. After a brief talk, we decided
on an action research study, allowing me to apply the method I have been working on for some
years and allowing them to gain further insight
into their tacit approach to knowledge and information sharing.
Therefore, the study is not a purely intrinsic case
study (Silverman, 2013, pp. 142–143). Rather, it
is a case study based on a number of instrumental
case studies (ibid.). As I not only observe the
group but also engage them in an experimental
joint epistemic action and return to the group to

concern to people, and more generally the
flourishing of individual persons and their
communities.” (Reason & Bradbury, 2001,
p. 1)

As the initial motivation of this study was indeed
the need to bring together theory and action as
well as the need to seek practical solutions to a
pressing concern, the role I played in this setting
was as an action researcher.
I expected the group to behave more or less like
the groups I have already studied, which would
be: the concept of knowledge is diverse both in
terms of metaphoricity and orders of knowledge;
the group members approach joint epistemic action in one of the three ways outlined by Bjørndahl et al. (2014), and this approach affects the
following conversation (Greve, submitted-a).
The question posed by the manager of the group,
analyzed below, was: How can we become better at sharing knowledge? Based on the abovedescribed theoretical framework, the initial answer to that is: that depends on how you conceptualize knowledge. Thus, the group was submitted to a process of providing data for analysis.
The design of the process was as follows:
1. The group was briefly introduced to the session and divided into two divisions. As one
division was on location and the other was
situated in Poland, this division came rather
naturally. The two divisions of the group
were communicating by videoconference.
Both divisions were video recorded.
2. The two divisions built three buildings using toy bricks. Each session lasted 5 minutes
and the topics were: i) Dream office (purpose: to familiarize with bricks) ii) Experience (to prime towards a concept of knowledge linked to experience) and iii) knowledge (the actual concept of interest). After
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each building session, the groups explained The levels, the people and the wheels might be
to each other what they built.
part of the metaphoricity simply because the el3. The bricks were put away, and a conversa- ements are in the assortment of bricks. Howtion was facilitated on the topic of “what is ever, the relevant issue in this process is not the
metaphorical concepts as a pre-existing truth
knowledge”.
about knowledge in the group. As stated by
Cameron
et al. above, it is essential to draw attenAfter one month, the researcher returned to the
tion
to
the
temporarily stable concept presented
group and presented the analysis and provided
the theoretical framework. Afterwards, the re- in the conversation. Further, the approach that
searcher engaged in a dialogue with members of the divisions choose will reveal how likely they
the group in order to provide feedback on the are to approach the definition of a concept in a
process of introducing a new practice of know- bottom-up process where everyone gets to conledge sharing in the group. After the first new tribute or a top-down process which is controlled
knowledge sharing session was performed, the by a single member.
manager of the group briefed the researcher.
3.1 Analysis: The Concepts of Knowledge

3.1.2 Diverse Metaphors of Knowledge
The task in this study is to understand the concept of knowledge as it emerges in a group of The second element of the analysis approaches
knowledge workers through metaphoricity and the metaphoricity in the language.
The
joint epistemic action.
metaphors which became evident in the conversation were differentiated and diverse. The followThe analysis was performed as described above
ing is a summary of the metaphorical concepts.
in 2.4: 1) categorization of approach to joint episThe conversation was in English which is not the
temic action 2) analysis of metaphoricity 3) analnative language of any of the individuals involved.
ysis of knowledge orders present in metaphors
The participants came from Denmark, Poland,
and 4) conclusion of the level of co-creation of a
Germany and India. In the conversation, three
shared schema of knowledge.
temporarily stable concepts can be identified. 1)
Knowledge has levels, 2) Knowledge is an object
3.1.1 Exploring Knowledge in Bricks
and 3) Knowledge is a personal asset.
The two divisions of the group approached the
process of creating a concept of knowledge in toy
bricks as exploration. Both divisions started using bricks, and from that, their concepts emerged.
Division 2 started by talking a little but did not
base their building on what they talked about.
Thus, the process of joint epistemic action was
bottom-up in the division containing the manager as well as in the remote division.
Figure 1 below shows the two buildings.
The bricks as such serve as a medium for joint
epistemic action. As concepts, they are referred
back to and used in the conversation about knowledge, both during the building tasks and after
the bricks have been put away. The groups could
have made drawings or used play dough as well.
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In table 1 below, the quotes from the conversation
are presented with regards to the three categories.
The three concepts are shared by both divisions
and are not specific to individuals.
The metaphorical concepts for knowledge are
diverse (Greve, submitted-b), and the diversity
is distributed on individuals in the groups. A
domain of knowledge as e.g. an object is thus
not specific to individuals, but the metaphorical concepts rather seem to be shared and noncontroversial. Thus, knowledge can be contained
in a knowledge box or in a book which indicates
that knowledge is an object. However, it can also
relate to a process of knowledge being scary to
attain and something which can be improved by
working together.

Figure 1: On the left: knowledge building made by division 1. On the right: knowledge building made by
division 2.

Table 1: Examples from conversation

Schema

Quotes

Knowledge has Levels

Starting from the not so good [in relation to pointing
at the bottom of a knowledge ladder]
Levels of knowledge
Climb up [the knowledge ladder]

Knowledge is an Object

(we) gain knowledge
If someone leaves, we need to keep the knowledge in
the knowledge box
Knowledge can be contained
(you can) get knowledge from a book
Knowledge can be dropped like pennies

Knowledge is a Personal Asset

Together we can build better and better bridges [by use
of knowledge]
(you can) get knowledge in dangerous ways
Getting knowledge can be scary
(there are) different kinds of knowledge: Social knowledge, work knowledge
(you can) be king on top of the knowledge mountain
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3.1.3 Levels and Orders of Knowledge
Concluding on the concepts of knowledge in this
particular group with regards to the knowledge
theory, the idea of levels of knowledge is present
in the bricks as well as in language. However,
there is no theoretical reference in the conversation, and it might simply be derived from the
assortment of bricks containing a ladder and the
fact that putting bricks on bricks creates levels.
The division of knowledge as a personal asset and
as an object is also theoretically foreseeable. The
object knowledge is equal to the concept of information in Nonaka’s framework; it can be made
digital and is moveable and independent of the
knower. In Qvortrup’s theory of knowledge orders, it reassembles 1st order knowledge. It is in
books, it can be contained and stored.
The personal knowledge concept has to do with
working together, and it is referred to as being
dangerous and scary in the case conversation. It is
much more individual, and the employees tell stories of being alone in gaining the knowledge and
wanting to share the stories upon returning to the
group in order for others to use their knowledge.
This, however, is what they find difficult.

3.1.4 Analytical Conclusion
On the basis of the analysis above, the conclusion on the concept of knowledge in this group
is that the divisions co-create a shared model of
knowledge in the toy bricks. They hold a diverse
concept of knowledge which is, however, not
controversial to the members of the group, and
positions are not specific to individuals. As expected, the concept of knowledge is divided into
something measurable and a personal asset. The
group does not address this potential dichotomy.
The conversation does not reveal that they even
realize that their concept of knowledge is diverse.
The purpose of this analysis is not to make general assumptions about the concept of knowledge;
rather, it serves to provide a foundation for the
further work in this particular group with regards
to their knowledge sharing strategies.
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3.2 Knowledge Sharing is Knowledge
Creation
About a month after the session described and
analysed above, I returned to the group in order
to present theory and results. The group was
presented with the theoretical framework presented above in this article as well as the analysis
of how they approached the building task and the
concepts emerging in their conversation. As the
initial question posed by the group was how to
share knowledge, this presentation of how they
conceptualized knowledge led to an introduction
of a change of knowledge sharing strategy.
Following the second conversation, a dialogue
took place between the researcher and a member
of the group which has been made responsible for
finding a new format for knowledge co-creation.
The concept they chose was to co-create knowledge by use of role play. Using a script and assigning different roles in the processes they had performed, they shared with the group what had happened in the processes they had facilitated, and
the group could then discuss different solutions
and dilemmas and bring up their own experience
from similar situations. The manager explained
the new process of knowledge sharing as a move
away from “lessons learned” and towards “what
did you do, and then what happened”, letting the
group partake in the evaluation of learning outcome and effect on future processes. As the initial request from this manager was to provide the
group with better knowledge sharing practices,
the goal seems to have been reached although not
by use of a presentation or a tool but through a
process revealing how the group is thinking of
knowledge and how different kinds of knowledge
require different knowledge sharing strategies. It
is less than likely that this insight would be made
possible by a presentation alone as the relation
to their own conversation and building approach
helped translate the theoretical frame into their
everyday work routines.
The group was given a more diverse understanding of knowledge, and the division of concepts
made it more clear how to approach different
orders of knowledge with different knowledge
sharing approaches.

4. Concluding remarks
The claim in this article is twofold: a) The seemingly mutually exclusive knowledge concepts of
“knowledge is an object” and “knowledge is a personal asset” co-exist without conflict, b) if an organization wishes to share the personal knowledge, this process benefits from the use of joint
epistemic action. However, they benefit from detangling the concepts and thus from approaching
the given type of knowledge with the appropriate
sharing strategy. Object knowledge can be shared
at meetings, in documents and online, whereas
person knowledge will not flow as easily in words
and thus calls for joint epistemic action and cocreation of new common knowledge.
Knowledge sharing is knowledge co-creation
when the knowledge is 2nd and 3rd order knowledge. To make others understand what one has
experienced and what knowledge has been gained
from that, more than transfer is necessary. Further, how this can be used in making more advanced solutions and develop new products and
processes seems to be the right knowledge sharing approach for the knowledge worker, at least
in this case.
Understanding knowledge as a concept and embracing its diversity and contradictory nature
is essential. Thus, knowledge sharing as joint
epistemic action transcends exchange of words
into other modes. What has been seen as a weakness in knowledge sharing can turn out to be
a strength: the complex and experience-based
knowledge might not be sharable, containable

and manageable in the same way that information or 1st order knowledge is. Nevertheless, it is
sharable, containable and manageable; it just calls
for new approaches and routines. The group presented in this article proved very open to solving
their problem with knowledge sharing by use of
new methods and invented their own approach.
Other groups and companies might benefit from
other methods. However, as the notion of our
societies and workplaces as knowledge intensive
becomes more accepted and the knowledge more
personal and specialized, new approaches are necessary. The emphasis on knowledge sharing as
knowledge co-creation follows the lines of empowering the employee as suggested by Qvortrup
in the introduction.
The first step is to understand in depth the concept of knowledge in a post-industrial age and to
embrace the fact that knowledge is not a uniform
concept. It is culture, context and purpose dependent. This calls for an epistemological framing
which can contain a more nuanced and diverse
concept and apply the appropriate approach to
knowledge sharing and co-creation.
Knowledge communication (as opposed to knowledge information) is an integrated part of knowledge management, and making use of more than
communication in words seems paramount. Integrating a metaphor analysis and joint epistemic
action in organizational knowledge communication therefore offers a new understanding of the
roles of the knowledge managers and knowledge
workers in knowledge expansion processes.
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Chapter 17
Contribution, Future Research and
Concluding Remarks

The initial question guiding this research project was: How do groups conceptualize knowledge metaphorically? Some approaches to answering that question have been presented in
this dissertation. This final chapter of the dissertation serves two purposes: 1) to summarize
the contributions as well as some possibilities for future research made possible by the
research in this dissertation, and 2) to conclude on behalf of the four contributions and on
that ground present an answer to the research question.

17.1

Contribution and Further Research

Based on the findings presented in chapter 7 and in the four contributions, potentials for new
studies and further research have opened up. Below, the contribution to theory, empirical
perspectives, and method are presented and followed by an outline of potential further
research.

17.1.1

Empirical Perspectives

A sample of six companies is obviously not enough to make statistical inferences about the
data presented. In order to be able to expand the method and get a better understanding
of the connection between building processes, attractors in behavior and metaphors in
language and gesture, a larger smaple in terms of groups would be appropriate. Doing
the study on groups in different types of disciplines, and both mono-disciplinary and
multidisciplinary groups would provide more data for a test of the hypothesis generated in
this study. The hypothesis is that if attractors are founded in the building and used across
modes and participants, then a stable schema is emerging. This is true in three out of six
cases in the dataset. Investigating this further would provide insight into whether or not
this hypothesis is statistically valid. In addition, it would be beneficial to investigate the
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dynamics of why this happens in some cases and not in others. Means to investigate this
could be looking at interaction, power relations or speech patterns. Expanding the study
to more companies would be very time-consuming, and it has therefore been outside the
scope and timeframe of the dissertation. However, it would deepen the understanding of
the value of the method if more studies were to be performed.

17.1.2

Theoretical Perspectives

The main theoretical contribution of the dissertation is the integration of 4E cognition,
metaphoricity in conversation, and knowledge communication theory. Looking at knowledge through the lens of metaphoricity makes evident that knowledge is indeed a metaphorical concept, and applying the layer of distributed and embodied cognition emphasizes
the need to regard knowledge as an embodied, extended, and distributed phenomenon.
Repeating the quote by Hutchins on page 19 underlines this point:
The emphasis on finding and describing “knowledge structures” that are somewhere
“inside” the individual encourages us to overlook the fact that human cognition is always
situated in a complex sociocultural world and cannot be unaffected by it. (Hutchins, 1995,
p. xiii)

To fill the gap of understanding knowledge as a concept in the contemporary knowledge
society, we might need to look somewhere else — not inside the knowledge worker — but
rather between knowledge workers and in their environment. Knowledge communication as well as knowledge management theory in turn can benefit from this ditributed
concept of knowledge in terms of establishing knowledge as a diverse phenomenon. If
the manager or the researcher needs to understand knowledge as a concept, looking at
it as a distributed, diverse and multifaceted concept rather than individual, dichotomous
or hierarchical concept might broaden the understanding. Knowledge work in terms of
communication, sharing, transfer or management is not a trivial task. Making it overly
simplified by appointing just one metaphor to it might narrow down the opportunities too
much. Combining the three levels of theory as is done in this dissertation has implications
for metaphor theory as it emphasizes the fact that metaphors do not necessarily emerge
as pre-existing schemata but rather as emerging schemata which are stable over some time.
This embodied and distributed notion of knowledge should be investigated further. As
mentioned in the footnote on page 43, a distributed concept of knowledge would affect
the knowledge taxonomies and thus the concept of knowledge in an educational setting
as such. This line of theory building on the basis of what has been revealed in the studies
above would further expand the orders of knowledge presented by Qvortrup and introduce
a distributed knowledge concept. Investigating metaphors for knowledge in taxonomies
and develop novel taxonomies for a distributed knowledge concept might prove interesting
in both an educational and a knowledge management setting.

17.1.3

Methodological Perspectives

The last perspective for further research is with regards to method. As the results of the
work presented in the four contributions form hypotheses, and since the methodological
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approach for the research as such is mixed methods, this calls for application of other
methods. The reflections on contribution and further research with regards to the method
perspective are thus the most elaborated perspective. The contribution in terms of method
in this dissertation is the triangulation of metaphor analysis. Integrating the elements of
joint epistemic action, attractors in multiple modes and metaphor analysis provides a novel
approach to investigating emergence of metaphors and metaphoricity in conversations.
One method which has been mentioned above and which was deliberately left out of the
research approach is a textual analysis. Doing a textual analysis of e.g. metaphors for
knowledge in the triple helix of universities, government and industry (Etzkowitz, 2003)
might provide interesting results on differences and similarities between the elements in the
helix and thus help in understanding some of the knowledge gaps in the knowledge society.
Such an analysis would be completely different from the approach to metaphor analysis
used in the articles above. It would call for a cleaner MIP analysis following the principles
of metaphor identification. Whether this type of analysis would show a conventionalized
metaphor usage or present a difference between the elements in the helix would be the
interesting research question. The reason why it was left out of this dissertation is precisely
because the methods and the view on metaphors would be different. The analyses of the six
companies and their conversation metaphors in comparison to the written and potentially
more deliberate and communicative metaphors are too big for a methodologically sound
comparison. However, it would be interesting to investigate to what degree the metaphors
found in the six companies are found in written texts as well. A completely different
approach in terms of method and based in the results of the dissertation would be to test
the findings of two categories of knowledge and find out which actions they call for. One
way of doing this would be to copy the studies made by Thibodeau and Boroditsky (2011)
and further developed by Steen, Reijnierse and Burgers (2014). The orginal study is a
survey study. Participants are presented with a short text presenting a metaphor or a
cluster of metaphors. After reading the text, the participants are asked to choose from a
list which action they would suggest based on what they read. The essential claim made
by Thibodeau and Boroditsky is that priming participants with certain metaphors will
affect their reasoning. They show this in a study made on two case texts. Participants
are primed by one of two texts and then asked questions about what advise they would
give for a solution. In one text, crime in a fictive city is a beast. In the second text, crime
is a virus. Thibodeau and Boroditsky conclude that if crime is a beast, participants are
more likely to turn to enforcement actions in comparison to a scenario where crime is
a virus. The study was modified by Steen, Reijnierse and Burgers who did not find the
same results. Rather, they conclude that it seems that there is an overall tendency to reason
about crime in terms of enforcement actions. One of the changes they did compared to
the original study was to include a control text free of metaphors in order to control for
preferences for one or the other solution. Here they found a tendency towards enforcement
actions. In addition, Steen, Reijnierse and Burgers added a condition to the study with only
one metaphor in the beginning of the text which is not supported by other metaphors.
This provides five instead of two conditions in the study. As I strongly agree with the
critique made by Steen, Reijnierse and Burgers in their follow-up study, I would base a
similar study on their remodeling of the original study. They conclude that the way people
reason after being exposed to a metaphor is correlated to how they feel about crime (in
this case) and other additional factors. Using this method as an extension of my research
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findings would serve two purposes: 1) to add to the body of theoretical understanding of
the link between metaphors and reasoning and 2) to further investigate how participants
would reason about knowledge when primed with different metaphors. The differences
in my set-up compared to Steen, Reijnierse and Burgers are the topic and the participant
pool. The participants should be knowledge professionals, e.g. managers, academics in
public and private companies or the like. A number of demographic questions would
be asked in addition to the text priming, e.g. age, gender, education, year of graduation,
current position, private/public sector. I would use the two metaphors found in the data
set presented above. The two metaphors found are: Knowledge is an object or Knowledge
is a personal asset. By use of paraphrased examples from the data set, the five conditions
would be constructed. The conditions would look like this:
Table 17.1: Conditions

No metaphors

Knowledge is an object

Knowledge is a personal asset

Control:
metaphor free text

Text with no
supporting metaphors

Text with no
supporting metaphors

Text with
supporting metaphors

Text with
supporting metaphors

After the demographic questions and one of the priming texts, participants would be asked
to provide advice based on their experience and on what they just read. The advice and
thus the reasoning that is possible to choose should match the two metaphorical concepts
presented in the texts.
This would provide data on:
1) if one metaphor more dominant than the others (the control group)
2) if the priming texts indeed prime towards a certain reasoning
3) if there is a noticeable difference between using supporting metaphors
4) how the demographic factors influence the reasoning
A study like this would provide an understanding of the metaphors for knowledge and how
they potentially affect reasoning. This in turn would be valuable to the understanding of the
concept of knowledge in a knowledge society: if knowledge workers base their reasoning
about knowledge on the presented metaphors in any given setting, then being aware of
what knowledge strategy is beneficial in which setting becomes even more important.

17.2

Concluding Remarks

The aim of this chapter is to sum up the findings in the four contributions of the dissertation
presented above. This is done by summing up the conclusions of the four contributions,
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presenting the accumulated conclusions and point to the main contributions of the dissertation.
At the end of chapter 5.2, I presented some pointers of theoretical expectations for a
metaphorical concept for knowledge. That is if cognition is regarded as distributed,
metaphors are understood as multimodal metaphoricity and knowledge is based in the
knower’s observations and experience. The groups which seem to succesfully co-create a
stable and shared metaphorical schema are making use og the three elements: They create,
modify and negotiate by use of a shared mode, the schema is present in more than one mode
and their concept of knowledge is complex and embraces both knowledge as something
which is objectified and as a personal asset situated in and between individuals.
Below, table 17.2 presents the focus and conclusions of each of the four contributions:
Table 17.2: The focus and conclusion of the four contributions

Contribution 1
Situating in
the discipline

Contribution 2
Method development

Contribution 3
Method development

Contribution 4
Method
application

Focus: the development in usage of
metaphors as management tools

Focus: Analyzing
the emergence of
metaphors for knowledge by use of a multimodal approach

Focus: Analyzing
metaphors for knowledge in dynamic
discourse

Focus: Applying the
methods in contributions 2 and 3 on a
new case and following the implementation of knowledge
sharing strategies

Conclusion:
Metaphors as a
manage- ment tool
have developed from
a communication
approach to include
an epistemic actionapproach

Conclusion: Groups
using a shared
mode create strong
metaphorical
schemata

Conclusion: Knowledge is conceptualized as a diverse
concept by groups
without causing controversy

Conclusion: In order to share knowledge, a group must
create new knowledge
together

As presented in table 17.2, the four contributions fall in three categories. Contribution 1
situates the topic of metaphors in management in general. Contributions 2 and 3 provide
new development to the intersection between metaphor research, dynamic conversation
analysis and joint epistemic action. Contribution 4 is an application and investigation of
the methods developed on a new case. The progression in the four contributions thus
move from situating the topic in the discipline to developing new methods by combining
known approaches in a novel way and ends by presenting how these methods can be applied
successfully in the discipline.
Returning to the opening quote by Qvortrup, the paradox of current research and practice is that there seems to be consensus about knowledge being a basic phenomenon in
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contemporary society. However, there is a lack of consensus regarding the definition of
knowledge.
This is the gap I wish to contribute to fill with this dissertation. The main contributions of
the dissertation to research as well as to practice are:
How metaphors emerge in conversations
The non-controversial diversity in the concept of knowledge
The effect of the above on knowledge working strategies.
The lack of clarity in the definition of knowledge in the knowledge society could very well
be due to the implicit nature of the concept. Knowledge is a common word and a concept
that most people in one way or the other are familiar with. The familiarity and implicit
nature of the concept of knowledge are exactly what is addressed by use of the methods
developed and applied above. Precisely because knowledge as a concept is implicit and
abstract, it can be revealed by metaphors and metaphoricity. Metaphors are less common
in conversations than in written text (Cameron et al., 2009), and looking at metaphoricity
as a means to coordinate behavior in the group therefore provides more insight into how
concepts are co-created and become stable metaphorical concepts within the conversation.
The nature of knowledge is context-dependent and purpose-dependent. If a group like the
one presented in Article 3 has a specific need for better knowledge-sharing strategies, then a
mapping of the participants’ concepts for knowledge is relevant in order to understand to
what degree they share or are able to create a shared and stable concept which leaves a trace
across time, participants and modes.
The conclusion on the basis of the above theoretical and empirical findings is that the
metaphorical concept for knowledge in knowledge intensive groups is co-created and stable
only when it is rooted in a shared mode, when it is the product of joint epistemic action
and when it is traceable over time in different modes and among participants. There is not
one but a variety of different metaphors for knowledge present in each knowledge intensive
group, and rather than trying to reduce the number of metaphorical concepts, managers
and knowledge workers can use this diversity to introduce adequate knowledge strategies.
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Dansk resumé

Vi lever i et videnssamfund. Det stiller krav til uddannelse, til samarbejde, til videndeling,
vidensoverførsel, vidensmedarbejdere, videnskommunikation og til ledelse. Men det stiller
også krav til vores forståelse af, hvad viden er.
Teoretisk er der mange vinkler på, hvad viden er. Det skitseres undertiden som en dikotomi
mellem tavs og eksplicit viden, som hierarkier fra data til information og viden eller som
ordner af refleksiv forholden sig til egen forståelse og indfældethed i verden.
I denne afhandling fokuseres på hvad viden er som metaforisk koncept i medarbejdergrupper i nystartede kreative virksomheder. Forskningsspørgsmålet, der er styrende for hele
afhandlingen er:
Hvordan konceptualiseres begrebet viden metaforisk af grupper?
Dette spørgsmål angribes fra to metodiske ståsteder: dels gennem analyse af metaforer
i dynamiske samtaler og dels gennem analyse af, hvordan et fælles metaforisk koncept
opstår i en gruppe. Lægges disse to lag sammen: hvordan en fælles metafor skabes og
hvilke metaforer der i så fald samskabes, giver det en dybere forståelse af kompleksiteten
og diversiteten af begrebet viden. Ydermere gives et fundament for at igangsætte passende
videndelingsstrategier.
Afhandlingens datagrundlag er seks samtaler med seks nystartede kreative virksomheder.
Derudover er der et enkelt eksempel på aktionsforskning fra en større dansk fødevareproducent. Alle syv grupper blev taget igennem den samme proces. Først byggede de tre
bygninger i legetøjsklodser af mærket LEGO Serious Play. Dernæst samtalede gruppen
om begrebet viden. Formålet med denne proces er at stille mere end ord til rådighed som
modus for kommunikationen mellem gruppens medlemmer. Dermed øges muligheden
for, at gruppen opnår at udvikle et metaforisk videnskoncept sammen, der er resultat af en
distribueret kognitiv proces frem for et antal individuelle processer.
Afhandlingen er en kompilering af fire bidrag foruden en indledende teoretisk og metodisk
indføring samt en perspektiverede afrunding. De fire bidrag er:
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1. Et bogkapitel til Handbook of Language and Metaphor, som udkommer i august
2016. Kapitlet fokuserer på hvordan metaforer som værktøj har været anvendt i
organisationer og i organisationsforskning. Metaforer er i mange år blevet set som
et kommunikationsredskab med det formål at forbedre forståelsen hos lytterne. I de
senere år er der opstået en tendens til også at anvende metaforer som et redskab til at
forstå medarbejderes holdning i fx forandringsprocesser og strategiarbejde. Således er
perspektivet blevet dobbelt. Metaforer i organisationsudvikling og ledelse kan både
være et kommunikationsredskab og et forståelsesredskab. Det er på denne basis, resten
af afhandlingen er bygget.
2. Første artikel omhandler hvordan metaforer opstår i grupper.
Denne artikel adresserer første del af forskningsspørgsmålet, nemlig hvordan fælles
metaforer opstår i grupper. Konklusionen fra artiklen er, at fælles metaforer opstår,
når gruppen anvender et fælles modus. Det er dog også klart fra dataindsamlingen, at
det ikke er nok at stille et fælles modus til rådighed for en gruppe. Ikke alle grupper
formår at skabe et fælles metaforisk koncept.
3. Anden artikel omhandler forskelligheden i metaforer for viden.
Denne artikel adresserer det andet aspekt af forskningsspørgsmålet: Hvilke metaforer
for viden opstår i gruppesamtalerne? Her er konklusionen, at grupperne har meget
forskelligartede metaforer for viden både på tværs af grupper og individer. Det forekommer dog ikke kontroversielt for grupperne at det forholder sig sådan. Når der arbejdes
med viden i grupper er det således blot centralt at være opmærksom på, at viden som
begreb er forskelligartet og som konsekvens heraf kan det gavne videndeling og andre
vidensrelaterede opgaver at de tilpasses det relevante vidensbegreb.
4. Tredje artikel er en applicering af den udviklede metode på en syvende virksomhed.
Det tredje og sidste bidrag i afhandlingen viser hvordan metoderne som er præsenteret i artikel 1 og 2 kan anvendes i en anden sammenhæng. Som aktionsforskning
blev samtaleprocessen anvendt på en gruppe, resultaterne blev foreholdt gruppen og
gruppen udviklede på den baggrund selv en ny videndelingstilgang, som kom deres
udfordring i møde. Konklusionen på dette eksempel er, at hvis blot gruppen er i stand
til gennem fælles epistemisk handlen at udtrykke den diversitet, de oplever i viden,
så kan denne udredning af kompleksiteten i viden hjælpe til at udvikle og anvende
tilpassede videndelingsstrategier.
Konklusionen på forskningsspørgsmålet er, baseret på de fire bidrag, at viden konceptualiseres meget forskelligt indenfor den enkelte gruppe af vidensmedarbejdere. Det kan
ydermere konkluderes at en multimodal analysetilgang, som anvender både analyse af
metaforer i sprog og gestik samt analyse af fælles epistemisk handlen giver både forskeren
og gruppen selv en dybere forståelse for kompleksiteten i begrebet viden.
Således er svaret på spørgsmålet om, hvordan vi bedst arbejder med viden i et videnssamfund,
at det bør gøres med respekt for nuancer, diversitet og kompleksitet og at viden som sådan
fordrer epistemisk handlen.
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English Summary

We live in a knowledge society. This fact places certain demands on education, cooperation,
knowledge sharing, knowledge transfer, knowledge workers, knowledge communication
and on management. However it also places demands on our perception of knowledge.
Theory would suggest a number of different answers to what knowledge is. It could be
outlined as a dichotomy between tacit and explicit knowledge, as a hierarchy from data over
information to knowledge or as orders of reflection upon ones own knowledge in relation
to the surrounding world.
In this dissertation the focus is on knowledge as a metaphorical concept in groups of
knowledge workers from creative start-ups. The research question of the dissertation is:
How is knowledge conceptualized metaphorically in groups?
This question is investigated from two methodological angles: through the analysis of
metaphors in dynamic conversations and through analysis of how a shared metaphorical
concept emerges in a group. Combined these two angles on analysis provide a deeper
understanding of the complexity and diversity of the concept of knowledge. Further it
provides a foundation for implementing appropriate knowledge-sharing strategies.
The dataset of the dissertation consists of six conversations of six creative startups. In
addition one case from a large Danish food production company was studied. All seven
groups were taken through the same process. First they built three buildings in toy bricks
of the brand LEGO Serious Play. Then the group conversed on the concept of knowledge.
The purpose of this process was to provide more than words as a mode for communication
between the participants in each group. Thus increasing the opportunity for the group
to co-create a metaphorical concept of knowledge as the result of a distributed cognitive
process rather than a number of individual processes.
The dissertation is a compilation of four contributions in addition to an introductory part
on theory and methodology and a concluding part. The four contributions are:
1. A book chapter for Handbook of Language and Metaphor to be published in August
2016. The chapter focuses in how metaphors have been used as a tool in management
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and managerial and organizational research. For many years metaphors have been
looked upon as tools for communication aimed at improving the listener’s understanding. Recent research has shown a tendency towards using metaphors as tools for
understanding employees and their attitude and feelings in e.g. change processes and
strategy work. Thus the perspective is dual. Metaphors in organizational development
and management can act as both tools for communication and tools for understanding.
It is on this foundation the rest of the dissertation is written.
2. The first article is concerned with how metaphors emerge in groups. This article
addresses the first part of the research question regarding how shared metaphors
emerge in groups. The conclusion from this article is that shared metaphors emerge
when a group uses a shared mode. Further it is evident from the data collected that
simply making a shared mode available is not enough. Not all groups are capable of
co-creating a shared metaphorical concept.
3. The second article is concerned with the diversity of metaphors for knowledge. This
article addresses the second part of the research question: Which metaphors for knowledge emerge in the group conversations? With this perspective on the data, the
conclusion is, that groups present many different metaphors for knowledge between
both participants and groups. This, however seems uncontroversial to the groups.
When working with knowledge in groups it is thus essential to bear in mind that
knowledge as a concept is diverse and as a consequence of this fact knowledge sharing
and other knowledge related tasks benefit from adjustment to the relevant concept of
knowledge.
4. In the third article the developed methods are applied on a seventh company. The third
and last contribution of the dissertation shows how the methods presented in articles
1 and 2 can be applied in a different context. The process was applied on a group as
an action research project. The results from the analysis were presented to the group
and on that basis the group developed a completely new knowledge sharing approach.
The conclusion is that a group that is able to express the diversity of knowledge they
experience can also detangle the complexity of knowledge and further develop and
employ adjusted knowledge sharing strategies.
Based on the four contributions, the conclusion drawn with regards to the research question
is that knowledge is conceptualized in multiple ways by groups of knowledge workers.
Further, it can be concluded that a multimodal approach to analysis, taking into account
the analysis of metaphors in language, gesture as well as joint epistemic action provides the
researcher as well as the group itself with a deeper understanding of the complexity of the
concept of knowledge.
Hence the answer to the question of how we can improve working with knowledge in a
knowledge society is, that it is best done with respect for nuances, diversity and complexity
and that knowledge as such calls for joint epistemic action.
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Appendices

In the following the codings of the six cases (C1-C6) is are presented. Each company is
represented by sheets containing the following collums:
Time relative: Time stamp in the video
Subject: Participant number C# refers to company and P# refer to participant
Behaviour: See chapter 7.3.2. for a detailed description
Modifier 1: Supporting gesture: before, during or after language
Modifier 2: Language metaphoricity: Knowledge is somthing personal
Modifier 3: Language metaphoricity: Knowledge is an object
Attractor: The attractors of behaviour in the utterances (illustrated in the attractor
plots in chapter 7.4)
Metaphor: Lingustic metaphors in language
Supported by gesture: Language metaphor supported in gesture Y/N (Metaphors and
support in gesture are illustrated in the metaphor plots in chapter 7.4)
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Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During

Showing/building
Before
Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During
Object
Object
Object
Object
Object
Object
Object
Object
Object

646.48 C1&P3
647.96 C1&P1

C1&P4
C1&P3
C1&P2
C1&P2
C1&P4
C1&P1
C1&P1
C1&P4
C1&P3
C1&P4
C1&P4
C1&P4
C1&P4

C1&P4
C1&P4
C1&P2
C1&P1
C1&P4
C1&P5
C1&P3

671
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672
672.96
820.52
826
832
858.6
859
884
886
886.4
890.88

890.88
892.44
893.3
895
896
900.64
902.5

Supporting/language
During
Supporting/language
During
Object
Object
Object
Object
Personal

Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During

C1&P1
C1&P4
C1&P4
C1&P1
C1&P1

385.16
391.07
425.08
430.04
446.12

Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During
Showing/building
After
Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During

C1&P3
C1&P4
C1&P4
C1&P4
C1&P3
C1&P3

Fragile
Fragile
Develops
Grows
Grows
Develops
Grows
Grows
Develops

Grows

Modifier_3

Develops
Develops
Develops
Can/be/found
An/asset/of/a/person

Modifier_1Modifier_2

Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During

71.12
82
99.62
153.83
350.59
377.48

28.82 C1&P1
62 C1&P3

Time_Relative_sf
Subject Behavior

Upwards
Upwards

Upwards
Upwards

Upwards
Upwards

Upwards
Upwards
Upwards

Upwards

Attractor

Find

Total

Fragile
Fragile
Develop
Grow
Grow
Develop
Grow
Become/bigger
Develop
Y

Viden/er/jo/ikke/så/.../så/skrøbelig
Jo/viden/er/skøbelig
viden,/viden/skal/jo/også/hele/tiden/udvikle/sig,/eller/bliver/den/jo/out&dated
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vi/sidder/med/forskellige/kompetencer/inde/i/lige/præcis/den/afdeling/der

skal/vi/bare/sige/at/bordet/det/er/gulvet?/[cirkel&bevægelse/med/højre/hånd]
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med/alle/fingre/på/begge/hænder/og/nogle/små/firkanter/til/højre/for]
[små,/lukkede]/viser/en/barriere/med/begge/hænder/i/luften
[ligesom/sådan/nogle,/køer/står/i]/viser/tre/små/rum/med/begge/hænder,/meget/hurtigt/
man/kan/selv/bestemme/hvor/meget/man/åbner/og/lukker/[viser/en/dør/der/går/op/mod/venstre/]
ligesom/bib&bib&spil/[viser/noget/der/går/opad/i/ryk]/
[viser/et/grundplan,/og/søjler/på/bordet/og/en/trappe]
noget/der/bliver/større/inde/fra/midten/af/[viser/noget/der/går/udad/med/begge/hænder,/
cirkelformet,/gentager/bevægelsen/to/gange]
så/går/det/derfra/[samme/bevægelse/som/P1/men/oppe/i/luften]
der/vokser/noget/ud/derfra/[viser/en/opadgående/bevægelse/med/højre/hånd]
[viser/forskellige/kompetencer/ved/at/pege/i/forskellige/retninger/med/højre/pegefinger]
det/hele/hænger/jo/så/sammen/i/teams/[tegner/nogle/cirkler/i/luften/over/bygningen]
der/bare/tager/af/al/erfaring/[kører/først/højre/pege/finger/rundt/i/luften/og/derefter/knyttes/
hånden/og/der/laves/større,/langsommere/cirkler]/
bruger/af/alles/erfaringer/[kører/højre/pegefinger/hen/over/alle/klodserne]
[altså/hvor/det/går/opad]/viser/med/begge/hænder/noget/der/går/opad/fra/bordet/og/op/over/
hovedhøjde
opap/[laver/samme/bevægelse/som/P4]
altså/skal/den/bare/opad?/[laver/samme/bevægelse/som/P4]

Metaphor Support=by=gesture=Y/N
Comment

Appendix for C1
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C1&P1
C1&P5
C1&P3
C1&P2
C1&P2
C1&P3

1329.84
1349.32
1353.6
1396
1400
1402.4

1403.48 C1&P3
1442.04 C1&P3

Personal
Supporting/language
During
Supporting/language
Before
Object
Object
Supporting/language
During
Object
Supporting/language
During
Object
Object
Object
Supporting/language
During
Object
Supporting/language
During
Supporting/language
Before
Object
Supporting/language
After
Object
Personal
Supporting/language
Before
Personal
Object
Object
Object
Supporting/language
During
Personal
Personal
Object
Object

C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P4
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C1&P3
C1&P4
C1&P3
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C1&P4
C1&P4
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P4
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P5
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P2
C1&P2
C1&P4
C1&P4
C1&P3
C1&P4
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909.08
909.8
911.36
913
913
924.5
925.28
925.48
927.52
957.5
960.28
964.32
964.32
968.64
969
969
972.12
976.16
976.36
981
985
1020.04
1027.12
1027.76
1143.08
1160.36
1180.28
1264.12

Supporting/language
During
Personal

Object
Object
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal

Supporting/language
During

902.68 C1&P3

[peger/rundt/på/deltagerne/og/så/i/retning/af/kontoret]
så/derfor/er/det/lidt/svært/at/bygge/det/ved/siden/af/hinanden,/hvem/ved/mest/om/hvad/og/
An/asset/of/a/person
Upwards
Measure
Y
hvordan/måler/vi/det
Upwards
[viser/niveauer/med/begge/hænder,/håndflader/nedad]
Upwards
[viser/den/opadgående/bevægelse/men/i/mindre/skala]
Develops
Upwards
så/er/vi/et/tårn
Fragile
Upwards
et/lidt/skrøbeligt/tårn/.../i/blæsevejr/.../men
Upwards
[holder/hænderne/frem/foran/kroppen/og/fører/dem/frem/og/tilbage]
Commodity
Upwards
Build
Y
de/behøver/nemlig/ikke/selv/bygge/al/det/viden
Upwards
[viser/en/opadgående/bevægelse/med/højre/hånd,/flad/håndflade/vendt/mod/bordpladen]
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Build
de/behøves/nemlig/ikke/bygge/det
Commodity
Grab
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Knowledge/sharing
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Share
Y
vidensdeling/er/måske/sådan/lidt/her,/fordi/det/er/sådan/en/spids/og/bare/går/opad
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[viser/en/bevægelse/op/og/ned/med/begge/hænder,/albuerne/på/bordet]
Levels
Upwards
Ja/men/på/den/måde/kan/man/jo/bruge/stigerne
Upwards
[peger/med/højre/pegefinger/op/og/ned/på/tårnet]
Upwards
[peger/på/tårnet/og/efterligner/derefter/kravle&bevægelse]
Levels
Upwards
det/er/ikke/kun/kunderne/vi/kan/også/selv/komme/op
Upwards
[laver/en/kravlebevægelse/med/begge/hænder]
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share
Y
men/vi/deler/heller/ikke/så/meget/viden/kan/man/sige
An/asset/of/a/person
fordi/vi/sidder/med/så/specifikke/områder
[viser/to/områder/med/hver/hånd/på/bordpladen]
An/asset/of/a/person
Knowledge/sharing
vi/er/gode/til/at/sådan/gå/til/hinanden/hvis/der/er/nogen/der/ved/noget/om/noget
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share
ja/ja/så/vi/deler
Commodity
Package
det/der/det/er/den/samlede/pakke/man/får/som/kunde/hos/(virksomhedsnavnC1)
Levels
Upwards
den/er/kuperet/og/den/er/sjov/at/komme/op/ad
Upwards
[viser/en/zigzag&bevægelse/opad/tånet]
An/asset/of/a/person
People
jeg/synes/måske/at/viden/her/det/er/altså/mennesker
An/asset/of/a/person
Bound/to/people jeg/binder/måske/viden/sådan/meget/op/på/et/menneske
Commodity
det/er/jo/de/ansattes/kompetence/(...)/som/man/sælger
From/books/education/IT
From/education dels/er/det/jo/fra/uddannelse/for/os/der/kommer/direkte/fra/uddannelse
der/kommer/jo/produkter/ud/til/sidst,/så/man/kan/jo/se/det/sort/på/hvidt/om/en/person/har/haft/
Commodity
Have
viden/omkring/det,/han/eller/hun/har/lavet
Develops
Develop
der/er/hele/tiden/behov/for/at/udvikle/sin/viden
Inside/a/person
og/suge/kompetencer/til/sig
An/asset/of/a/person
finder/sådan/sine/kerneområder/og/dykker/længere/ned/i/dem
An/asset/of/a/person
og/udvikler/dem/meget/mere
Inside/the/company
Sit/with
Y
i/forhold/til/den/viden/vi/sidder/med/i/virksomheden/i/dag
[viser/en/kugleformet/from/på/bordet/med/begge/hænder,/fingre/adskilt/og/hænder/ti/cm/fra/
hinanden]
An/asset/of/a/person
Disappear
så/på/den/måde/så/kan/viden/godt/forsvinde/fra/virksomheden
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Y

C1&P4
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P4
C1&P4
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P5
C1&P4
C1&P1
C1&P2
C1&P1

C1&P5
C1&P5
C1&P5
C1&P5

C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3
C1&P3

1523.96
1568.28
1574.04
1621
1623.52
1657.68
1671.84
1679.96
1716.92
1719.72
1725.68
1752.16
1762
1854.03
1854.08
1869.32
1870.36
1972.96
1982.17
1982.24
2030.04
2067.72
2073.2
2091.16
2093.92

2107.92
2107.94
2118.22
2118.28

2138.88
2140.52
2148.52
2148.52
2156.04
2235
2323.92

Upwards
Upwards
Upwards
Upwards
Upwards

Levels
Tower
Commodity
Sell
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share

Levels

Levels

vi/har/sådan/her/inden/for/kommunikation/og/sådan/her/inden/for/web/og/sådan/her/inden/for/web
[viser/i/luften/barer/for/niveauer]
vil/vi/jo/ikke/sidde/og/lave/kasser/i/forhold/til/hvor/vores/kasser/er/størst
[bevæger/højre/hånd/op/og/ned/med/flad/hånd/og/håndfladen/nedad]
så/samlet/set/så/er/vi/et/tårn/af/viden
altså/man/kan/sige/vi/sælger/jo/viden/i/Mindmill
kunne/dele,/der/vidensdeler/vi/i/hvert/fald

Object
Supporting/language
During
Object
Supporting/language
During
Object
Object
Object

Moves/around

der/er/noget/viden,/der/ikke/kommer/med/derover/på/samme/måde
[viser/en/lille/kugleform/med/begge/hænder/til/venstre/for/kroppen/og/lader/den/bevæge/sig/mod/
Supporting/language
During
højre]
Personal
An/asset/of/a/person
Have
det/er/ikke/alle/der/skal/have/viden/om/alt
Personal
An/asset/of/a/person
så/der/holder/vi/den/specifik/for/dem/der/skal/vide/det
Object
Moves/around
Hand/over Y
holdt/minikurser/i/noget/af/det/han/vidste/som/var/vigtigt/at/det/blev/givet/videre
Supporting/language
During
[viser/en/form/mod/venstre/for/kroppen/og/lader/den/rotere/ind/mod/sig]
Object
From/books/education/IT
der/er/jo/også/ekstremt/meget/viden/i/(IT&system)
Object
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share
vidensdeling
Object
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share
vidensdeling
Object
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share
vidensdeler/flere/gange/dagligt
Object
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share
hov/nu/vidensdeler/vi
Object
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share
vi/har/produktionsmøde/men/det/er/jo/ikke/sådan/rigtig/vidensdeling
Object
Moves/around Knowledge/sharing
Move
(i/større/virksomheder)er/der/rigtig/meget/viden/der/ikke/kommer/rundt
Object
Knowledge/sharing
Share
dele/viden
Not/supporting/langugae
During
[viser/en/firkantet/form/der/står/på/bordet]
Personal
An/asset/of/a/person
sådan/en/viden/eller/sådan/en/personlig/relation/er/svær/at/samle/op/på
Not/supporting/langugae
Before
[laver/en/cirkel&bevægelse/med/begge/hænder/rundt/om/en/akse/foran/kroppen]
Object
Moves/around
(der/er/så/meget/know&how)/som/vi/ikke/får/rundt
Object
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share
Y
så/er/der/jo/så/en/vidensdeling
Supporting/language
During
Knowledge/sharing
[tegner/en/cirkel/på/bordet/med/højre/pegefinger]
Object
Knowledge/sharing
Knowledge/sharing
Share
og/så/bliver/der/vidensdelt/ud/fra/det
Personal
Experience/becomes/knowledge
Experience/becomes/knowledge
den/erfaring/vi/får/til/os/den/bliver/jo/til/viden
Personal
Experience/becomes/knowledge
Experience/becomes/knowledge
det/er/ikke/altid/de/positive/erfaringer/der/giver/den/gode/viden
Object
Facts
viden/det/er/også/sådan/meget/faktuelt
Object
From/books/education/IT
Read
der/er/viden/måske/noget/man/kan/læse/sig/til
Object
Truth
Truth
viden/er/jo/sandhed,/kan/man/sige
[viser/noget/fladt/ved/at/køre/håndfladerne/fra/midten/og/udad/lige/over/bordet/og/noget/højt/ved/
Supporting/language
During
Upwards
at/vise/tånet]
Object
Levels
Upwards
så/den/ene/var/meget/flad/og/den/anden/var/utrolig/høj
Supporting/language
During
Upwards
[holder/venstre/hånd/stabilt/i/luften/og/lægger/nogen/oven/på/med/højre/hånd]
Object
Levels
Upwards
People
Y
Viden/det/er/fordi/der/kommer/bare/flere/og/flere/medarbejder/så/det/bygger/bare/op

Object

1523.28 C1&P4

Object
Object
Object
Personal
Using9bricks
Object

Object
Object
Using9bricks
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C2(P1
C2(P5
C2(P2
C2(P2

C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5

1095.16
1099.6
1103.88
1119.36

1129.04
1136.08
1136.6
1277.48

Personal
Personal
Object
Using9bricks
Object

1389.4
1397.88
1407.56
1407.64
1410.16

1410.16 C2(P4
1412.44 C2(P4

During

Before

After

During

After

During

During

Modifier_1

Supporting9language
During
Object

Object

1377.04 C2(P5

C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P4
C2(P4
C2(P4

Object
Personal

1305.52 C2(P5
1323.28 C2(P4

Personal
Using9bricks
Object
Object

Object

1089.56 C2(P1

C2(P4
C2(P5
C2(P4
C2(P2
C2(P1
C2(P1

1065.08
1072.52
1074.56
1075.64
1086.84
1086.96

Object
Using9bricks
Object
Object
Using9bricks
Object
Personal
Using9bricks
Personal

Behavior

Personal
Personal

C2(P3
C2(P3
C2(P4
C2(P2
C2(P2
C2(P2
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P2

1031.52 C2(P5
1048.84 C2(P5

978.6
979.56
980.76
982.28
982.44
990.24
1023.68
1026.76
1029.36

Time_Relative_sf
Subject

Foundation
Foundation

Foundation

Modifier_3

Can9be9contained

Foundation

Fragmentet

Levels

Foundation

Foundation

Relational
Relational
Foundation
Foundation
Foundation

Can9be9added9or9acquired

Foundation
Inside9the9company

Commodity
Can9be9added9or9acquired

Inside9the9company

Inside9a9person
Inside9a9person

Relational
Relational

Foundation
Foundation
Foundation
Foundation
Foundation
Foundation
Relational
Relational

Attractor

Moves9around Relational
Foundation
Foundation

Fragmentet

Moves9around

Fragmentet
Facts
Fragmentet
An9asset9of9a9person

An9asset9of9a9person
An9asset9of9a9person

An9asset9of9a9person

Foundation
An9asset9of9a9person

Modifier_2

Fragmented

People
Brain

Foundation
Core

Get

Have

Knowledge9bowl

Pull
Foundation

Fragmented
Exist
Differentiated

People

Foundation
More9heads

Foundation
Foundation

Foundation

Metaphor

Y

Y

Y

jeg9har9bygget9sådan9en9bil9her...9viden9der9ehh
det9kan9også9være9en9der9trækker9en9...9i9en9anden9retning9...9lige9
pludslig
det9du9siger9med9at9der9kommer9nogle9nye9til9brainstorms,9det9
kan9så9trække9hele9videns9ehh
ja9det9kan9rykke9hele9vidensfundamentet
kører9frem9og9tilabge9med9bilen
en9vidensboule
hele9tiden9nå,9men9det9kan9vi9jo9faktisk9godt9håndtere9det9her9og9
vi9har9rent9fatisk9noget9viden9om9det9her
[tager9et9grønt9flag9og9sætter9det9på9bygningen]
som9vi9så9kan9sælge9og9flage9med9at9vi9ved
det9er9den9viden9vi9for9nylig9har9fået9omkring9partnerskaber
jeg9synes9der9er9en9grundlæggende9som9firmaet9nærmest9er9
startet9på,9faglig9viden9som9alt9egentlig9er9bygget9op9omkring
det9er9hjertet9i9det9hele.9Kernen
klodserne9repræsenterer9ligesom9en9eller9anden9afart9af9den9
viden9som9vi9både9har9og9som9vi9hele9tiden9får9...9mere9af
der9er9noget9der9repræsenterere9at9viden9ikke9kommer9i9...9det9
kommer9sjældent9i9ikke,9hvad9hedder9sådan9noget,9det9kommer9
sjældent9i9umenneskelig9form
det9er9altid9i9form9af9nogle9andre....9hjerner
det9med9at9der9blev9bygget9et9fundament
[peger9på9fundamentet9i9bygningen]
lægge9sten9oven9på9sten
[viser9niveuaer9med9venstre9hånd9opadgående,9flad9hånd9og9
håndfladen9nedad]
det9er9mere9fragmenteret

det9er9noget9grund
[tager9en9plade9og9lægger9den9på9bordet]
et9fundament
måske9et9stærkt9fundament
[sætter9dubloklodser9på9pladen9som9P39lagde9frem]
det9er9bare9fordi9det9er9et9stærkt9fundament
viden9er9jo9i9høj9grad9flere9hovder
[sætter9en9figur9med9mange9hoveder9på9fundamentet]
tænker9bedre9end9et
og9hver9gang9der9er9et9nyt9hoved9med9fx9i9en9brainstorm,9så9ved9vi9
noget9mere
nye9mennesker9ved9mere
og9så9er9der9den9yderst9fragmenterede9viden9som9bare9er9alt9
muligt9forskelligt,9det9er9ikke9noget9man9bare9bygger9videre9på,9
det9er9noget9der9sådan
det9er9noget9der9findes,9eller9hvad
noget9som9bare9er9lidt9forskelligartet
men9også9at9vi9speci9altså9at9vi9er9sådan9specialieserede

Support=by=gesture=Y/N
Comment

Column11

Column12
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Supporting9language
During
Supporting9language
During
Object
Using9bricks Before
Object

1420.04
1424.2
1426.6
1442.84
1449.72

Object

Supporting9language
During

Object
Supporting9language
During

Personal
Personal

Supporting9language
During

Personal
Object
Supporting9language
During

Supporting9language
Before
Personal

Object
Object

Personal
Personal
Supporting9language
During
Personal
Personal
Personal

Object
Supporting9language
During

1466.52 C2(P5

1467.52 C2(P5

1470.96 C2(P5
1470.96 C2(P5

1495.92 C2(P5
1513.2 C2(P2

1515.28 C2(P2

1541.24 C2(P5
1560.2 C2(P5
1560.2 C2(P5

1568.48 C2(P5
1568.6 C2(P5

1578.64 C2(P5
1584.84 C2(P5

C2(P4
C2(P4
C2(P4
C2(P4
C2(P4
C2(P4

1680
1684.72
1684.72
1689.72
1707.7
1709

1804.12 C2(P2
1807.48 C2(P2

C2(P4
C2(P4
C2(P4
C2(P5
C2(P5

Object
Object

1416.2 C2(P4
1420.04 C2(P4

During

Using9bricks

1412.44 C2(P4

Relational
Relational
Relational
Relational
Relational
Relational

Relational

Relational

Relational
Relational

Foundation
Foundation

Foundation

Foundation

Can9be9added9or9acquired

Between9people
Between9people
Between9people

Between9people
An9asset9of9a9person

Moves9around
Moves9around

Inside9the9company

Inside9the9company
Levels

Between9people
Between9people

Levels

Levels

Collection

Play9ball

People

Process

Static
Fluid

Level
Level

Interaction

Interaction

Build

Move

Foundation

Foundation

Foundation

Connected

Foundation

Foundation

Connected
Build

Fragmentet

Fragmentet
Levels

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

[peger9på9bygningen]
viden9hænger9nogle9gange9sammen9på9nogle9komplekse9måder9
som9man9ikke9lige9kan9forudsige
det9bygger9ikke9bare9oven9på9hinanden
[lægger9skiftevis9den9ene9og9den9anden9håndflade9over9den9
anden]
[laver9en9veksel(bevægelse9med9begge9hænder]
men9hænger9sammen9på9komplekse9måder
[kører9med9bilen]
kommer9der9noget9udefra9som9trækker9hele9fundamentet
vi9ved9en9hel9masse,9men9vi9flytter9den9viden9og9putter9oven9på9
den9her9vide
[viser9en9form9med9begge9hænder9til9venstre9for9kroppen9på9
bordet9og9flytter9formen9mod9højre]
vi9ved9en9hel9masse9om9musik,9følelser,9branding9og9marketing9og9
det9putter9vi9så9ovenpå9en9ny9verden
[gentager9samme9gestik9som9før]
det9er9svært9at9vise9det9sociale9og9følelsesmæssige9aspekt9af9
viden.9Med9LEGO
viden9er9jo9også9interaktion,9hvordan9vi9omgås9hinanden
[bevæger9begge9hænder9frem9og9tilbage9i9forhold9til9hinanden9
frem9foran9kroppen]
der9hvor9vores9viden9som9virksomhed9er9på9sit9højeste9det9er9når9
vi9sidder9sammen
så9løfter9hele9niveauet9sig
[fører9højre9hånd9opad9med9flad9hånd,9håndfladen9nedad]
[laver9små9kastebevægelser9fra9højre9mod9venstre9med9højre9
hånd]
og9så9kommer9der9ind9i9mellem9viden9ind9udefra
så9viden9det9bliver9meget9statisk9i9den9her9LEGO(figur,9og9det9er9
det9ikke
det9er9mere9flydende
nogle9mennesker9der9har9gået9op9og9ned9ad9hinanden9i9lang9tid9og9
oparbejdet9noget9viden
hvis9man9tager9hver9person9ud9ville9det9ikke9være9det9samme
[tager9med9pincetgreb9to9ting9ud]
mellemmenneskelig9viden.9Organisatorisk9viden
samspil
man9spiller9bold9med9hinanden
viden9i9virksomheden9virker9også9meget9som9en9samling9af9
specialeviden
[viser9en9stor9rund9form9med9begge9hænder9foran9sig9i9luften]
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Supporting9language
During
Personal
Object
Object

Supporting9language
During
Personal

Object
Supporting9language
During
Supporting9language
During
Supporting9language
During
Object
Supporting9language
During

C2(P5
C2(P2
C2(P2
C2(P5

2266.04
2316.4
2349.84
2440.6

2440.6 C2(P5
2458.32 C2(P5

2489.72
2489.72
2493
2498.4
2532.76
2541.08

Personal
Object
Object
Personal
Object
Object

2599.44
2734.04
2738.36
2740.88
2742.64
2767.04

Object
Object

Object
Not9supporting9langugae
During
Object

2772.72 C2(P4
2787.44 C2(P4

2801.72 C2(P5
2812.32 C2(P5
2812.32 C2(P5

C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P4

Object

2542.28 C2(P5

C2(P3
C2(P3
C2(P3
C2(P3
C2(P5
C2(P5

Supporting9language
During
Object

2213.6 C2(P2
2265 C2(P5

Move
Share

Knowledge9sharing

Storage
Knowledge9bank

Suck

Find9in9books

Live

Translate
Protect
Protect

Layer

Translate

Foundation
Hand9over

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Invent
Piece9together Y

Perspective

Can9be9contained

Can9be9contained
Can9be9contained

Experience9becomes9knowledge
From9books/education/IT
Can9be9found
Inside9a9person
From9books/education/IT
Knowledge9sharing

Can9be9contained

Can9be9contained

Develops

Inside9the9company

An9asset9of9a9person
Commodity
Commodity

Levels

An9asset9of9a9person

Metonymic9reference9to9building
During
Personal
An9asset9of9a9person
Personal
Between9people
Personal
Inside9the9company
Personal
Inside9the9company
Supporting9language
Before
Personal
Inside9the9company
Supporting9language
During
Object
Foundation
Personal
Between9people
Supporting9language
During

Personal

C2(P2
C2(P2
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P5
C2(P1
C2(P1

2211.84 C2(P2

1815.92
1842
1907.6
2033
2036.96
2036.96
2042.56
2042.56
2048.52
2168
2169.76

hvordan9kan9jeg9som9den9med9mest9erfaring9putte9det9jeg9ved9ind
[skubber9ud9med9begge9hænder9mod9de9øvrige9deltagere]
hvordan9kan9jeg9dele9den

nu9er9vi9ved9at9have9landet9nogle9bokse9som9vi9kan9putte9tingene9i
så9går9de9(erfaring9og9viden)9stort9set9hånd9i9hånd9i9hvert9fald9hvis9
vi9snakker9virksomhedens9viden
der9er9en9masse9viden9du9godt9kan9finde9i9nogle9bøger
viden9er9der
nu9skal9du9bare9have9den9suget9ind9i9din9hjerne
og9puttet9den9ned9på9noget9papir9så9du9kan9blive9færdig
eksplicitere9viden
lavet9et9intranet9hvor9vi9deler9noget9og9sådan9digital9lagring9af9
erfaring9og9viden9og9ting9man9gør9sig
min9egen9vidensbank

[trækker9med9højre9hånd9og9siger9rive9i9nogle9forskellige9
retninger]
vidensperspektiver
viden9ved9at9gøre9og9spørge9og9trække9på9andre
vi9er9tit9nødt9til9at9opfinde9vores9egen9viden
stykke9vores9egne9indsigter9og9viden9sammen
tager9ting9med9begge9hænder9og9tager9dem9ind9mod9sig9selv
som9så9til9sammen9giver9nå,9men9vi9ved9det9her
[sætter9noget9på9bordet9med9begge9hænder]
vi9har9ikke9en9grundfaglig9viden
det9føler9man9som9viden9givet9videre
[laver9en9bevægelse9med9begge9hænder9væk9fra9sig9selv]
jeg9ved9en9hel9masse9men9det9skal9oversættes9til9en9anden9form9
for9viden
[laver9en9stor9cirkel9med9højre9pegefinger9og9derfor9en9række9
små]
så9skal9man9pludselig9have9sådan9et9lag9ovenpå9sin9viden
[viser9et9lag9med9højre9hånds9tommelfinger9nederst9og9resten9af9
fingrene9øverst]
Det9er9en9udfordring.9At9oversætte9sin9viden
selvfølgelig9skal9vi9også9passe9på9vores9viden
vi9skal9virkelig9passe9på9vores9viden.9Nej9det9skal9vi9faktisk9ikke
[holder9noget9foran9sig9med9begge9hænder9og9tager9det9mod9sig9i9
små9ryk]
det9er9der,9den9(viden)9bor
det9er9som9med9penge9man9giver,9det9er9mere9en9investment,9
man9får9altid9mere,9så9det9er9mere9giv9dem,9alt9så
[giver9penge9ind9midt9på9bordet9med9højre9hånd]
[Ved9Får:9bevægelse9ind9mod9kroppen]
[Ved9Giv9dem,9slår9ud9med9armene]
lige9nu9prøver9vi9faktisk9at9kategorisere9den9viden9vi9har
[putter9noget9ned9i9nogle9kasser9med9begge9hænder]
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Supporting3language
During

Object

1030.68 C3)P1

1034.56 C3)P1

Supporting3language
Before

Object
Object

Supporting3language
During

Supporting3language
Before
Object

1049.2 C3)P2
1053.52 C3)P2

1054.52 C3)P2

1055.84 C3)P2
1056.04 C3)P2

Personal

1048.96 C3)P2

1035.3 C3)P1

Supporting3language
During

Supporting3language
During

1023.76 C3)P1

1035 C3)P1

Object
Object

1008.04 C3)P1
1023.28 C3)P1

Showing3building
During
Showing3building
During

702.68 C3)P2
790.6 C3)P1

Attractor

Moves3around

From3books/education/IT
From3books/education/IT

Modifier_3

Get

Share

Expand
Play

Metaphor

From3books/education/IT
In3the3body Absorb

From3books/education/IT
From3books/education/IT

Inside3the3company

Modifier_1Modifier_2

Showing3building
During

Behavior

580.64 C3)P1

Time_Relative_sf
Subject

Y

Y

der3er3det3meget3tydeligt3at3det3er3en3viden3man3får
altså3nu3sætter3jeg3mig3ned
[laver3en3form3på3bordet3foran3sig3med3begge3
hænder]
[holder3begge3hænder3frem3med3håndfladerne3op3
og3bøjer3albuerne3så3hænderne3vender3ind3mod3
brystet]
for3at3absorbere3noget3viden

[holder3begge3hænder3ud3ved3siden3af3kroppen3med3
håndfladerne3udad3og3skubber3noget3ind3på3bordet3
med3at3samle3hænderne3ind3midt3på3bordet]
hvad3er3det3for3en3følelse3det3der3med3at3bringe3
viden3ind
[fører3hænderne3sammen3med3lillefingrene3kørende3
på3bordet]
og3hvordan3gør3vi3det3så3fælles3altså3hvordan3gør3vi3
det3til3en3fælles3viden
[holder3venstre3hånd3stille,3liggende3på3bordet3med3
håndfladen3mod3højre3og3skubber3to3gange3med3
højre3hånd3hen3mod3den3venstre]

Support=by=gesture=Y/N
Comment
[laver3en3linje3på3bordet]3jeg3får3sådan3et3billede3af3
et3menneske3og3alt3det3der3ligger3omme3bagved
[viser3en3rund3form3med3begge3hænder3ved3siden3af3
bygningen]
[viser3to3bygninger3mere3med3sine3hænder]
jeg3har3købt3nogle3bøger3for3lige3som3at3udvide3
vores3viden
Y
den3viden,3hvordan3vi3kan3bringe3det3i3spil
[tager3noget3i3luften3til3højre3for3kroppen3med3
begge3hænder3og3placerer3noget3på3bordet3med3
begge3hænder3lige3foran3sig3i3en3trekant)form]
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Personal

1092.2 C3)P1

Supporting3language
During
Object

Supporting3language
During
Object

Supporting3language
During
Object

Supporting3language
During
Personal

Supporting3language
During
Personal

1137.56 C3)P2
1139 C3)P2

1139 C3)P2
1139.5 C3)P2

1139.5 C3)P2
1144.84 C3)P2

1144.84 C3)P2
1151.72 C3)P2

Personal

1131.3 C3)P2

1131.3 C3)P2
1137.56 C3)P2

Personal

1106.72 C3)P1

Using3bricks During
Personal
Using3bricks Before
Personal

Personal

1082.72 C3)P1

C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1

Personal

1078.56 C3)P1

1092.96
1100.44
1100.44
1100.88

Using3bricks Before
Personal
Personal

1059.72 C3)P1
1066.48 C3)P2
1071.48 C3)P3

Can3be3found

Levels

Can3be3found

An3asset3of3a3person

An3asset3of3a3person

Inside3a3person

Draw3from

Draw3from

Draw3from

Inside3a3person
Inside3a3person

Draw3from

Draw3from

Inside3a3person

Inside3a3person

An3asset3of3a3person

An3asset3of3a3person

An3asset3of3a3person
Inside3a3person

Get

Build3on

Suck

Move

Suck

Suck

Suck

Suck

Have

Different

Given

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

altså3jeg3suger3lige3nu3fra3det3der3bæredygtighed
du3også3suger3fra3nogle3steder,3fx3fra3den3der3
Hjernemadsenbog
og3så3kommer3der3sådan3noget3viden3ind3som3jeg3
ikke3umiddelbart3vidste3jeg3havde3brug3for
[fører3hænderne3op3mod3brystet3med3håndfladerne3
indad3og3let3spredte3fingre]
eller3havde3opsøgt3selv
[kører3begge3hænder3med3spredte3findre3og3hule3
håndflader3med3fingrene3vendt3mod3bordpladen3og3
skubber3indad3ved3"suger"]
men3som3suger3ind3og3giver3rigtig3god3mening
[samler3fingrene3mere3og3rører3bordet3med3
spidserne]
og3bygger3oven3på
[fører3begge3hænder3op3og3ud3i3små3ryk3fortsat3med3
håndfladerne3nedad]
fordi3jeg3får3lov3til3at3få3så3meget3viden
[skubber3løst3ind3mod3sig3selv3med3begge3hænder,3
løse3fingre3og3håndled,3albuerne3på3bordet]
bliver3en3internt3bekendt3med3noget3viden

[laver3tre3bunker3af3klodser3mens3de3to3andre3taler]
vi3får3meget3viden3foræret
viden3det3er3jo3en3glæde3for3os3alle3sammen
jeg3har3sådan3en3oplevelse3af3at3vi3har3forskelig3
viden
du3har3fx3mere3viden3om3hvordan3skaber3vi3et3
overblik3over3vores3virksomhed
du3suger3også3til3dig3af3en3bestemt3pulje3der3ligger3
herude
[lægger3nogle3klodser3bag3ved3bunken3af3klodser3
der3hører3til3C3)P3]
og3vi3suger3viden
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Personal

Supporting3language
Before
Personal

Supporting3language
During

Supporting3language
During
Object

Supporting3language
Before
Using3bricks Before
Object
Object
Object

1176.32 C3)P2

1176.32 C3)P2
1180.88 C3)P2

1182.08 C3)P2

1186.32 C3)P2
1188.04 C3)P2

C3)P2
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P2
C3)P2

C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1

1190.08
1191.76
1192.28
1193.48
1194.48

1198
1198
1202.88
1202.88
1209.52
1217.16
1218.56
1219
1225.4

Object
Using3bricks During
Object
Showing3building
During
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal
Personal

Personal

Supporting3language
During

Personal
Object

1174.12 C3)P1

1162 C3)P1

1160.32 C3)P1
1162 C3)P1

Inside3a3person
Inside3the3company
Inside3a3person
Inside3a3person
Inside3the3company

Suck
Different
Suck
Bring

Draw3from

Both3ways

Both3ways
Both3ways
Wave

Give

Share

Give

Draw3from

Goes3both3in3and3out

Goes3both3in3and3out

Goes3both3in3and3out
Goes3both3in3and3out
Biological

Goes3both3in3and3out

Inside3the3company

Inside3the3company

An3asset3of3a3person

An3asset3of3a3person
Moves3around

Y

Y

Y

Y

den3går3begge3veje3den3der3viden3der
[viser3hvad3der3skal3bygges3i3midten]
vi3suger3forskellig3viden3til3os
som3organisation3har3brug3for3forskellig3viden
og3vi3er3forskellige3menneker
vi3kan3suge3noget3forskelligt3til3os
vi3bringer3jo3ikke3al3viden3ind3her

den3går3begge3veje
den3går3begge3veje
den3har3sådan3en3bølge
jeg3tror3lige3jeg3laver3sådan3nogle3pile3eller3sådan3jeg3
ved3ikke3helt3hvordan3man3kan3...

jeg3begynder3at3have3sådan3en3metaviden
som3jeg3kan3give3tilbage3til3virksomheden
[rækker3noget3frem3med3begge3hænder,3
håndfladerne3opad,3retning3ind3midt3mod3bordet,3
albuerne3hvilende3på3bordet]
det3er3sådan3en3underlig3viden3vi3har3fordi3vi3er3ude3
så3mange3steder
det3er3både3noget3viden3vi3har3som3går3ind3her3i3
vores3fælles3pulje
[skubber3noget3ind3mod3midten3af3bordet3med3
begge3hænder]
og3som3skaber3sådan3en3stor3ting3lidt3ligesom3før
[former3en3kuppel3inde3midt3på3bordet3med3begge3
hænder]
[trække3begge3hænder3og3arme3væk3fra3midten3af3
bordet]
det3er3også3en3ting3vi3sådan3kan3give3ud3af
[kører3begge3arme3i3slangebevægelser3hhv3mod3
hinanden3og3fra3hinanden3foran3kroppen3over3
bordet]
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Showing3building
Before
Personal
Using3bricks During

Object
Using3bricks During

Object
Personal
Object

Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
During
Personal

Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
During
Object

Using3bricks Before
Object

Supporting3language
During
Supporting3language
During
Object
Personal
Personal

1265.88 C3)P2
1280.92 C3)P3
1280.92 C3)P3

1292.24 C3)P2
1292.24 C3)P2

1315.16 C3)P3
1333.52 C3)P3
1349.88 C3)P3

C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P1

C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1

1349.88
1354.16
1354.16
1368.36

1368.36
1368.8
1368.8
1369.8
1369.8
1373.12

1373.12 C3)P1
1375.6 C3)P1

1375.6
1377.04
1378.28
1557.88
1567.16

C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P2
C3)P1

Object
Personal

1228.96 C3)P1
1232.28 C3)P1

Biological

Goes3both3in3and3out

Goes3both3in3and3out

Draw3from
Goes3both3in3and3out

Draw3from

Goes3both3in3and3out

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Levels

Goes3both3in3and3out
An3asset3of3a3person
An3asset3of3a3person

Inside3a3person

Inside3a3person

Inside3a3person

Biological
Inside3the3company

Personal
Personal

Spread

Suck

Spread

Supply
Love
Acquire

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Grow3(into3the3sun)
Y

vi3tror3på3at3mere3viden3det3får3os3til3at3vokse3op3i3
solen
holder3en3gul3brik3i3luften
der3skal3hele3tiden3være3tilførsel3af3ny3viden3på3en3
eller3anden3måde
at3vi3alle3sammen3har3en3kærlighed3for3det
tilegne3os3viden
[lillefingre3på3bordet3og3håndfladerne3mod3sig3selv,3
tager3noget3ind3mod3kroppen]
samtidig3også3kunne3udbrede
[skubber3hænderne3fremad3og3ind3mod3bordet]
suge
[albuerne3på3bordet,3fører3håndfladerne3mod3
hinanden]
udbrede
[skubber3hænderne3fra3hinanden3igen]
det3er3den3der3bevægelse
[skubber3hænderne3sammen3igen]
det3er3nogle3kanaler3nærmest,3ind3og3ud
[sætter3et3træ3i3midten3af3bygningen3med3to3pinde3
ud3fra]
der3lige3som3vokser3her
[fører3begge3hænder3fra3midten3af3bordet3og3op3og3
ud3mens3hun3siger3vokser]
[fører3begge3hænder3ud3og3hen3langs3bordet]
men3går3ligesom3også3ud3igen
vi3tillader3at3have3hver3vores3viden
vi3har3lavet3min,3Josva3og3Rikkes3viden

der3er3ligesom3sådan3en3destilleringsproces
og3så3er3der3noget3der3lander3her
der3er3måske3noget3eh3[peger3i3midten3af3de3tre3
bunker]
at3have3hjerte3for3viden
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Object

Object

1814.84 C3)P1

1821.12 C3)P1

1840.4 C3)P1

Supporting3language
During

Object

Using3bricks During
Object
Object

1613.68 C3)P1
1753.84 C3)P3
1757.12 C3)P3

Inside3a3person

1839.96 C3)P1

Personal
Object
Using3bricks During
Using3bricks During
Object
Object

C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1

1593.44
1596.28
1596.28
1607.8
1610.76
1613.68

Object
Object
Metonymic3reference3to3building
During

Using3bricks During

1586.04 C3)P1

1830 C3)P1
1835.92 C3)P1
1837.24 C3)P1

Using3bricks During

1576.24 C3)P1

Metonymic3reference3to3building
During

Object
Object

1570.12 C3)P1
1576.24 C3)P1

1830 C3)P1

Using3bricks During

1567.16 C3)P1

From3books/education/IT

From3books/education/IT
From3books/education/IT

From3books/education/IT

From3books/education/IT

Has3a3function
Can3be3added3or3acquired

Can3be3added3or3acquired
is3a3light

Goes3both3in3and3out

Can3be3added3or3acquired
Can3be3added3or3acquired

In3books

Acquire

Seek
Light3up

Grows

Different
Collect

Y

Y

du3kan3gå3over3og3tage3et3fysis...3eller3læse3på3nettet
[viser3en3firkant3med3begge3hænder3først3vertikalt3
så3horisontalt]

[holder3begge3hænder3over3midten3i3en3lille3kuppel]
hvor3vi3brænder3for3viden3og3der3er3noget3der3
vokser3og3gror
og3der3er3kanaler3også3ud
[laver3linjer3ud3fra3midten3med3begge3hænder]
[tager3fat3i3en3klods3der3hænger3ned3fra3lampen]
vi3søger3også3viden
men3også3at3viden3lyser3op
[laver3linjer3fra3klodsen3i3midten3og3ned3over3bordet3
som3en3kegle]
funktionen3af3det3(viden)
hvordan3man3skaber3det,3tilegner3sig3det
der3er3noget3hardware3og3noget3software3til3det3
(viden)
dels3så3kan3man3gå3hen3til3vores3reol,3der3er3jo3nogle3
bøger3der3er3jo3noget3viden
[sætter3venstre3hånd3på3fingrene3midt3på3bordet3og3
laver3en3halvcirkel3med3højre3hånd3ved3siden3af]
der3er3oget3faglig3viden3i3Processink3som3man3kan3
læse3sig3til,3sm3man3kan3studere
det3er3sådan3ligesom3hardwaren
[gentager3halvcirklen]

[holder3hænderne3over3bunkerne3af3LEGO]
at3vi3hver3især3har3adgang3til3noget3forskellig3viden3
og3noget3unik3viden3fordi3vi3er3dem3vi3er
vi3samler3op3herude3fra3ude3i3periferien
[tegner3en3cirkel3rundt3om3bygningen3med3begge3
hænder]
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Personal
Object

2073.76 C3)P3
2086.52 C3)P3

Supporting3language
During

1907 C3)P2

Personal

Supporting3language
During
Object
Personal

1884.08 C3)P1
1886.2 C3)P1
1906.6 C3)P2

1909.48 C3)P2

Supporting3language
During
Object

1879.2 C3)P1
1884.08 C3)P1

Object

Supporting3language
During

1875.52 C3)P1

1879.2 C3)P1

Supporting3language
During
Object

Object

1871.4 C3)P1
1875.52 C3)P1

1871.4 C3)P1

Metonymic3reference3to3building
During
Personal
Inside3the3company

1866.24 C3)P1
1866.24 C3)P1

Acquire

Inside3a3person
Can3be3added3or3acquired

Experience3becomes3knowledge

From3books/education/IT
Experience3becomes3knowledge

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Carry
Replacable

Cycle

Acquire

Inside3a3person
In3the3body Have
Experience3becomes3knowledge

Personal
Personal

1859.72 C3)P1
1863 C3)P1

Can3be3added3or3acquired
Experience3becomes3knowledge

Supporting3language
During
Object
Personal

1841.96 C3)P1
1842.64 C3)P1
1852.12 C3)P1

Y

Y

[viser3noget3foran3sig3med3begge3håndflader3mod3
bordpladen3og3flytter3det3ud3mod3venstre]
så3kan3du3tilegne3dig3det
hvor3viden3og3erfaring3bliver3et3gråzonefelt
inde3i3dig3og3inde3i3mig3og3inde3i3dig3har3vi3noget3
viden
videnserfaring
[laver3en3bevægelse3med3begge3hænder3fra3kanten3
til3midten3af3bordet3med3lillefingrene3på3bordet3og3
håndfladerne3mod3hinanden]
som3også3er3med3i3processink
hvis3du3skal3tilegne3dig3noget3viden3om3det3her3
specifikke3felt3så3tal3med3Rikke
viser3en3lille3klump3mod3højre3og3beger3med3begge3
hænder3mod3P2
hvis3det3er3noget3omkring3det3her3så3tal3med3P3
viser3en3lille3klump3foran3sig3med3venstre3hånds3
fingre3og3flytter3hånden3mod3P3
eller3hvis3det3er3noget3omkring3det,3så3lad3os3to3lige3
tale3sammen
[holder3venstre3hånd3tæt3på3kroppen3men3på3
bordet]
der3er3flere3steder3at3hente3det
samler3noget3i3luften3fra3brede3end3kropsbredde3til3
smallere
der3er3software
viden3og3erfaring3det3er3sådan3en3on)going3cyclus
[kører3pegefingren3rundt3om3hinanden3i3en3lille3
cirkel]
for3at3jeg3kan3bruge3min3viden3så3er3jeg3nødt3til3at3
have3den3koblet3op3i3noget3erfaring
I3bærer3jo3halvdelen3af3videnen3hver3i3forhold3til3
virksomhedens3eksistensberettigelse
det3er3noget3mere3erstatbar3viden
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Personal
Object

Personal
Personal

Supporting3language
During

2178.2 C3)P1
2182.76 C3)P1

2192.52 C3)P1
2199.68 C3)P1

2199.68 C3)P1

Supporting3language
During

Supporting3language
During

2176.08 C3)P1

2214 C3)P1

Object
Object
Supporting3language
During
Object

C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1

2167.16
2173.76
2175.76
2176.08

Object
Personal

Object
Metonymic3reference3to3building
During

2138.04 C3)P1
2167.16 C3)P1

2210 C3)P1
2214 C3)P1

Personal

2132.44 C3)P1

Lose

Handle
Hold

Is3the3company
Building3bricks

From3books/education/IT
Experience3becomes3knowledge

An3asset3of3a3person
In3the3body Carry
Experience3becomes3knowledge

An3asset3of3a3person
Can3be3added3or3acquired

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Has3a3function
Has3a3function

Has3a3function

An3asset3of3a3person

Inside3the3company
Inside3a3person

Personal
Personal

2116.32 C3)P1
2123.84 C3)P1

Inside3the3company
Levels

Personal
Object

2103.4 C3)P3
2110.2 C3)P3

[peger3med3venstre3pegefinger3på3bordet3og3så3med3
højre3hånds3pegefinger3og3fører3venstre3pegefinger3
over3på3den3anden3side3af3højre3pegefinger]
vi3kan3ikke3skrive3en3bog3om3det3og3så3har3vi3andre3
med
det3er3erfaring3plus3viden3gør3at3det3bliver3til3det
[gentager3mønsteret3fra3før3men3nu3med3venstre3
pegefinger3for3alle3tre3elementer]

den3kan3skiftes3ud3med3en3anden3der3har3den3viden
[tegner3en3halvcirkel3med3højre3hånd3ud3fra3den3
forrige3form]
vi3er3under3303i3Danmark3der3har3den3viden3som3mig3
og3P23har
det3gør3den3sværere3at3udskifte
den3viden3...3det3vi3bærer3nu3er3en3grafisk3
faciliteringsvisdom
det3er3erfaring3plus3viden3der3bliver3til3visdom

i3funktionerne3der3er3det3jo3jeres3viden3som3sådan3
der3er3firmaet
byggesten
den3viden3som3du3og3Sander3varertager3som3lige3
vigtig3for3at3skabe3en3virksomhed
den3viden3vi3ligger3inde3med3er3meget3specifik
til3gengæld3har3vi3ikke3særlig3meget3viden3om3
hvordan3man3skaber3et3økonomioverblik
det3er3en3viden3som3er3vigtig3fordi3vi3har3valgt3at3
blive3en3virksomhed
[peger3med3alle3fingre3midt3på3bordet]
så3mister3vi3den3viden3der,3som3faktisk3er3med3til3at3
styre3vores3virksomhed
men3den3er3ikke3livsnødvendig
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Personal
Supporting3language
During
Personal

Supporting3language
During

Personal
Object

Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
During
Personal

2273.76 C3)P3
2278.64 C3)P3
2282.88 C3)P3

2282.88 C3)P3

2305 C3)P2
2318.36 C3)P2

C3)P2
C3)P2
C3)P2
C3)P3

C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P1
C3)P2

C3)P2
C3)P2
C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P3

2318.36
2319.8
2319.84
2382.68

2382.68
2394.72
2394.72
2405.4
2405.4
2516.24
2578.8

2578.8
2596
2609.64
2628.76
2630.52
2630.52

Supporting3language
During
Object
Personal
Personal
Object
Supporting3language
During

Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
Before
Object
Object

Supporting3language
Before

2273.68 C3)P3

Develops
Experience3becomes3knowledge
Experience3becomes3knowledge
Can3be3added3or3acquired

Knowledge3sharing
Levels

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Inside3the3company

Has3a3function

An3asset3of3a3person
Knowledge3sharing

Inside3the3company

Inside3the3company

den3viden3og3erfaring3vi3har3med3kommer3ikke3fordi3
vi3har3siddet3et3sted3fem3år3for3at3blive3færdige
Share
Y
hvordan3vi3deler3vores3viden3også
[fører3begge3hænder3med3spredte3fingre3mod3
hinanden3ind3midt3på3bordet3fra3begge3sider3af3
kroppen]
Work3with
Y
og3hvordan3vi3arbejder3med3viden
[samler3fingrene3på3begge3hænder]
Knowledge3company
Y
vi3er3udelukkende3nærmest3en3vidensvirksomhed
[viser3en3firkant3midt3på3bordet3med3begge3hænder,3
håndflderne3mod3hinanden3og3fingrene3samlet,3
tommel3op3i3luften]
Take
Y
vi3tager3al3vores3viden3fra3så3meget3vi3kan
[peger3med3hele3højre3hånd3bagud3mod3højre]
og3har3det3hele3med
[fører3højre3hånd3tilbage3til3midten3af3bordet]
Share
vi3har3viden3og3deler3viden3om3det3også
have3en3viden3som3sådan3ligesom3går3over
[laver3en3trappe3opad3med3højre3hånd3som3base3og3
venstre3hånd3der3går3opad3mod3venstre]
jeg3kan3ikke3styre3viden
min3viden3er3at3have3tillid3til3min3erfaring
Base
så3baserer3jeg3jo3min3viden3på3det3(erfaring)
Bombarded Y
vi3bliver3jo3bombaderet3med3information
[fører3begge3håndflader3mod3torsoen]

højre3hånd3står3med3tommel,3pege3og3langefinger3
på3bordet
det3er3den3synergetiske3effekt3af3hver3enkelt3
persons3viden
[laver3tre3stationer3med3tommel3og3pegefinger]
som3bliver3til3mere
[trækker3tommel3og3pegefinger3sammen3til3
pincetgreb]
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Personal

Supporting3language
During
Personal

Supporting3language
During
Personal
Personal

Supporting3language
During

Object

Supporting3language
During

2664.92 C3)P1

2664.92 C3)P1
2671 C3)P1

2671 C3)P1
2673.6 C3)P1
2675.24 C3)P1

2675.24 C3)P1

2684.72 C3)P1

2684.72 C3)P1

Supporting3language
During
Personal

Supporting3language
During

Supporting3language
During
Object
Object

2689.8 C3)P1
2694.16 C3)P1

2694.16 C3)P1

2733.4 C3)P1
2909.28 C3)P1
2921 C3)P1

Personal

Supporting3language
During
Personal
Supporting3language
Before

2634.44 C3)P3
2637 C3)P3
2637 C3)P3

2689.8 C3)P1

Object

2634.44 C3)P3

Has3a3function
Can3be3contained

Sort

In3the3body

Practical
Lie

In3the3body
In3the3body Incarnated
In3the3body In3flesh

In3the3body In3cells

In3the3body Incorporate
In3the3body

From3books/education/IT

Experience3becomes3knowledge

Inside3a3person

Inside3a3person
Inside3a3person

Inside3a3person

Experience3becomes3knowledge

Inside3a3person

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

[holder3begge3hænder3til3højre3for3sit3hoved3med3
håndfladerne3udad3og3mellemrum3mellem3fingrene]
men3det3behøver3ikke3komme3ud3gennem3mine3
hænder
[fører3hænder3og3arme3ud3mod3bordet3i3en3hælde)
bevægelse]
hvis3jeg3bruger3min3erfaring
[peger3med3venstre3hånd3til3venstre3(hvor3erfaring3
tidligere3også3har3været]
[peger3på3bordet3til3højre3for3sig3med3højre3hånd,3
spredte3fingre3vendt3mod3bordet]
vi3har3jo3en3masse3praktisk3meget3viden3også
der3ligger3jo3en3masse3viden3der

og3så3sorterer3vi3det3på3den3måde3vi3nu3end3gør
[håndfladerne3opad3fører3hænderne3indad3og3ud3
igen]
og3så3inkorporerer3vi3noget3af3det3som3viden
[fører3fingerspidserne3ind3mod3kroppen]
for3mig3er3det3erfaring3plus3viden3og3det3er3så3det3
jeg3kalder3visdom
[peger3med3først3venstre3og3så3højre3som3tidligere,3
men3visdom3vises3her3emd3højre3hånd3ud3mod3
højre]
det3er3viden3som3ligger3i3cellerne
[peger3tilbage3til3viden3og3ud3til3visodm3med3højre3
hånd3og3prikker3tre3gange3under3in)kar)neret]
eller3det3er3incarneret
det3er3i3mit3kød
[griber3om3højre3underarm3med3venstre3hånd3og3
skifter3grebet3en3gang]
viden3jeg3kan3også3bare3læse3en3masse3og3få3en3
masse,3citere3og3så3videre
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Personal

3117.04 C3)P1

Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
During

3144.84 C3)P1
3149.24 C3)P1
3149.24 C3)P1

Supporting3language
Before
Personal
Personal
Supporting3language
Before
Personal
Object
Supporting3language
During

Personal

C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1

3144.84 C3)P1

3132
3132.24
3133.88
3134.8
3135.04
3138.52
3138.52

Supporting3language
Before

Object
Personal
Personal

3045.32 C3)P2
3090 C3)P3
3095.8 C3)P1

3130.5 C3)P1

Object

2940.2 C3)P1

Supporting3language
During
Personal

Object

2924 C3)P1

2924 C3)P1
2932.12 C3)P1

Supporting3language
During

2921 C3)P1

Gather

Gather

Inside3a3person

In3the3body
Goes3both3in3and3out
In3the3body Get3out
In3the3body

In3the3body Take3in

In3the3body

Inside3a3person
Unsable

In3the3body
In3the3body In3flesh
In3the3body Under3skin

In3the3body

In3the3body

Inside3a3person
Inside3a3person

Inside3a3person

Develops
Develop
Experience3becomes3knowledge
Inside3a3person
In3the3body Incarnated

From3books/education/IT

Inside3the3company

Can3be3contained

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

[tager3fat3om3venstre3arm3med3højre3hånd,3først3lige3
under3albuen3og3så3længere3nede3ad3underarmen]
[skifter3til3venstre3hånd3på3højre3arm3og3tager3tre3
greb3lige3over3håndleddet]
kan3det3kommme3ind3under3mit3kød
kan3det3komme3ind3under3min3hud
[skubber3med3begge3hænder3ud3mod3bordet]
så3jeg3kan3få3det3ud
så3er3det3unødig3viden
[løfter3hændernen3op3på3hver3side3af3ansigtet]
så3det3er3også3noget3med3at3vælge3med3omhu3
hvilken3viden3jeg3vil3tage3ind
[skubber3hænderne3samlet3ind3midt3på3bordet3og3
laver3en3bevægelse3tilbage3mod3kroppen3ved3"tage3
ind"3med3håndfladerne3hen3over3skuldrene]
og3se3hvordan3jeg3kan3få3det3ud
[lægger3noget3tilbage3på3bordet3igen]

hvor3vi3sådan3ligesom3er3i3gang3med3at3få3samlet3det
[fører3begge3hænder3fra3næsten3strakt3på3hver3side3
af3kroppen3og3sammen3foran3kroppen]
der3er3en3masse3viden3som3vi3begynder3at3have
begynder3vi3at3samle3det3et3sted3kan3man3sige3i3en3
software
når3vi3virkelig3skal3udvikle3viden3så3er3det3at3trække3
stikket
viden3er3først3valideret3når3det3er3blevet3erfaret
inkarneret,3erfaret
hvis3ikke3det3kan3leves3i3praksis3og3udformes3eller3
komme3ud3i3praksis,3så3er3det3ikke3relevant3viden3for3
mig

[angiver3en3stor3cirkel3med3begge3hænder,3der3
starter3midt3på3bordet3og3slutter3tæt3på3kroppen]
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Supporting3language
Before
Object
Supporting3language
During
Object
Object

3241.88
3244.04
3244.04
3263.36
3326

Supporting3language
During
Object
Object
Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
During

C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1
C3)P1

3634.68
3635.32
3637.32
3637.33
3639.6
3639.6

Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
During
Object
Object

Supporting3language
During
Object
Not3supporting3langugae
During

C3)P1
C3)P2
C3)P2
C3)P2
C3)P2

3610.36 C3)P2
3612 C3)P2
3612.84 C3)P2

3522
3599.44
3599.44
3608.4
3610.36

Object

Supporting3language
During
Object

3372.04 C3)P3
3378.88 C3)P3

3522 C3)P1

Object

3372.04 C3)P3

C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P3
C3)P3

Object
Object
Object

3164 C3)P3
3174.2 C3)P3
3241.88 C3)P3

Share
Get
Get3out

Knowledge3sharing
Goes3both3in3and3out
Goes3both3in3and3out

Share

Keep

Foundation
Goes3both3in3and3out

Knowledge3sharing

Share

Base

Bombarded

Base
Base

Knowledge3sharing

Has3a3function

Foundation

Can3be3added3or3acquired

Foundation
Foundation

Can3be3found

Can3be3added3or3acquired
In3the3body Acquire
Foundation
Build3on
Can3be3added3or3acquired
Get

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

netop3for3at3tilegne3mig3viden
og3hvad3bygger3vi3den3viden3på
bare3det3at3få3noget3ny3viden
[holder3noget3op3foran3kroppen3med3begge3hænder3
og3drejer3det3lidt3mod3uret]
det3kan3vende3ens3bøtte3lige3sådan3der
[gentager3dreje)bevægelsen3hurtigt]
hvad3vi3baserer3vores3viden3på
hvad3baserer3man3sin3viden3på
vi3bliver3bombaret3og3så3danner3vi3vores3viden3ud3
fra3det
[fører3venstre3hånd3mod3kroppen3og3viser3med3
begge3hænder3noget3ind3mod3bordet]
det3er3jo3det3vi3baserer3vores3viden3på
tag3det3viden3der3kan3bruges3i3praksis3og3så3
praktisere3det
[tager3noget3på3hver3side3af3kroppen3med3begge3
hænder3og3skubber3det3ind3midt3på3bordet]
vi3har3fået3delt3vores3viden
[åbner3håndfladerne3mod3midten3af3bordet]
meget3grudlæggende3for3vores3vide3og3erfaring
det3er3ikke3noget3vi3vil3holde3på
[åbner3hænderne3og3laver3en3indlukke3med3dem3
foran3kroppen3på3bordet]
det3er3noget3vi3skal3dele3ud
[åbner3håndfladerne3mod3midten3af3bordet]
[samler3alle3fingre3midt3på3bordet3og3tegner3to3linier3
ud3mod3kanten3af3bordet3på3hver3side3at3kroppen3
med3hver3hånd]
hvor3vigtigt3det3er3at3vi3kan3dele3vores3viden
hvordan3får3vi3noget3ind
[samler3alle3fingre3midt3på3bordet]
men3også3hvor3vigtigt3det3er3at3få3det3ud
[gentager3bevægelsen3ud3mod3kanten3af3bordet]
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Object

Supporting3language
During
Object
Supporting3language
During

3649.24 C3)P3

3649.24 C3)P3
3650.96 C3)P3
3650.96 C3)P3
Can3be3contained

Goes3both3in3and3out

Hold

Get3in

Y

Y

viden3kommer3ud
højre3hånd3ligger3løst3knyttet3på3bordet3og3alle3
fingre3spredes3strakt3på3"ud"
og3ikke3at3vi3sidder3og3holder3på3den
[højre3hånd3rejses3op3så3den3står3på3alle3fingre]
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Object

1156.08 C4(P2

1161.36 C4(P2
1165 C4(P2

Object
Object

Supporting2language
Before

Object

1150.96 C4(P3

1161 C4(P2

Supporting2language
During
Object

1143.76 C4(P3
1147.04 C4(P3

Supporting2language
During
Object
Object
Object

Object
Object
Object

C4(P1
C4(P2
C4(P2
C4(P3

Behavior
Modifier_1
Showing2building
During
Showing2building
During
Showing2building
During
Showing2building
During
Showing2building
During
Showing2building
During
Showing2building
During
Object
Using2bricks During
Object

1138.36 C4(P3
1140.72 C4(P3
1143.76 C4(P3

1124.84
1124.94
1128.68
1135.68

Time_Relative_sf
Subject
558.36 C4(P2
579.64 C4(P3
590.16 C4(P3
601.32 C4(P1
624.44 C4(P3
639.48 C4(P1
643.7 C4(P3
1122.24 C4(P1
1122.24 C4(P1
1124.84 C4(P1

Modifier_2

A2plant

Attractor

Can2be2accessed
Can2be2accessed

Can2be2accessed

Foundation

Can2be2accessed

Can2be2accessed
Occurs
Develops

A2plant
Biological
A2plant
Biological
Can2be2added2or2acquired

Biological

Biological

Modifier_3

Y

Y

viden2afhænger2lidt2af2hvilket2syn2der2ser
[laver2et2lille2hul2mellem2tommel2og2
pegefinger2med2højre2hånds2fingre]
sådan2lidt2tunnel,2hvis2man2har2
tunnelsyn
så2får2man2jo2kun2en2bestem2viden

noget2som
[kører2højre2pegefinger2rundt2i2cirkler2i2
luften2til2højre2for2kroppen2ind2over2
bordet]
organisk
det2er2ikke2noget2firkantet
et2er2den2viden2man2kan2tilegne2sig2selv
den2der2er2spændende2er2jo2den2man2
har2adgang2til
eller2den2der2opstår
når2man2begynder2at2udvikle2noget
[fører2hænderne2frem2og2tilbage2på2skift2
foran2kroppen2hen2over2bordet]
viden2er2noget2man2har2adgang2til
men2selvfølgelig2skal2man2bruge2en2eller2
anden2grundviden2til2at2opsøge2det2der2
er2interessant

Support=by=gesture=Y/N
Comment
[viser2en2linje]
[viser2at2det2ikke2er2liniært2men2et2felt]
[viser2feltet]
[viser2en2kasse,2der2kan2åbnes]
[viser2felt2igen]
[viser2ud2og2op2og2rundt]
[viser2at2man2kommer2højere2op]
det2er2en2rund2ting

Basic2knowledge

Acces

Acces
Occur
Develop

Acquire

Biological

Metaphor

Appendix for C4
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Object

1524.6 C4(P3

Object
Object
Object
Object
Personal

Object

1478.96 C4(P3

C4(P3
C4(P3
C4(P2
C4(P2
C4(P2

Object

1253.28 C4(P2

1557.44
1570
1633.04
1634.6
1639

Using2bricks During

1247.52 C4(P2

Using2bricks During

1225.96 C4(P3

Object

Object
Object

1207.64 C4(P1
1225.96 C4(P3

1247.52 C4(P2

Personal

1199.08 C4(P1

Object

Object

1183.96 C4(P2

1229 C4(P3

Supporting2language
During
Object
Personal

1165 C4(P2
1177.4 C4(P2
1181.28 C4(P2

Can2be2accessed

Can2be2accessed

Can2be2accessed

Can2be2accessed

Fragmentet

From2books/education/IT
Can2be2accessed

Can2be2accessed
Can2be2accessed
Foundation
Facts
An2asset2of2a2person

Inside2a2person

Has2a2function

Can2be2accessed
An2asset2of2a2person

Y

Y

Uncombined
Seek
Basic2knowledge

Offering2itself

Repressive

Many2shapes

Put2on2paper
Bricks

[viser2en2smal2passage2med2begge2
hænder,2håndfladerne2mod2hinanden,2
hvilende2på2bordet]
viden2er2afhængig2af2de2øjne2der
af2de2hjerner2der2tænker
viden2er2jo2meget2svær2at2sætte2på2
formel
der2er2den2viden2der2ligger2i2os2som2
kulturel2viden
så2er2der2den2der2anden2viden2som2man2
kan2putte2ned2på2papir,2som2man2kan2
skrive2ned
alt2det2her2det2er2viden
[lægger2begge2hænder2oven2på2alle2
klodserne]
viden2består2af2enormt2mange2
forskellige2former
nogle2gange2så2er2viden2jo2også2bare2
enormt2klodset2og2hæmmende
[holder2en2grøn2plade2mellem2begge2
hænder2og2tager2derefter2en2lille2dims]
og2andre2gange2kan2det2bare2være2en2
dejlig2lille2ting,2ikke2også
vi2er2lidt2ude2efter2viden2der2byder2sig2til2
altså2viden2der2siger2jeg2er2her,2jeg2er2
vigtig
overblik2så2man2kan2komme2op2og2se2
hov,2der2er2også2viden2herovre
der2er2bare2noget2viden2der2ikke2er2
kombineret2endnu
opsøge2det,2der2er
der2er2noget2grundviden
som2er2sådan2noget2faktuel2viden
og2så2er2der2noget2specialist2viden
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Object
Object

Object

Personal

1821.08 C4(P1
1823.16 C4(P1

1834.16 C4(P1

1842.32 C4(P1

Object
Using2bricks During
Object
Object
Object

Object

C4(P3
C4(P3
C4(P2
C4(P2
C4(P2

1773.88
1773.88
1786.96
1789.5
1799.52

Object
Object
Object
Supporting2language
Before
Object

1809.28 C4(P2

C4(P3
C4(P3
C4(P3
C4(P3
C4(P3

1733.16
1740
1745
1747.6
1749.28

Object

Personal

1679.84 C4(P3

1700 C4(P3

Object
Object

Supporting2language
During

Personal
Personal
Personal

1672 C4(P3
1674.88 C4(P3

1645.2 C4(P2

1640.2 C4(P2
1644.64 C4(P2
1645.2 C4(P2

From2books/education/IT

Can2be2added2or2acquired
Can2be2added2or2acquired

A2plant

Find

Come2from2outside
Be2sent

Pick

Pick
Pick
Lie

Biological
A2plant
Biological
A2plant
Can2be2added2or2acquired
Biological

Make2availiableY

Turn2over

Goes2both2in2and2out

Y

Y

Commodity

Turn2over
Get

Transform

Attract
Pour2in

Occur

Can2be2added2or2acquired
Goes2both2in2and2out
Goes2both2in2and2out

From2books/education/IT

Inside2the2company

Between2people

Can2be2added2or2acquired
Can2be2added2or2acquired

An2asset2of2a2person
Between2people
Between2people

jeg2kan2gå2ind2og2finde2noget2mere2viden
noget2der2har2relation2til2vores2
virksomhed,2men2vi2ved2det2ikke2nu

som2er2individuel2for2os
tværfaglig2viden
som2opstår2af2os2der2er2sammen
[kører2hænderne2rundt2om2hinanden2
højre2hånd2nederst2og2højre2hånd2
øverst]
jeg2ved2ikke2om2vi2tiltrækker2viden2eller2
hvad
jeg2synes2bare2det2vælter2ind
det2er2meget2sammen2at2vi2laver2det2om2
til2viden
nu2skal2vi2have2vores2viden2
dokumenteret
hvor2er2det2dejligt2at2vi2får2ny2(viden)2fra2
P1
vi2når2slet2ikke2at2få2det2omsat
vi2får2enormt2meget2viden
[rækker2noget2frem2midt2på2bordet]
men2hvis2det2skulle2omsættes
vi2stiller2til2rådighed2for2andre2
mennesker
[peger2på2højre2del2af2landskabet]
vi2kan2gå2ud2og2plukke
at2vi2hele2tiden2er2her2ude2og2plukke
det2(viden)2ligger2derude
så2ved2man2at2man2gå2herud2og2plukke2
det
der2er2al2den2der2viden2som2der2kommer2
ude2fra
som2der2bliver2sendt2til2os
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Personal

Supporting2language
During
Object

Supporting2language
During

Object
Object
Object

Personal
Supporting2language
During

2200.52 C4(P3

2200.52 C4(P3
2414.16 C4(P3

2414.16 C4(P3

2563.56 C4(P1
2574.92 C4(P1
2587.32 C4(P1

2618.64 C4(P1
2618.64 C4(P1

Personal

Personal
Object

2107 C4(P1
2113.84 C4(P2

2695.12 C4(P3

Personal

2075.56 C4(P2

Personal

Supporting2language
During
Object
Object

1871.68 C4(P2
1949.6 C4(P1
1953.4 C4(P2

2645 C4(P1

Object

1871.68 C4(P2

A2plant

Can2be2added2or2acquired

An2asset2of2a2person

An2asset2of2a2person

Experience2becomes2knowledge

Can2be2added2or2acquired
Can2be2added2or2acquired
Occurs

Levels

Experience2becomes2knowledge

Between2people

An2asset2of2a2person

Knowledge2sharing
Knowledge2sharing

Biological

Y

Resistance

Brought2along

Behind

Y

Come2from2outside
Get
Occur

Deep

Seek

Curious

Share
Share

Grow

[højre2hånd2står2på2bordet2på2alle2fingre2
og2bevæges2i2meget2små2bevægelser]
i2den2der2dybe2viden
lader2højre2hånd2flade2ned2under2
bordpladeniveau
jeg2synes2det2(viden)2kommer2ude2fra,2
helt2sikkert
jeg2får2ny2viden
så2opstår2der2allerede2ny2viden
så2begynder2jeg2allerede2at2tage2fat2i2det2
som2jeg2har2bagved
[fører2højre2hånd2over2højre2skulder]
har2jo2en2eller2anden2bestemt2viden2eller2
erfaring2med
man2kan2også2være2resistent2overfor2
nye2viden2i2perioder

og2så2er2der2jo2alt2det,2som2der2vokser2
op2indefra
[holder2højre2hånd2med2spredte2fingre2
over2bunken2af2klodser2og2bruger2så2
begge2hænder2til2at2vise2"vokser"
den2måde2som2vi2deler2viden2på
videndeling
en2viden2der2er2nysgerrig2på2en2eller2
anden2måde
det2er2det2der2med2at2den2ikke2er2færdig,2
at2vi2skal2arbejde2sammen2om2at2finde2
den
vi2søger2ikke2altid2kun2en2bestemt2viden
alle2de2forskellige2oplevelser2og2
erfaringer2de2bliver2til2viden2på2et2
tidspunkt
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Object
Object
Supporting2language
Before
Object
Object
Object

2911.04
2932.12
2932.12
2935
2937
2938

Metonymic2reference2to2building
After
Object
Object

Supporting2language
Before
Object
Object

Supporting2language
During
Object

Object
Object

2944.64 C4(P3
2958.32 C4(P2
2961.12 C4(P2

2965 C4(P2
2965.8 C4(P2
2967.32 C4(P2

2967.32 C4(P2
2997.4 C4(P3

2999.76 C4(P3
3007 C4(P2

Between2people

Personal

Knowledge2sharing
Knowledge2sharing

Knowledge2sharing

Can2be2accessed
Can2be2added2or2acquired

Can2be2contained
Knowledge2sharing

Into2play
Share

Exchange

Availabel
Attract

Sustain
Share

Y

Y

Between2peopleY

Become2a2thing
Become2a2product
Become2a2process

Commodity
Commodity
Commodity

Y

Knowledge2company

Breeding2ground

Attract
Firm

A2plant

Becomes2biggerY

Home2ground Y

Can2be2added2or2acquired
Commodity

Inside2the2company

Biological

Can2be2added2or2acquired

An2asset2of2a2person

2941.12 C4(P3

C4(P3
C4(P3
C4(P3
C4(P3
C4(P2
C4(P3

Personal

2907.08 C4(P2

Supporting2language
During

2731.92 C4(P2

Object

Supporting2language
During
Object

2725.28 C4(P2
2731.92 C4(P2

2743.4 C4(P2

Personal

2725.28 C4(P2

og2noget2andet2det2er2jo2bare2mellem2os
[peger2der2hvor2de2løse2klodser2lå2i2LEGO(
bygningen]
dels2fastholdelse2af2viden
videndeling
[laver2et2felt2foran2sig2med2begge2
hænder2i2luften]
tilgængeligt,2det2vi2ved
og2det2vi2tiltrækker
tager2noget2fra2hver2side2af2kroppen2og2
putter2det2ind2i2midten
viden2udveksles
det2er2der2både2vores2egen2og2andres2
viden2kan2komme2i2spil
og2videndelingen

viden2er2derinde2på2hjemmebanen,2der2
hvor2man2ved2noget
[tegner2en2lille2virkel2midt2på2bordet2
med2begge2pegefingre]
så2den2viden2bliver2større2og2større
[fører2begge2hænder2ud2i2en2større2
cirkel]
der2er2der2ikke2særlig2meget2grobund2for2
ny2viden
omvendt2så2kalder2vi2os2en2
vidensvirksomhed
det2er2fordi2vi2er2så2gode2til2at2tiltrække2
viden
noget2af2det2kan2blive2fast
[rører2med2begge2hænder2ved2bordet]
det2kan2blive2til2en2ting
produkt
det2kan2blive2til2et2forløb
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Supporting2language
During
Personal
Object
Object

3113.24
3122.6
3129.4
3145.08

Personal

Supporting2language
During
Personal

3342.92 C4(P2

3342.92 C4(P2
3402.44 C4(P3

C4(P3
C4(P2
C4(P2
C4(P2

Object

Personal

3113.24 C4(P3

3038 C4(P1

Experience2becomes2knowledge

Experience2becomes2knowledge

An2asset2of2a2person
Knowledge2sharing
Knowledge2sharing

Knowledge2sharing

An2asset2of2a2person

fordi2jeg2ved2et2eller2andet,2jeg2har2en2
bestemt2viden
tage2en2klump2og2sige2den2her2vil2jeg2
Hand2over
Y
gerne2give2videre
[viser2en2stor2form2foran2sig,2og2flytter2
den2ind2midt2på2bordet]
hvem2har2viden2herinde2der2kan2det
Share
hvordan2vi2får2delt2den2der2viden
Knowledge2sharing2room
få2lavet2de2der2videndelingsrum
jeg2er2skruet2sådan2sammen2at2jeg2får2
nogle2erfaringer,2det2kan2være2ude2fra2
det2kan2være2indefra2...2så2reflekterer2
jeg2over2hvad2gør2det2ved2mig2og2så2
bliver2de2til2ny2viden
[peger2ind2mod2sig2selv2ved2"får2
erfaringer".2Peger2på2sit2hoved2fra2flere2
vinkler2under2"refleksioner".2Lægger2
noget2ud2af2sig2ved2"nu2viden"]
(erfaringer)2der2så2kan2blive2til2viden
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Personal
Personal
Object
Object
Object

C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P3
C5%P3

C5%P3
C5%P3
C5%P3
C5%P2

1836.5
1841
1844.32
1855
1871.28

1871.28
1874.72
1874.72
1886.24

Supporting/language
During
Object
Supporting/language
During
Object

Object

1823.56 C5%P2

Object
Object
Object
Personal

Object
Object

C5%P3
C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P2

Personal
Personal

Hunger

Foundation
Hunger

Hampers

From/books/education/IT

An/asset/of/a/person
An/asset/of/a/person
Hunger/for
Hunger
From/books/education/IT
A/process

Hunger/for

Foundation
Hunger/for

Bridge
A/blend
From/books/education/IT
Foundation
Foundation
Between/people

Experience/becomes/knowledge
A/blend
Experience/becomes/knowledge
A/blend

Behavior Modifier_1Modifier_2Modifier_3
Attractor
Showing/building
During
Showing/building
During
Object
From/books/education/IT
A/blend
Object
Occurs/is/created A/blend
Object
Foundation
Foundation
Object
Ship
Object
Foundation
Object
Foundation

1699.2 C5%P3
1788.36 C5%P3

1444.16
1472.72
1476.84
1489.4

1218.2 C5%P3
1408 C5%P3

Time_Relative_sf
Subject
558.88 C5%P3
580.64 C5%P3
931.72 C5%P2
1087.56 C5%P3
1094.84 C5%P3
1099.6 C5%P3
1170.04 C5%P2
1173 C5%P3

Hindrance

[holder/venstre/hånd/stille/på/bordet,/håndfladen/mod/kroppen/
og/bevæger/højre/hånd/glidende/et/stykke/ud/på/bordet]
at/have/den/100/%/rigtige/viden
[stiller/højre/hånd/op/ad/den/venstre/hånd/igen]
viden/kan/også/blive/en/hæmsko

Support=by=gesture=Y/N
Comment
[peger/på/alle/klodsene]
[viser/et/erfaringscenter/og/nogle/cirkler/udenom]
Bridge
broen/mellem/det/man/sådan/har/af/viden
vi/er/jo/også/tilhængere/af/at/viden/bliver/skabt/i/hele/modellen
Foundation
det/skal/fundere/på/nogle/indsigter/eller/noget/viden
det/er/et/stort/skib
Motive/force
det/er/lidt/viden/der/er/drivkraften
eller/udgangspunktet
det/er/jo/erfaringer/fra/begge/steder/der/ligesom/skaber/den/
bedste/viden
man/skal/have/nogle/erfaringer/og/koble/det/op/på/noget/viden
det/er/broen/mellem/de/to/(praktisk/og/teoretisk/viden)/at/man/
Bridge
skaber/guldet
vi/har/defineret/viden/som/lidt/kedelig/og/sådan/lidt/sikker
Knowledge/foundation
vi/har/sådan/et/godt/funderet/vidensgrundlag
får/anderledes/viden/end/den/man/kan/få/på/universitetet
hvor/det/egentlig/ville/være/fint/at/man/fik/et/fundament/som/
var/100/%/teoretisk
Hunger
det/er/mere/vigtigt/hvor/sultne/de/er/med/viden
hvis/man/har/bug/for/den/specifikken/viden/så/er/man/sulten/
Hunger
nok/til/at/man/går/ud/og/undersøger/og/opsøger/det
jeg/tror/heller/ikke/vi/har/den/bedste/viden/mulig/for/at/drive/
CultureWorks
en/masse/andre/der/havde/en/bedre/viden
Hunger
men/fordi/vi/er/så/sultne/og/passionerede
vi/ser/ikke/viden/som/noget/unikt
Process
Y viden/det/er/en/proces
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Personal
Object

Personal
Personal
Personal

Personal
Personal
Object
Personal
Object
Object
Object
Object
Supporting/language
During
Personal

1977.48 C5%P3
1980.5 C5%P3

1998.4 C5%P2
2009.5 C5%P2
2059.64 C5%P1

C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P3
C5%P3
C5%P3
C5%P3
C5%P3
C5%P1

C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P3
C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P3
C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P1
C5%P3
C5%P3
C5%P1

2067.84
2109.2
2119.4
2139.48
2157.36
2168.24
2299.96
2313.12
2313.12
2368

2402.12
2416.16
2434.84
2462.2
2462.2
2486.3
2499.64
2510
2524.96
2541.16
2550.56
2597.36

An/asset/of/a/person

Between/people
Between/people
Hunger/for
Hunger
An/asset/of/a/person
A/process
Can/be/added/or/acquired
Can/be/added/or/acquired
Can/be/added/or/acquired

An/asset/of/a/person
An/asset/of/a/person
An/asset/of/a/person

An/asset/of/a/person
Can/be/added/or/acquired

An/asset/of/a/person
An/asset/of/a/person

Object
Unusable
Object
Can/be/contained
Object
Levels
Object
From/books/education/IT
Supporting/language
During
Personal
An/asset/of/a/person
Object
From/books/education/IT
Object
From/books/education/IT
Object
Experience/knowledge
Object
From/books/education/IT
Object
From/books/education/IT
Object
From/books/education/IT
A/blend

Personal
Personal

1962.44 C5%P3
1969.96 C5%P3

Bookish/knowledge det/er/høj/grad/boglig/viden
Bookish/knowledge jeg/vil/da/stadig/sige/at/det/er/i/høj/grad/boglig/viden
Bring/along
Y det/er/da/noget/viden/vi/har/taget/med/fra/Handeshøjskolen

noget/viden/der/går/med
har/noget/viden
hvis/Line/forsvandt/i/morgen/så/var/der/da/noget/viden/der/var/
Lose
gået/tabt/der
noget/konkret/viden/vi/har/været/på/udgik/efter/længe
når/Alexander/er/væk/og/han/har/sådan/en/meget/IT%faglighed/
så/synes/jeg/da/jeg/kan/mærke/at/vi/mangler/noget/viden/på/den/
front
så/synes/jeg/da/tit/vi/mangler/hans/viden/på/det/område
Get
dem/får/vi/også/ny/viden/af
ny/viden/bliver/meget/skabt/ved/kommunikation/sådan/mellem/
os
Create
det/er/meget/fordi/vi/er/nysgerrige/at/vi/skaber/ny/viden
Hunger
jeg/tror/da/vi/er/meget/sådan/videnssultne
jeg/ved/hun/har/en/viden
Movement
viden/som/en/form/for/bevægelse
Acquire
som/gør/at/man/erhverver/sig/ny/viden
Get
meget/sådan/den/viden/vi/fik/der
Get
Y vi/ville/aldrig/få/den/viden
[gentager/bevægelsen/fra/proces]
jeg/har/en/eller/anden/viden
vi/i/vores/altså/jeg/synes/ikke/viden/i/vores/branche/er/så/
essentiel
hvor/vi/havde/en/masse/viden/med
Level
men/det/er/da/bare/et/andet/niveau/af/viden,/altså
Bookish/knowledge
Y helt/boglig/viden
[viser/en/rund/form/med/begge/hænder/på/bordet]
det/kræver/noget/viden
Bookish/knowledge det/synes/jeg/jo/heller/ikke/er/den/boglige/viden
Heavy
det/er/ikke/særlig/meget/sådan/teoretisk,/boglig,/tung/viden

Walks/along
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Metonymic/reference/to/building
Before

Metonymic/reference/to/building
During

Metonymic/reference/to/building
During
Object
Levels

Metonymic/reference/to/building
During
Metonymic/reference/to/building
During

Metonymic/reference/to/building
During

2678.16 C5%P3

2684.04 C5%P3

2694.56 C5%P3
2700.32 C5%P3

2714.96 C5%P1
2720.6 C5%P1

2725.8 C5%P1

Object

Object
Object

2906.44 C5%P2

2915.36 C5%P2
2922.4 C5%P2

A/blend

A/blend

A/blend
A/blend

A/blend

A/blend

A/blend

Can/be/added/or/acquired
Can/be/added/or/acquired

Can/be/added/or/acquired

Metonymic/reference/to/building
During
Metonymic/reference/to/building
During
Personal
An/asset/of/a/person
Personal
Inside/the/company
Object
Levels

Metonymic/reference/to/building
During
Object
From/books/education/IT

2670.04 C5%P3
2671.59 C5%P3

C5%P1
C5%P1
C5%P3
C5%P3
C5%P3

Metonymic/reference/to/building
During

2665.24 C5%P3

2729.68
2734.48
2811
2868.16
2877.64

Metonymic/reference/to/building
During
Metonymic/reference/to/building
During

2646.88 C5%P3
2648 C5%P3

A/blend

Metonymic/reference/to/building
During

2643.04 C5%P3

A/blend

Supporting/language
During

2597.36 C5%P1

Y

Maintain
Bound/to/people

Bound/to/people

Level

Knowledge/thingY

Level

Bring/together Y

Theory/Bank

[laver/et/flyt/fra/højre/side/på/bordet/over/mod/venstre]
det/er/kun/et/udgangspunkt/teoretisk,/det/er/en/måde/at/tænke/
på/[peger/til/højre/hvor/bygningen/var]/
finde/noget/ude/i/den/virkelige/verden/som/du/kan/koble/det/op/
på/[peger/til/venstre/hvor/bygningen/var]
og/så/får/du/den/her/midter…/[peger/i/midten]
et/følelsesniveau/af/hvad/man/føler/er/det/rigtige/[peger/
tilvenstre/med/højre/hånd]
hvor/du/argumenterer/meget/mere/hårdt/og/sagligt/[peger/til/
højre/med/højre/hånd]
hvor/du/hiver/fra/en/teoribank
hvor/det/måske/er/igen/forsøget/vi/ofte/laver/på/at/bringe/de/to/
sammen/[skubber/de/to/sammen/med/begge/hænder]/
man/kan/måske/ikke/altid/forklare/hvorfor/det/er/en/god/ide/
[laver/små/cirkler/til/venstre/med/venstre/hånd]
men/der/er/noget/argumentations/.../som/er/lidt/mere/bogligt/
[laver/små/cirkler/med/højre/hånd/til/højre]/
jeg/tror/der/er/enormt/mange/niveauer/af/viden
grunden/til/at/vi/tager/det/her/vidensting/med,/det/lidt/mere/
saglige/[peger/med/højre/hånd/mod/højre,/strækker/armen]/
/for/at/retfærdiggøre/[skubber/højre/hånd/mod/venstre]
det/kan/godt/være/det/er/det/her/der/er/cool/[peger/med/
venstre/hånd/på/en/lille/klump/til/venstre]
men/at/man/har/den/her/teori/og/sådan/nogle/ting/med/[kører/
venstre/håndover/et/område/til/venstre]/
der/er/den/seriøse/teori/[klapper/til/venstre/med/venstre/hånd]/
det/er/jo/en/viden/du/har
de/har/noget/viden
det/er/måske/det/der/vidensniveau
vores/viden/er/meget/bundet/op/på/de/enkelte/personer/der/er/
med/i/virksomheden
de/erfaringer/og/det/ligesom/den/måde/vi/arbejder/på/som/
bibeholder/den/viden
det/er/sådan/meget/bundet/op/på/personer
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C5%P3
C5%P3
C5%P1
C5%P1
C5%P2

3081.4
3135.32
3145.56
3145.56
3364

Personal
An/asset/of/a/person
Personal
Experience/becomes/knowledge
Object
Can/be/added/or/acquired
Supporting/language
During
Object
Foundation
Foundation

Object
Can/be/contained
Supporting/language
During
Personal
An/asset/of/a/person
Personal
An/asset/of/a/person

C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P2
C5%P2

2996.2
2996.2
3008.2
3015.04

From/books/education/IT
An/asset/of/a/person
Can/be/accessed

Object
Personal
Object

2964.72 C5%P3
2967.52 C5%P3
2981.04 C5%P3

Foundation

Get

Knowledge/hat

Use

Acquire

Write/down

Y

hvor/der/bliver/skrevet/viden/ned
jeg/har/brug/for/Lines/viden/i/det/her/projekt
hvordan/vi/kan/få/fat/i/den/viden
lidt/i/kasser/for/at/vi/kan/fokusere/den/viden/vi/har/på/de/enkelte/
projekter
[viser/en/lille/form/med/begge/hænder/midt/på/bordet]
bruger/den/specifikke/viden
man/skal/bruge/dig/på/det/sted/hvor/vi/ved/at/du/har/den/viden
give/hinanden/nogle/hatte/på,/men/så/har/man/men/ikke/villet/
binde/sig/på/den/hat/.../den/videnshat
men/det/starter/måske/med/en/erfaring/der/bliver/til/viden
du/får/en/eller/anden/viden
[skubber/en/firkant/ind/på/bordet/med/begge/hænder]
som/bygger/på/netop/sådan/meget/teoretisk/funderet/viden
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Using0bricks During
Object

1160 C6&P5
1166 C6&P5

Object

Using0bricks Before
Object

1157.08 C6&P1
1157.72 C6&P1

1167.84 C6&P1

Object
Object
Using0bricks During
Object

C6&P5
C6&P5
C6&P5
C6&P1

1098.12
1150.24
1150.24
1154.08

Object
Object
Object

1049 C6&P5
1067 C6&P3
1068 C6&P1

Object
Using0bricks During

Using0bricks During

1039 C6&P5

1074.68 C6&P4
1074.68 C6&P4

Using0bricks During
Object
Object

933 C6&P5
963.32 C6&P1
1039 C6&P5

Modifier_1

Showing0building
During
Object

Behavior

469.4 C6&P1
933 C6&P5

Time_Relative_sf
Subject

Modifier_2

Moves0around

Fragmentet

Can0be0added0or0acquired

Can0be0added0or0acquired

Can0be0added0or0acquired
Fragmentet

Can0be0added0or0acquired

Foundation
Moves0around
Moves0around

Can0be0contained
Foundation

Knowledge0pilot

Modifier_3

Fragments
Fragments

Fragments

Fragments
Fragments
Fragments

Attractor

Pull

Fragments

Gather

Gather
Fragments

Shovel

Foundation
Pull
Pull

Y

Y

Y

jeg0kan0godt0lide0den0der0det0er0sådane0
en0antenne0til0at0indsamle0ny0viden
resten0det0er0brudstykker0af0viden
[samler0de0løse0klodser]
skal0vi0ikke0samle0det0op,0viden
[samler0de0løse0klodser0i0sin0hånd0og0
lægger0det0op0i0kontaineren]
skal0vi0ikke0have0al0viden?
[samler0nogle0af0de0løse0klodser0midt0
på0bordet]
det0er0bare0brudstykker
Anders,0du0trækker0os0mod0viden0
derovre

[putter0guldmønter0ned0i0kontaineren]
det0er0godt0nok0et0skrøbeligt0
fundament0vi0har0bygget0vores0viden0
på
jeg0trækker0viden
du0trækker0viden
her0en0skovl0så0man0kan0skovle0mere0
viden
[rækker0en0skovl0hen0over0bordet]

Support=by=gesture=Y/N
Comment
jeg0tænker0sådan0et0tårn0[laver0en0
figur,0der0starter0smalt0og0højt,0og0
bliver0bredere0nederst]0
Knowledge0pilot
Y det0er0en0videnspilot
[sætter0en0flyver0med0et0vindue0midt0
på0bordet]
jeg0har0snart0en0container0herovre
vi0fylder0ting0i0fundamentet0nu
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Object

Object

Object
Object
Object

Object

Object

Object
Object

Personal

Object

Object
Object
Object

Object
Object
Object
Personal
Object

Personal

Object

1184 C6&P1

1258.56 C6&P1

1262.28 C6&P1
1274.48 C6&P1
1275.64 C6&P1

1279.88 C6&P5

1281.84 C6&P5

1284.24 C6&P5
1286.56 C6&P5

1474.08 C6&P1

1488.6 C6&P1

1498.52 C6&P5
1500.56 C6&P5
1501.6 C6&P5

C6&P1
C6&P1
C6&P1
C6&P2
C6&P4

1544.44
1563.08
1564.04
1583.68
1631.88

1660.12 C6&P5

1686.88 C6&P1

Can0be0added0or0acquired

Between0people

From0books/education/IT
Can0be0added0or0acquired
Develops
An0asset0of0a0person
Commodity

Different
Has0a0function
From0books/education/IT

Can0be0added0or0acquired

Between0people

Can0be0contained
Can0be0contained

Can0be0contained

Can0be0contained

Can0be0contained
Can0be0added0or0acquired
Can0be0contained

Can0be0contained

is0a0light

Fragments

Fragments

Fragments

Fragments
Fragments

er0det0her0fyrtårnet0vi0går0efter,0den0
nye0viden
det0er0en0ophobning0af0en0hel0masse0
Accumulation
forskellig0slags0viden
eller0en0samling0af0en0hel0masse0
Collection
forskellig0slags0viden
Pick0up
ny0viden0vi0kan0samle0op
Gather
og0samle0nede0i0vores0samlede0tank
og0så0noget0viden0vi0ikke0helt0har0styr0
Control
på0endnu
det0er0stadig0måske0lidt0en0
Hodgepodge
pærevælling0af0viden
hvor0vi0måske0ikke0helt0ved0hvad0vi0
Have0in0stock
ligger0inde0med
Dig
men0det0er0der,0vi0skal0bare0grave0lidt
viden0er0noget0abstrakt0noget0der0
skabes0mellem0mennesker
og0den0kommer0mange0steder0fra,0den0
kommer0ikke0bare0fra0os0men0også0fra0
de0ting,0vi0omgiver0os0med
der0er0sådan0lidt0mange0forskellige0
Different0kinds
former0for0viden
Practical
der0er0noget0praktisk0viden
der0er0noget0teoretisk0viden
for0mit0vedkommende0kommer0det0fra0
Theoretical
ting0jeg0læser,0ting0jeg0ser
få0mere0viden
Delvelop
og0udvikle0den
at0man0gerne0vil0vide0mere
Production0knowledge
produktionsmæssig0viden
det0kommer0fra0at0omgive0sig0med0
nogle0mennesker0der0har0noget0viden
især0den0lyst,0det0drive0til0at0få0mere0
viden
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Object

Object

Object

Supporting0language
During

2385.92 C6&P1

2412.24 C6&P5

2555 C6&P5

2555 C6&P5

Supporting0language
During

Personal
Object

2261.72 C6&P1
2384 C6&P4

2567.2 C6&P1

Personal

2208.6 C6&P4

Object

Personal

2100.64 C6&P1

2567.2 C6&P1

Object
Object

2038 C6&P1
2054.36 C6&P1

Object

Personal
Object

1879.76 C6&P1
1962.64 C6&P1

2563.56 C6&P1

Object

1692.2 C6&P1

Develops

Develops

Moves0around

Hampers

Hampers

Experience0becomes0knowledge
Hampers

An0asset0of0a0person

An0asset0of0a0person

Can0be0contained
Foundation

Experience0becomes0knowledge
Knowledge0sharing

Develops

udvikle0opgaven0...0videnen
at0vide0noget0er0også0oftest0baseret0på0
en0erfaring
Share
vidensdeling
vi0har0noget0viden0be0forsøger0at0samle0
Pick0up
lidt0op0på
Based0on0knowledge
den0vidensbaserede
jamen0det0tilfører0noget0eller0det0
fjerner0noget
hvornår0er0evner0praktiske0og0hvornår0
er0evner0en0del0af0den0viden0du0har?
større0erfaring0tror0jeg0også0er0
proportionalt0lig0med0viden
men0det0kan0også0være0en0sovepude
det0kan0nemlig0også0være0en0
Limitation
begrænsning
hun0(maleren)0er0ikke0begrænset0af0
Limitation
viden
viden0måske0er0det,0der0skal0tage0dig0
Take0you0someplace
Y stykket0videre
[tager0viden0med0højre0hånd0og0
skubber0det0ind0midt0på0bordet]
jeg0ser0lidt0viden0som0sådan0en0
Dynamic
dynamisk0ting
selvom0noget0er0en0begrænsning,0så0vil0
Limitation
Y den0stadig0flytte0sig
[laver0en0begrænsning0med0begge0
hænder0på0bordet0og0flytter0begge0
hænder0udad0til0hver0side]

Delvelop

